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While most other analyses of Pinter's work concentrate either on
the language or on the room-tomb•womb motif• no other study offers any

detailed exqination .of the dominant•subser·.rient relations between
characters.

Nor does any study make use of Pinter's own insights into

the use of dominance and subservience h

his plays.

When asked about

violence in his work he replied:
Violence is only an expression of dominance and subservi•
ence which is possibly a repeated theme in my plays.

1

Not only violence but also much other behavior of the characters in
Pinter's plays is an expression of the struggle to gain dominance or
to resist subservience.

Two studies deal superficially with the subject of dominance and
2
subservience in Pinter's Qarly work. Ruby Cohn classifies Pinter's
characters as villians and victims; and some of the characteristics she
•ntions of these two types are in some ways roughly equivalent to the
characteristics of the doainant end subservient characters in Pinter's
early works.

What Miss Cohn fails to appreciate, however, is that in

the later works, and even to some

e~tent

in the early works, the char•

acters do not exhibit clear-cut differences in the seP.se that the "vil•
lains" are drawn to evoke only negatbe responses while the nvictims"

only sympathetic responses.

Pinter's characters are neither quite so

simply nor so didactically drawn. but are in fact much more complex.

1Harold Pinter in an interview with Lawrence M. Bensky, Writer!
at Work: The Paris '.Review. Third Series. Ed. George Plimpton (New
York: Vikil'lf; Press, 1967) • p. 363.
2
Ruby Cohn. '~he World of Harold Pinter, 11 The Drage !evf.ew. VI
(1962). 51•63.

Bernard Dukore

l

offers a very Himilar analysis

wher~

he identifies

a -uestioner who is roughly equivalent with Miss Cohn 1 s victim.

Question•

ing is• however, only one of matiy qualities frequently associated with
the subservient character in Pinter's works.

No other discussions of Pinter's works touch even this closely to
the subject of dominance and subservience in Pinter's plays.

Moreover,

no one has sought to integrate this one aspect of the character's relations with each other into the larger scope of Pinter's other main con•

cems; nor has anyone sought to integrate Pinter's own excellent insights
into his work with an analysis of the plays themselves.
Since scmwa of the best insights into Pinter's work are wide by Pinter

himself

(s~thing

generally unappreciated since few critics are aware of

the many articulate and incisive statements Pinter has made about his
work in his various interviews and essays), this work relies heavily
on Pinter's own conmentary drawn from the sources in the select bibliog•
raphy at the end, which lists his essays and interviews as well as
important secondary sources which have been useful for this study.
I am deeply grateful to the members of my conmittee • to Professor
Stanley Clayes .for his many generous hours spent offering me numerous
invaluable suggestions and insights, to Professor Paul Hurm.IBrt for pro•
posing the bibliography without which this work could not have been written,
and to Professor Thomas Gorman for his encouraging attitude toward original

criticism.

A.nd to 3inmy for putting up with

~.

1
Bernard Dukore, "I'he Theatre of Harold Pinter, 11 The Drama Review,

VI (1962), 43•54.

I sm also indebted to the many k:i.n.dnc;Jc:es of Bister Rita of Loyola's

library, to the invaluable clipping service of the librarians at the New

York Public Library of the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center, and to
the librarians at the University of Chicago and Northweatern University.
I am especially grateful to my family and to my friends Pat Cohan and

Sylvia Bellipanni who share my interest in Pinter's work.
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Cll\PrER 1
CBNERAL CHABACTlllISTICS OF MAJOR. TBCBNIQUIS
AND THEMES IN HAllOU> PINTER'S WORK

Fundamental in the relationships between characters in almost all
the works of Harold Pinter is the recurrent assertion of daninance over

subservience.

As a technique the struggle for the position of dominance

creates much of the dramatic tension••who will gain dominance, Goldberg

or Stanley (!he Birthday Party)? As a theme it portrays an attitude that
a man apparently better preserves his identity (derived primarily from

his relative position with his fellows) if• like Goldberg. he is able to
achieve dominance• or if, like McCann, he is willing to consent to sub•
servience.

If, on the other hand, like Stanley, he is both unable to

achieve dominance and unwilling to be subservient, he may be forced into

a subservience that entails the loss of some or most of his former self.
This description of what apparently happens in The Birthday Party and

elsewhere differs, however, from the deeper reality which is that neither
the dominant nor the subservient character has much on which to base an

identity when it solely or even primarily grows out of a domin.tnt•sub•
servient relationship.
As both technique and theme dominance and subservience is explicitly
expressed in all of Pinter's early works, sonetimes more subtly later on,
then abruptly almost vanishes in I,andscape and. Silense, to return again

l

3

The various tools characters use to achieve dominance include the
apparently innocuous but counon nethod of winning an argument, as in
The Dyl!b. Waiter when Ben attempts to get Gus to agree with him that the
1
correct expression is "light the kettle," not "light the gas. 11
tater,

however, when Ben's position of dominance becomes uncertain he grabs
hold of Gus's throat.

In this and similar instances, in order to main•

tain dominance, a character whose position is threatened often employs
such seemingly perverse and extreme methods as the threatened destruc•
tion of the other character, which is what occurs at the end of

!JJ.!

Dumb Waiter when Ben, who may presU1118bly have orders to shoot, holds a
gun on Gus.

Violence, both verbal and physical, is consistently por•

trayed in Pinter's work as an extreme attempt to maintain a position
of dominance that is being frustrated or threatened.

Pinter himself

says:
Violence is really only an expression of the question of
dominance and subservience. which is possibly a repeated

theme in my plays.

2

It is indeed a repeated theme in hie work; violence occurs in

I!!!.

Birthday fart3[ when Stanley• who is the dominant meaber of the household,

kicks GolCberg who threatem to usurp his position.

3

It occurs in.!!:!.!

1

Harold Pinter, The Caretaker .an<! The Dumb Waiter (New York: Grove
Press, 1965), pp. 97•99, 112; this and all subsequent references to
Pinter's plays are to the American editions and the page references to
this work in the future will occur in the text.

2
3

Pinter, Paris Review interview, p. 362.

Harold Pinter, The Bi.ftMa:t Party (New York: Grove Press, 1968),
p. 52; a 11 subsequent references to this work will be to this edition
and will appear in the text.

4

Dumb Waiter when Ben strikes Gus because he asked questions which Ben
could not answer and which therefore threaten to destroy Ben's position
of authority (p. 118).

Violence occurs in The Homecomins when Max,

titular head of the household, strikes Joey who implies that Max !D1lde
1
a fool o,f himself in his error about Ruth.
And elsewhere in Pinter's
work violence erupts for very similar reasons; it might be noted here,
however, that Pinter does not apply the term "violence" to verbal and
physical means used to maintain dominance:
I wouldn't call this violence so much as a battle for
position, it's a connon everyday thing.

2

More disturbing than the seeming violence are the motives or apparent
lack of motives which impel a character to seek a position of dominance
and to devote all of his energy to the ensuing battle.

The motives are

rea 1 enough i f we view the struggle for dominance as a technique where
the battle is a game that requires little more motivation to play than
the desire to win, in this case, the dominant position.

When. on the

thematic level the position of dominance becomes, or almost becomes,
synonomous with one's identity it is also clear enough why a character
should seek a position of dominance i f fa iltng to do so would result in
a loss of identity.

As socan ss we examine the nature of the position

of dominance, however, we realize how frail a thing it is to serve as
1
Hilrold Pinter, The Hotpcoming (New York: Grove Press, 1965), p. 42;
all subsequent references to this work will be to this edition and will
appear in the text.

2 Pinter, r.ris Review intel"View, p. 363.

one 's identity 1 or even upon which to base it:.

When Goldberg re ma rk.s

''Well I've got a position. I won't deny it,tt and McCarm echoes ''You

cer~

tainly have, 11 (p. 29) • we are at once struck by the holl0t>.rness of the
remarks and by the actual worthlessness of the position, because, in

part, the precise nature of the position is kept a mystery.

While only

in Tb! Birthday Party &nd The DUllb Waiter do characters so explicitly
equate identity with a position, this equation is implied wholly or in

party by almost all of Pinter's characters who struggle for dominance.
When the equation of identity and dominance is not explicit, only
implied, intrinsic motivation for a character's actions may appear to
be lackina.

When added to this subtlety Pinter introduces an element

of mystery to the outside motivation•-Has someone sent Goldberg and
Mccann?

If so, who?

More important, why?

shoot or i8 he acting on hie own impulses?

Has Ben been ordered to
In either case why?••the

extrinsic motivation, too, seems obscure or even lacking.

Such subtle-

ties and mystery, however, function to emphasize the absurdity of

equatina not just dominance vith identity but identity with a position
that has no ultimte worth.

By keeping the nature of the battle in

"The lxaaination" ''unspecific," Pinter throws into relief the battle itself, and 1n turn the ultimate worthlessness of the position each character is seeking.
St ill, i f we understand the struggle as a technique and theme,
motivation does not seem lacking--a character struggles to win the
position of dominance to preserve his identity.

Whee ia lacking is

any re.al identity. for an identity based on or equated with a position
of dominance is at best re lat :i.ve to the subservient character.

Agusta

6

Walker in "Messages from

Pinter," assigns the lack of real identity as

the cause for the struggle between characters:
The inadequacy of the inner being, the lack of self assurance,
the corroding fear that a real identity does not quite exist
behind the front, makes these people grasp at each other for

straws. 1
Not only is the inner being inadequate, but also, when examined,
the outward reasons for a character's actions are at best slender and
at

wors~,

possibly nonexistent.

What is also often lacking then is

any extrinsic motivation even in the Pinter hierarchy where almost
everyone is dominated by someone or something••even Goldberg by his
organization and, admittedly, by society.

Not only is any inlllediate

extriftSic motivation ambiguous or mysterious or missing ('o1ho, if anyone, sends Goldberg?) but also mysterious or missing is any ultimate
extrinsic motivation for Goldberg's behavior (If we assume some organization behind his actions• what actuates the organization?).

Yet Goldberg's

behavior and Stanley's reaction to it can only be taken seriously or be
seen as disturbing by an audience to whom role or position is taken
seriously as the equivalent of who one is.

And even the least compre-

bending member of the audience is left with the uneasy suspicion that
what happens to Stanley happens for no good reason at all.
The portrayal of identity and truth

a~

relative permeates all of

Pinter's work through his use of other techniques and themes which also
1

Agqata Walker. "Messages from Pinter," Modern Drama, X (1967•1968), 5.

1
create richer, and more complex characters and dramatic action than an
analysis confined to dominance and subservience, or any other single
aspect of hiw work, reveals.

Too close an analysis of any single as-

pect of Pinter's work which ignores the others, the whole, and makes no
attempt at synthesis will probably end in the kind of easy symbolic
interpretation of his work that Pinter cautions against as "a pretty
efficient smoke screen, on the part of the critics or the audience,
against recognition, against active aw; w:Hling participation."

1

While

Pinter is not saying that we cannot look for consistencies in his work
(recall his consistent portrayal of violence) he is cautioning against
generalizations that mistake the part for the whole.

In his most often

quoted comment about his work Pinter himself offers a generalization
about the relativity of truth as it is portrayed in his work:
~ve

don't carry labels on our chests, and even though

they are continually fixed to ua by others, they convince
nobody.

The des ire for verification on the part of a 11

of us, with regard to our own experience and the experience
of others. is understandable hut cannot always be satisfied.
I suggest there can be no hard distinction between what is
real and what is unreal. nor
is false.

bet"t~een

what is true and what

A thing is not necessarily either true or false;

it can be both true and false.

A character on stage who can

1
.
Harold Pinter, ''Writing for the Theatre," Evergreen Review, VIII

(August•September, 1964), 80.

8
present no convincing argument or in format ion as to his past
experience, his present behavior or his aspirations, nor
give a comprehensive analysis of his motives is as legiti•

mate, as worthy of attention as one who, alarmingly, can do
all these things.

The more acute the experience the less

articulate its expression.

l

The device most frequently used to convey the uncertainty resulting
from the relative truth of experience is mystery.

As a technique,

mystery creates or enhances suspense through either temporary or

total withholding of informetion. 2

Only after The Dumb Waiter is

well underway do we learn that Gus and Ben are hired gunmen (information
temporarily withheld)• but we never learn by whom or for what reasons
they were hired.

Technically• mystery is sonaett•s further heightened by nonrealistic

devices, by the unexpected appearance of a dumb waiter or by the strange
presence of a match.seller at the back gate.

Effectively, the devices

operate generally on the edges of reality, not beyond it.

Unlike Eugene

O'N4ill's unrealistic theatrical devices such as masks in The Great God
Brown

~~ho

in real life could don a mask to trick his wife into believing

he fs sOllleone else?), Pinter's nonrealistic devices, such as Richard's
pretending to be Sarah's lover Max {!he Lover), are within the realm of
1

.Th!!!·'

p. 80.

2 For further discussion see Charles Marowitz, "lnterism is Maximum
Tension through Mininaum Infomtion," New York Times Magazine (October 1.
1967), p. 36.

9

possibility (It ts possible for a husband and wife to agree to such pre•
tense).
Thematically, mystery conveys an attitude that there is much in the
world Pinter portrays that cannot be known, such as ultilllate or absolute
reasons for things happening, as already noted of The Birthday Party.
Mystery functions thematically not only to point up the futility of
seeking answers to questions that cannot be answered, but also to point
up the absurdity of acting on reasons that may not exist.

What happens

to Stanley or to Disson in Tea Party, may happen not only for no good
reason, but also perhaps for no ultU.te reason at all.
Consciously or unconsciously Pinter creates the world of the con•
temporary scientiSt who less often speaks of cause and effect than of
a high correlation between two separate events.

According to Pinter,

any statement he makes about his work, or by extension, the characters
make about the 1r experience, is limited :

So, I'm speaking with soma reluctance, knowing that there
are at least twenty•four possible aspects of any single
statement ,

dd~nd ing

on where you• re standing at the time

or on what the weather's like.
I find, will

1l8Vf:!r

A categorical statement,

stay where it is and be finite.

It

will inmedf.ately be subject to modification by the other
tweaty•three possibilities of it.

1

In contrast to the world Pinter creates for them, his characters
generally still operate on the belief in a cause for an effect.
1
Pinter, Evergreen Review, p. 80.

Even

--10

though the cause for an action is unknown (Who in Tb! Dumb Waiter sends

the matches under the door?

And More important• why?) does not neces•

sarily mean that there is no cause; there ms.y be several, as Gus and
Ben note.

But though a single and correct cause can never be determined

with certainty. the characters settle on one that appears to them most
probable and allow it to function in their lives as if it were known,
absolute fact.

Pinter• through such elaborately comic scenes as the

one where Gus and Ben discuss the cause for the appearance of the matches,
or later, the appearance of the dWlb waiter, is poking fun at those who
find more comfort in settling on a cause, any cause, than in admitting

it •Y be unknown.

The be lief in cause and ef feet re lat ions to which

most of Pinter's characters subscribe is consistent with a belief in an
ordered universe where who one is can be known by knowi.ng or discovering
one's place in the world and adhering to ~t.

Since, however, in the world Pinter portrays there is no Prime
Mover, any hierarchy is artificial, man made.

While Ben may be taking

orders from some organization, what cause or causes can be assigned to
account for the existence of the organisation or its actions?

The

abaeace of any First Cause would seem to call for a new, different, or
at least a more flexible way of reacting to the events., sometU.s strange

and unusual, that occur in the plays; yet the characters generally con•
tinue to approach new problems with familiar, worn out, stock responses.

Edward in A Slight Ache seems to believe that he can understand and
solve the problem of the matchseller's presence by chatting with the
fellow••Flora seems to know better.

But how can Pinter's characters

11
be expected to fathom, even to recognize, the mystery around them when

most of them are so myopic that they · r'irely conceive of themselves
or others as existing beyond the walls that contain them?

Yet the

mystery on the thematic level that portrays an uneasy and

somet~s

frightening view of the world is apparent to the audience with their
larger vision and frequently to one central character in each work who

sees things about his world and the reality of it that the other
characters do not.
Most of Pinter's characters, however, are completely blind to
the essential absurdity of the struggle ill which they are engaged.

As

a technique and the•, sight and blindness is perhaps another aspect of
dominance and subservience because they are characteristic, respectively,
of the subservient and dominant characters.

As a technique, sight and blindness is characterized by how 111Uch
or how little a charactGr sees: as a thelille, by the insights a character
has or fails to have about the world around hill.

In The Dumb Waiter,

Gus sees many thiags Ben never not ices until Gus points them out; Gus

notices the envelope under the door. the number of burners on the stove
and even the speaking tube on the wall.

His observations about the

stove lead hill to the subsequent insight that he and Ben are not in
the kitchen of a restaurant.

This insight then enables him to see the

threat in the absurdity of their situatioa in a way that Ben is blind
and unable or uawilling to see it.

What the subservient character

sees about rea Uty is t however• rarely fortuitous for him. for it is
the dominant character, with his illusions about the world• who seeks

12
to impose his reality upon him and is frequently successful inddoing

so.
Occasionally blindness operates as the optical loss of vision;
Rose in The Ro<!!h Disson in Tea Partx, Edward in A Slight Ache, and
Stanley in

The Birthday Party, all become blind in the end.

Ironically,

it is frequently the character who sees the most and has the best in•
sights who in the

em

becomes physically blind.

Like sight anrl blindness, friendship an<l love are intimately bound

up with dominance and subservience; what appears to be friendship or
love is generally characterized by a failure to make any commitment or
to achieve any lasting bond

·~

at

is commonly associated with close re ..

lationships; and the failure is often primarily due to the problems
which grow out of one char'icter's attempts to gain or to maintain domi•
nance over the other.

Implicit in the earlier discussion of dominance

and subservience is the idea that in Pinter's work there can be no
friendship or love in a traoitional or Aristotelian sense of a relationship between equals either in beauty. strength or wisdom.

Pinter's

characters are either dominant or subservient to one another• rarely,

if ever. equals.
Driven more by clesires to assert dominance than by the selfless
des ires needed for friendship or love, I' inter 1 s characters genera Uy
lack even such selfish desires as a need to be loved, or a desire for
companionship that might promote a lasting, or even close relationship.
Only in relationships such as Goldberg and McCann's, where the subservient

13

character agrees to submit to the dominance of the other can the relation•
ship continue to exist.
As a technique, friendship or. love between characters (frequently
the vehicle for all else as a central concern of a work) nrodu,c:es the

tension between the faint hope that relationships will succeed and the
knowledge that they carmot.

Thellllltically, Pinter's portrayal of. love

and friendship simply leaves us with a question:

is it possible for

man, a social being who derives knowledge of. who he is from his rela·
tions with others, to succeed in establishing relat:f.onships that are
not in the end mutually destructive?

Generally the answer would seem

to be No, if man behaves as Pinter's characters and if be is motivated
by the same impulses.

Gus and Ben 1n !h,.e.J>wJb W;ftite:r, Harry and Bill

in Tb,! Collect&on, Diana and Disson in !ea Partx. D8vis and Aston, and
later Mick and Davis in The caretaker, Sarah and Richard (Max) in !!!!,
]~,

are all instances of l!'elat:ionships, like most in Pinter's work,

which are marked for failure because of tbe struggle for dominance.
Pinter's characters, of course, like any artistic creation, are ab•
street ions from and not representative of the whole of life; yet through
his dramatizations of the relations between characters Pinter seems to

lay bare an aspect of our contemporary life that is so convincingly
familiar as to seem true and momentarily representathe of the "1f'lole.
If it is a frail or a false identity that Pinter's characters gain
froin their relations with one another, time and space provide even fewer
clues to the question of who one is.

Space ano time, elush-e and dis-

torting qualities in Pinter's work, function as an aspect of the mystery

14
by posing questions never satisfied with answers.

Rarely, as in Tne

Collection, is it possible to di.scover the truth of a past event because the shape of it shifts with each retelling

or remembering of it.

Pinter is quite firm in his views on the subject:
Apart from any other considerations, we are faced with
the immediate difficulty, if not the impossibility, of verify•
ing the past.

mornin1.

I don't mean merely years ago, but yesterday

What took place, what was the nature of what took

place. what happened?

If one can speak of the difficulty of

knowing what in fact took place yesterday, one can I think
treat the present in the sam1 way.
~on 't

What's happening now?

We

know uat 11 tomorrow or in six months • time , and we won• t

know then. we' 11 have forgotten, nt our imagination will have
attributed quite false characterhtics to today.

l

As a technique, things that exist in space or occur in time, such as
objects in a rooa, or events in the psst, scnetines occupy charactere
almost as much as their interactions with others.
the objects around him; Rose and

Gus, at length describes

Mr. Kidd in The Room discuss a chair that

might be hers or his; Teddy, in The HomecOlll!J!g, is pleased to report that
his room is st 111 there.
but

Such preoccupations are not id le stage business

one way characters revea 1 themselves to the audience, and, if a

character is particularly observant or insightful, his observations nsy
reveal something to him as well.
1

~ ••

p. 81.

Gus, observing the objects around him

15
as if they provided an affirmation of his own existence, gains the disquiet iug i'l'lfJ ight that his situation is changing for the \O'Orse.

Roae •

through her observations about the che:b:, is coming to the unet;sy
rea Hzation that nothing may be as it seems, anci worse• there may be
110

way to affirm anything by observation.

Teddy, on thn other hand, who

seems particularly lacking in insight, can be pleased by what he dis-

covers about his room because it allows him to he lieve that things are
still as they were before.

Ironically, th:Uigs

beco~

as they were for

Teddy when he formerly lived at hom:?-·at the end he is once again. as
before, on his awn.
The preo.zcupat ion with the past :liJ so important in t!ru!!!!!l.P'!. and
Silence that it operates to the exclusion of almost any dramatic inter•
action between characters.

Beth and Ellen both recall themselves as

young w.-n by recalling former lovers; both t~omen assert that they are
1
not really old, or different.
Yet :in these works the preoccupation wfth
the past seems to be more than a quest for, or the assert ion of identity

since this concern seems almost the whole of these

character~

a.s they

present themselves to us.
The chare1::ter's recollections of themselves antl others in the past
is a study of growing old that serves as a reminder of mortality.

These

are characters who have drifted alone through life that w:f.11 soon leave
them;

am

though their separateness is without the clramatk tension that

1
Harol<' Pinter, L!ndscape and Silence (New York~ Grove Pr~ss, 1970),
pp. 15 and 34; subsequent referenceo will be to this edition aii,.i will
appear in the text.

16
comes from interaction, these characters, through their monologue dramatizations of old age and aloneness and loss fascinatingly rivet the
audience to the stage.
In Night Pinter once again combines recollection of past events with
some interaction between characters wit!1 their different remetabrances of
a shared el\perience.

But again, as in The Collection, there fa no way

to verify the truth of the past through memory.

Pinter concludes his

discussion of tid and truth by saying:
A moment is sucked away and distorted, often even at the
ti.me of its birth.

We will a 11 interpret a common ex•

petience quite dif'ferently, though we prefer to subscribe
to the view that there's shared connon. ground.

there's shared
like quicksand.

COlllllOt1

I think

grotmd all right, but that it's more

Because "reality" is quite a strong firm

word we tend to think, or to hope, that the state to which

it refers is equally firm, sett led and unequivoca 1.

It

doesn't seem to be, and in my opinion, it's no worse or
1
better for that.
With this very general. and somewhat simplified understanding of
the major techniques and themes in Pinter's plays it is now possible

to proceed to The Dumb Waiter, an excellent starting point for an
analysis of the operation and development of dominance and subservience.

1Pinter. Evergreen Rev!ew, p. 81.

CHAPTER 2

THE D!JMB WAITER:

THE SIMPLEST '.EXPRESSION OF

DOMINANCE AND SUBSERVIENCE

In a room two men, who we later learn are hired gunmen, await
orders.

lnstead of the expected orders• an envelope containing matches

appears under their doorsi a brief discussion, than a slight argument
follows••Ben strikes Gus.
but food orders which the
fill.

Later a dumb waiter appears containing orders,

•n nevertheless atteapt

1

but are unable• to

Several times the dumb waiter ascends empty, until the men finally

send up what food they have.

A voice at the other end of the dumb waiter

rejects the food••several times Ben strikes Gus.

Finally, Gus steps out

of the room while Ben appereat ly receives both the information that the
victim is about to appear, and the awaited order that they are to proceed
as usual (pres..-bly as they had just rehearsed the scene).

When Ben

calls Gus to join him, lus, stripped of waistcoat and gun, appears as
Ben levels his gun at h:lm-•one of the hired killers now seems to be the
intended victim.

Why?

The final threat of violence is consistent with the earlier violence;
each
Gus.

ti.me Ben feels his position threatened he strikes his subordinate
When asked about terror and the threat of violence, Pinter himself

replied that the best clue to understanding the apparently mysterious

l8

nature of the violence is to understand its link with the nature of the
dominant-subservient relatiocshtp between characters such as Ben and
Gus:

I think what you're talking about began in Tbf!

Dumb

Waiter.

which frcm my point of view is a relatively simple piece of
work.

The violence is really only an e:xpression of the 4ues•

tton of dominance and subservience• which is possibly a re•
peated them in ray plays.

1

Following Pinter's own lead in an analysis of all his work reveals

that Tl}!

PUllb Waiter

is an excellent starting point not. only for a dis•

cuss ion of dominance and subservience• but mystery as well; this play
(though not the first of his works to cont• in the twin themes and
techniques) presents the moat radical portrayal of the twin operation
of mystery, dominance and subservience used to create ambiguity.

In the

end when Ben levels his gun at Gus it is never certain whether he is
acting on orders or on his own as a result of the deterioration of the
dominant-subservient relation between him and Gus.

Moreover The Dtygb

Watter offers a paradig•tic portrayal of mystery and violence in Pinter's
work.

Much that at first appears mysterious, such as the immediate cause

for violence (Ben •s striking Gus) can be traced to the doainant•subservient
relationship between characters.

Examining important sinailarities and differences between characters
such as Ben and Gus reveals how violence is a natural product of a
1

Pinter, Paris Review interview, p. 362.
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dominant-subservient relationship

m Pinter's

work.

First, both the

domf.nant and the subservient characters are, by definition, symbiotically
dependent upon each other; this mutual dependence provides a precarious
basts for a relationship that can continue to thrive only so long as the
dominant character (Ben) can maintain his position unquestioned and un•

threatened by 0t.tts ide forces or by the subservient character (Gus), that
is• only so long as the subservient character remains in his place.

Since,

however, mysterious outside forces are seldom absent from Pinter's work,
and sf.nee few of his characters are willing (or able) to be wholly sub•
servient, changes which are bound to occur are almost all inimical to
preserving the relationship.

Second, both characters are generally

willing to fight to defend their values and fundamental beliefs; while
this may seem a trivial observation it is worth noting that Pinter's
characters ft'equently respond with the almost reflexive action of trained
athletes whenever their beliefs or values are challenged.

What makes

for sport is that the values of the dominant and subservient character
are different from one another in ways which also produce much of the
play's tension.

'Ben believes ln the authority and order of the organiza•

tion while Gus questioos it.
Other important differences between the two characters• different

values are reflected in their different strengths and weaknesses.

The

dominant character (Ben) is generally equipped at the outset with his
position of dominance (senior partner) which he proceeds to defend as
if it were a goa 1.

He has, however, severa 1 hand leaps.

His dcmlnance
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rarely, if ever, proceeds from superior strength, intelligenee or virtue,
but more com:nonly instead, f.:om a des ire to ma int a in the posit ion fol'
its own sake; and as pointed out in the ,revious chapter (pp. 5-6), a
character freqwant ly equates preserving a posit ion or role with pH•
se:"Ving his identity.

Since, then, defense of fiOsition is roughly a self-defense it is

no wonder that the dominant characte1· will use w/ultever means he can
to defend his po.dtion; he frequently begin.«'f by noting the superiority
<>f. his position; failing here, he may then resort to verbal argument

and abuse, and fina 1 ly to violence or threats of violence 11 which proceed

in direct proportion to his feeling thwarted or threatened in maintaining

his posittOR.

Whenever Ben strikes Gus, nen feels threatened in main..

taining his position.

The dominant character generally suffers under another. h.stntlicap .. he is e11.sentially blind to what his oppo1wnt (Gus) ia better able to

see; and being less observant he is also lees insightful about the

events of ti. reality around M.m than
~ifferent

i~".l

his counterpart.

From their

observations and interpretations of reality proceed the

different values and world views of the two characters.

WhHe the

ordered universe where his position b stable, secure and without

mystery, the subserv·iEhtt character perceives the actual disorder and
'

mystery in the world that is portrayed aroun<l h:lm-·such perceptions
lead him to C{uestion the most fundamental values of the dominant
character an<l. subsequently the ultiluate validity of the dominant
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character's maintaining a position which is artificial, relative only
to those he

ominates.

Were the subservient character without his weaknesses he might
easily attain his opponent's position; the oppoaite 1 however, generally
holds 1 due to yet other differences betwen dominant and subservient
character.

Where the dominant character generally gives orders and

attempts to have an answer for everything, the subservient character
takes orders and frequently asks questions.

1

Where the dominant char-

acter must, in order to retain his posit ion, act se lf•confident, assured
and in control of himself (else how can he have control over others?)

the subservient character may at times show weakness.

So long as the

subservient character's display of weakness, or lack of self-assurance
is mild (e.g., Goldberg's subordinate ~cann in The Birthday farty), the
balance in the relationship is not destroyed.

If, however, the dominant

character strikes out too hard at him in his attempts to maintain domi•
nance, he mgy destroy the subservient character (e.g., Stanley) and
hence destroy the relationship as well.

Moreover, with no one clearly

in sight to dominate, the dominate character (e.g., Ben if he chooses
to shoot) also destroys his own position which is dependent upon being
in a superior position to som1one he can dominate.
1
For further discussion of the subservient character as questioner
see Bernard Dukcma, "The Theatre of Harold Pinter," The prama I«eview, VI
(1962), SO, where .Dukore identifies and equates the questioner with what
is here termed the subservient character. His equation, as this dis•
cusston indicates, identifies only a few of the many characteristics of
the subservient character.
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Despite the numlrous differences listed so far it is now nevertheless
possible to assert that there is no simple distinction between the domi•
nant and subservient characters to justify labeling them, for example,
1
villain and victim ••terms which are in most senses misnomers since it

follows fro• the fiM 1 cone lus ion of the preceding argument that both
characters in the end stand to lose lllUCh, Jen his posit ion, Gus his

life.
While the point that there is no simple distinction between the
dominant and subservient character will be more fully appreciated later
in this discussion, it can be noted here that the dominant character
is also not wholly pnsympathetic, else we would have melodrama rather
than Pinter's much richer creations.

tn .!b,e Dp Waiter, for example,

while Ben cons f.stent ly s trf.ves to ma tnta in domf.nance over Gus• there
are those long moments when both struggle against the forces repre•
seated by the dumb waiter, and thus when both characters receive almost
equal att•ntion and sympathy from the audience.

But once again it is

also a mistake not to notice the many obvious and subtle differences
between the two charsct.ct's and instead to view such different characters

1For further discussion bf ?inter's characters classified as vic•
tims and villains sea Ruby C~hn, "l'he World of H.;rold Pinter," IQe Drama
Review. VI (1962) • 61•63, where she notes as characteristic of the
villain that his dialogue is more cliche ridden and his values ''those
which have traditionally structured our morality, 11 but which here create
"innoral agents that cest:roy the inc.Hv!dual 11 (p. 55). Somewhat valid
for the early plays. her argument needs qualification; the so•called
villains blindly pay only lip service to traditional values, but in
fact do not practice them; recall Goldberg who professes the gentle•
man's code of conduct toward woaan, though, as Lulu reveals later, he
acts quite the opposite.
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as Ben and Gus as virtually one and the same person struggling against
mysterious outside forces. 1
Some of the more sabtle differences between the two characters are
that the subservient character's weaknesses are frequently subjected to

critf.cismwhich he must passively receive from the dominant character,

such as Beu, who mu•t never be subjected to criticism a.nd cannot tolerate
it f.f the relationship is to continue; nor can the dominant character

even dUplay sympathy for the weaknesses of the subservient character,
for to do so would be too like admitting weakness in himself.

Moreover,

in order to matntah his position the dominant character frequently
goes a step further and attempts to erad1.cate wesk.ttess ·in the character
who dis plays it' Ben strikes Gus

~me.n

he asks questions which express

doubts and fears concerning the order of the organization.

But like other

IQ8ans associated with the behlivior of maintaining dominance. the move

may be self-defeat f.ng 1 for what destroys weakness often destroys the
subservient character as tilell, and in turn the relationship; r.en may
kill Gus and thus end the partnership.

This sunaary analyGis of dominant and subservient behavior en.ables

us to see that the violence that occurs in ?tater's work generally pro•
ceeds from the dominant character's attempt to tl!!intaf.n daminance both
over hia opponent's often increas iltg res istence, as we 11 as in the face
1

For recent analyses which proceed from this conclusion, i.e., do
not distinguish between Ben and Gus, see Walter Kerr, Harold Pinter (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1967), pp. 18•22; Martin Esslin 1 !!!!.
Peopl!d W2p: The Work of Harold P!.gter (New York: Doubleday, 1970),
pp. 67-74.
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of thre11tening outside forces.

A closer analysis of The Dypb V.aiter will

more clearly illustrate Pinter's mastery of the twin techniques and
the1111s of dominance and subservience and mystery used to create a care•
folly controlled ambi,&uity.

As the curtain rises on Ben and Gus whose positions even in the
opening mime are clearly delineated, Ben h

in the superior position

on the bed, while Gus is in the lower posit ion on the floor; :Ben immediately evinces disapproval of Gus's .aetioiui as ''he glares after him, 11
when Gus exists for the first time (p. ,SS).

'When Gus pulls the toilet

lever off stage, nothing happens although the toilet flushes !:rom time
to time on its. own; similarly perhaps the two men fail to control the
play's central mechanical device, the dumb waiter.
~teanwhile,

on stage Ben orders Gus to prepare tea, and though Ben

hardly pays any attention to Gua 's acthrities he expects Gus's full
attention whenever he reads aloud

ne~pal>er

accounts about killing or

death.
Perhaps the first hint of Gus's rebellion against the authority
represented by Ben

occur~

when Gus questions one of Ben's newspaper

accounts as nd if f icult to believe 11 (p. 86).

Ben's response 1 "It' '.3 down

here i• black and white," reveals his automatic belief in authority that
prepares for his later unquestioning response to the authority represented

by the dumb waiter.
Ben's newspaper reading is not simply a realistic touch but is also

an important device for at least two other reasons.

First, Ben is at•

tracted to the human interest trivia about killing and death, which it

2.5
might be expected he

~,;;ould

somehow re late to his own work and life, but

instead does not; death has no inuned iacy for Ben••he lives as if he will
never die.

And he sees no connection between his work as a hired killer

and these accounts of death which seem, however, to be more interesting
to him than his actual job which is merely routine.

Moreover, these

newspaper accounts about death that help Ben kill time reveal also that
Ben has no sympathy with the weaknesses which produce a victim; he says

of the old man who gets himself into a posit ion to be run over, "It's
enough to make you want to puke" (p. 86).

Second, while Ben seems

content with the vicarious enjoyment of reading and seems happy enough
to view things second hand, Gus prefers a ''bit of a view" of the world,

a window in the room in order to see things for himself.
It is Gus, however, who initiates most of the play's action and is
central in the sense that he does most of the moving about, gains most
of the audience attention and sympathy.

Gus listens to Ben, responds

politely to his reading aloud, but is really preoccupied with a question:
"I want to ask you something'' (p. 86) he states in accord with his sub•
ordinate position.

There is no question of Ben's dominance or of Gus's

acceptance of it when, instead of answering Gus, Ben demands tea and
then interrogates Gus about his activities in the kitchen:
BEN.

What are you doing out there?

GUS.

Well, I was just••

BEN.

What about tea?

GUS.

I'm just 801111 to make it.

BEN.

Well, go on, make it.

GUS.

Yes, I w!ll (p. 86).
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Gus returns to take up the central action by elaborately describing
the crockery while Ben asks why he is interested in it (p. 87).

Note

that in contrast to Duk.ore's assertion about the 't(uestioner" character
(Gus), Ben asks nearly as many questions as Gus does; but unlike Gus's

questions which proceed from a genuine concern about the world around
him, Ben's proceed as a check to be sure that the world is as he per•
ce ives it••ordered.

Moreover, a threat or reprimand is frequently

couched in Ben's ctuestions which Gus in the beginning either accepts

or ignores.

When, for example, Gus now answers that be is interested

in the plates because he has biscuits he plans to eat, Ben is irritated
(he orders Gus to hurry and eat them, then adds, ''Timi's getting on")

(p. 87), because Gus bas something he does not which suggests a dangerous

imbalance in the relationship.
Ben •kes over

This exchange parallels the later scene

Gus'• bringing only one Eccles cake, and only enough

crisps for himself.
Gus repeats• nOh I wanted to ask you something," but states instead,

"I hope it won't be a long job" (p. 87). revealing both that they are
there to do a job and that there are aspects of the job that are mysterious to Gus but which at the saaa time Ben ignores.
Before Gus can ask his question Ben interrupts with another news•
paper account, this one of an eight year old girl who killed a cat
while "her brother, aged eleven, viewed the incident from the toolshed"

(p. 88).

In reply, Gus, who has less respect for the printed word than

does Ben, suggests that the brother probably killed the cat.

Agreeing

quite spontaneously Ben flares up at what appears to be foul play (ironic
anger, considering his own activities):
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I think you're right.
Pause.
S lanming down the paper.

What about that, eh?

A kid of eleven killing a cat and

blaming it on his little sister of eight!

That's enough••

Be breaks off in disgust and seizes the paper (p. 88).
This is the only

ti~

in the play that Ben so openly agrees with one of

Gus's suggestions which contradicts Ben's own view of the world,
spec ifiea lly, his previously stated fa 1th in the authority of the

printed word.

Since, however, there is no outside threat, this light

comic scene quit6 deftly shows Ben relaxed and without reason to be on

guard.

Gus next inquires, "What time is he

~.etting

in touch?" (p. 88).

Each additional piece of information (here that they are awaiting
orders) is accompanied by additional mystery.

The unknown "he'! adds

to the mysterious nature of the job as does Ben's hedging in response

to Gus's nervousness which, as a sign of weakness, Ben cannot tolerate;
nwhat's the matter with you?

It could be anytime," Ben snaps (p. 88).

The slight tension eases when Gus asks,
it takes the tank to f U 1?" (p. 89).
for everything replies,

11

0

Have you noticed the time

lien, who seems to have an answer

It's got a deficient ballcock, that's all"

(p. 89).

Again Gus's attention shifts, first to a newspaper picture of
cricket players that catches his eye, then again as he freely associates
to the absence of a window, "I'd like to have a bit of a view.
whiles away the time" (p. 90).

It

Ben seizes upon Gus's last statement to

accuse Gus of ha·.ring no interests, and to boast of his own:
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I've got my wo.:.'lc!\Jork.
ever seen me id le?

I've got my model boats.

I'm never id le.

my ti.rae, to its bestaadvantage.

Have you

I know how to occcpy

Then when a call comes,

I'm ready (p. 90).
That Ben's interests are, in fact,

t~

killers like the newspaper reading

that provide him with little creative sat is faction is underscored in
Gus's response, ''Don't you ever get a bit fed up?

(p. 90).

To the

audience, however• there must be something more than vaguely familiar
in Ben's values such as good manners, busyness and freedom frottt idle•
ness, which are also clearly the values professed by almost all of
Pinter's characters who strive for dominance.
Again mystery accompanies new information as Gus observes that this
place is ''worse than the last one" (p. 91), a hint that they may be
slipping in rank within the organization.

"When are you going to stop jabbering?"

Ben's dismissal of the remark,
rea Uy fails to dismiss the

inferences of Gus's observation (p. 91).
Again it is Gus who shifts the discussion to ask, this time, why
Ben stopped in the middle of the road that morning when he apparently

thought that Gus was asleep.

Ben's ambiguous answer (''We ·were too early"

p. 93) enhances the suspense as the first in a
leading to the final ones:

series of ambiguities

did Ben receive outside orders?

in advance what the orders were?

did he know

The two questions suggest four possi-

bilities. none of which can be entirely dismissed.

If Ben received out-

side orders to kill Gus and if he knew them in advance he may have hesi•
tated (stopped in the middle of the road) before deciding to fulfill
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them.

He may not, however, have known the orders in advance; he may

have heard them for the first time when they came via the dumb waiter.

He may never have had any outside orders (since we never actually hear
the voice that sends them) and he may be acting on his own.

Gus's actions emphasize the

~abiguity

of Ben's response when, as

Ben picks up the paper to avoid further discussion, Gus appropriately
rises to ask if they didn't shove off i.maiediately after getting orders
to leave immediately (p. 92).

Although Bea resorts to his position of

authority, "Who took the call, me or you?"
fie<l as earlier persists,

11

'1'00

Gus not so easily satis•

early for what? 11 (p. 92).

Soon. however, Gus again shifts the subject with the question
"What town are we in?

I've for gotten" (p. 93).

When he learns that

they are in Birmingham his response underscores both the uselessness
of certain kinds of factual information to dispel mystery and also the
narrowaess of their world:

"He looks with interest about the room,"

thea adds, ''That's in the midlands.
Britain.

The second biggest city in Great

I'd never have guessed'' (p. 93).

His response, like a

child's repetition of a geography lesson, also provides light comic
touches that make the mounting tension more bearable.

The tension builds as several arguments grow out of a discussion
about f ootba 11.

\!<hen Gus suggests that they take advantage of their

situation and take in a game, Ben says that they can•t·-the Villa are
playing away.

More crucial, however, is Ben's own admission that

things are changing for the worse:

"Anyway there's no time.

got to get straight back" (p. 93).

When Gus objects that they used

We've
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to take off a weekend in the past• Ben counters with ''Things have tightened
They've tightened up' 1 (p. 93), which again implies that Ben

up, mate.

knows something that Gus does not.
Although the tension eases for a moment when Gus chuckles to himself as he recalls a former Villa match, the tension quickly resumes

when Ben denies that he saw the match, ·while Gus insists Ben was there.
Moreover, Ben socres the point in the argument about the place, outcome
and plays of the match (which he denies he saw!); Ben terminates one
round with "Qet out of it" and bullies his way to end another with ' 1Don 't

make

ate

laugh, will you?"

CJ.

94).

Gus, however, does not seem to mind losing the argume11ts and once

again shifts the subject with a question, '\!hen's he going to get in
touch?"

(p. 94).

This time• before Ben can respond, Gus's mind wanders

back again to the thought of seeing a match:
to see the game tomorrow?"

(p. 94).

"Here, what about coming

But Ben's reminder that there is

no game throws into relief the lack of escape from the tediousness of
their work.
Pinter •a timing in the next scene is perfect as he ut Uizes the
stock response of both the characters and the audience who expect the
arrival of the awaited orders; Gus discovers an envelope under the door,
maintains the suspense a moment longer by puzzling over it• then contrary

to expectation finds. instead of orders, tt..ielve matches.

The mysterious

appearance of the matches is an important device which precedes and prepares for the even more mysterious appearance of the dumb waiter; both
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the characters and the audience participate equally in being baffled by
the appearance of the matches.

Unlike the characters, however, the

audience may be less willing to accept Fen and Gus's e:cplsnat:f.on for
the appearance of the matcheo and their attempt to dismiss the subject.
Thus the tension for the audience increases as the characters attempt
to dispel the mystery by trying to provide some reasonable answer for

the matches.

Ben, as expected, quickly assumes command:

BIN.

k~ll,

GUS •

Go on where?

BEN.

Open-the door and see if you can catch anyone outside.

GUS.

Pho, me?

BEN.

Go on!

go on.

(p.

96).

Ben's insistence, and Gus's reluctance in<licate that neither wishes
to venture beyond the room where outside the strange and the unfamiliar
are associated with danger or the threat of it.

Gus follows orders, but

before he exists• withdraws a revoh-er that offers the auclience the
first clue about the nature of the job the m'!n are there to perform.

When he returns reporting that he saw no one• he attempts to mi.nimi.ze
the mystery of the e•.rent by suggesting that the matches will be use•

ful, a suggestion Ben quickly adopts as if it were his own, in a voll'y
where the characters virtually e;.{change roles:

GUS.

Well, they'll come in handy.

BEN.

Yes.

GUS.

Won't they?

BEN.

Yes, you're always running out, aren't you?
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GUS •

A 11 the time.

!Um.

We 11, they' 11 come in handy then.

GUS.

Yes.

BEN.

Won•t they (p. 97).

Note that Gus initiates a way of viewing

th~1

:JitU<1tion

wi:d.~:h

they both

adopt; the exchange then pivots with Ben's slight accw;ation that it is

actually Gus who needs the matches, then tui~ ·:.:ompletely with Ben's
presenting Gus's

\JCry

rem8rkS

a~

if. they were his own.

laat time!, however, that the roles ftrc so

~.asUy

Thia is the

interchangeE:bli;:, for

in the next instant, perhaps realizing that the remarks were not his
mm and that the strangeness of the situation has not been <l:f.spelled,
Ben now bullies Gus by questioning the assertion that the matches will
be useful; first Ben demnds '\1hy?" then, when Gus answers ''!\ecause
1 ha ..ren 't got any 11 11 ~n mild 1y nc,~uses Gus :

matches."

"Yes you' re always cadging

Finally Den patronizingly cautions, 'lJell, don't lose them. 11

But when Gus probes hi.s ear with a match, Ben slaps his hand as if to

gain final authority; he orders "Don't waste them!
it" (p.

Go on, go light

~1).

The next exchange 1 an argunJ':!nt over phrasing and usage, is evei1
more serious because fo.r the uecond time Gus is not so easily coerced

into aeeept1_ng

~en's

point of

v:l~1

as he -was eu·Uer.

Intereat:i.ngly,

1.t is Gus who first uses tho phr.ue "light the kettle" which he later

maintatm is incorrect f:or

0

Hght the gas 11 (p. 97).

Meanwhile B<m,

as in the inmediately preceding scene adopts Gas •s phrase "light the
kettle," then defends 1.t in deadly

tUi!"i1(Hilt

ss the correct expreLitdon;
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fir.st Ben says, 'It's common knowledge, 11 then, attempting to sound more
authoritative, says, "Light the kettle!

It's connon usage!"••the excla-

mation marks, used sparingly in Pinter's work clearly indicate Ben's
excitement and agitation (p. 97).

Momentarily, being right becomes

equally important to both Ben and Gus:
GUS.

I think you've got it wrong.

BEN.

Qi.!naci!!S)•

GUS.

They say put on the kett l•.

BIN.

(taut).

What do you mean?

Who says?

They stare at each other, breathing hard (p. 97).
Gus loses this round when he answers that his mother says it, to which

Ben counters and scores with "When did you last see your mother?" (p. 98),
a typical master stroke of

forcefvlly~.delivered

illogic, a nonsequitur,

that is frequently used by one of Pinter's characters to gain the advantage over another.

Underscoring the illogic Ben says, '!Gus, I'm.

not trying to be unreasonable," then quickly resorts to reminding Gus
of his own superior position, ''Who's the senior partner here• me or
you?" and finally adds one more bit of illogic to clinch the round:

"I'm only looking after your interes.ts" (p. 98).
'When. in the next moment., Gus is unwilling to let the matter drop

or to openly accept Ben's position, the argument resumes in even more

deadly earnest• made bearable by the comic inanity of the
BIN

(yehep!!!n~lI)•

Nobody says light the gas!

the gas light?

GUS.

tfuat does the gas--?

~marks

What does

:
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BEN

(Grabbing him with

t~,.,o

hands by the throat a at arm's

leqgth).

THE :Kh"TTLE, YOU FOOL!
Gus takes the bands from his throat.
GUS.

All right, all right (p. 98).

Despite Ben's vehement defense of "light the kettle" he lapses in his
next command, though Cus diplomatically chooses to ignore the lapse:
BEN

(Wearily).

Put on the bloody kettle, for Christ's

sake.

Ben goes to his bed, but realising what he has
said, stops, half turns.
other.

They look at each

Gus slowly exists left.

Ben slatDS his

paper down on the bed and sits on it head in
hands (p. 99).

£yen more diplomatically Gus re-enters and remarks, "It's going. 11
Ben asks.

''What?"

nThe stove, 11 Gus answers (p. 99).

A brief amnesty follows during which Gus changes the subject with
"

. I wonder who it' 11 be tonight, 1t a remark which is emphas !zed by

the silence which follows it (p. 99).

Ben vents his anger first at

another aspect of Gus's behavior, "What are you sitting on my bed for?"

then at what is really bothering him:
What's the matter with you?

tions.

You're always asking ques-

What's the matter with you?

(p. 101).

Gus hesitantly persists, "I thought perhaps••I mean-·have you got any
idea who it's going to be?

(p. 101).
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Gus then exists. but while he is out of the room Ben•s removing
his gun to check for aanunition enhances the tension and gives the

audience another clue about the nature of the job they are there to
do.

Further. Ben's maneuver may foreshadow the final scene where Ben

also withdraws his sun while Gus is out of the room.
When Gus reappears the audience learns that the men are waiting
for Wilson, presumably their immediate superior; note, however• that
supplying the name "Wilson" for the earlier mentioned "he" does not
clear up any more of the _,.stery than knowing that they are in Birmingham does.

With the manU.an of Wilson. Ben again withdraws his gun to

polish it 1 an action which momentarily defers the threat by calming
hill with an activity that is directed at the specific goal of getting

ready.
Gus's reaction to the •ntion of Wilson is, h~ever, •rkedly
different; he confesses a weakness such as Den would never confess
having; Gus says, "I find him hard

tof~alk

to. Wilson.

Do you know

that , Ben?" (p. 101).

Ben's impatient and unsympathetic reply, "Scrub

round it, will you?"

indicates that he is not only unable or unwillir.g

to sympathize with weakness, but also that he will not tolerate what
might be construed as criticism of the organization, that is, of one
of its superiors.

Gus's confession may also be interpreted as an ad-

mission that he does not fit the organization which Ben seems to fit
into quite well.

And when Gus next re•rks that Ben must have read

the newspaper many times, Ben's sharp reply, 1""what are you doing,
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criticising me?"

(p. 102) reveals even more clearly the connection

in Ben's mind between Gus• s confess ion and critic ism of the organiza•
tion.

Although there are no women in the play, Gus next presents an
attitude toward women of mingled fear and superiority which Pinter is
later to develop in such characters as Lenny (the Homecoming) and Aston
(rhe Caretaker).

If Gus is inferior to Ben, certainly women, who are

inferior to men, are inferior to Gus:

''They don't hold together like

men, women" (p. 103), Gus describes haw they die.

Then recalling what

a mess the last one made Gus wonders who cleans up afterward.

Ben's

condescending reply reveals again Ben's own faith in the order of the
organization where there is no need to question anything:
BIN

(Pityingly).

You mutt.

Do you think we 're the

only branch of this organization?
cannon.

GUS.

Have a bit of

They got departments for everything.

What, cleaners and all?

(p. 103).

Gus's next bit of wondering about the girl is interrupted by a loud
clatter and the appearance of the dumb waiter to which the men respond
by withdrawing their guns.

Gus discovers the order for steaks, sago

pudding and tea, the latter of which makes it seem half possible for
them to fill the order since Gus has been busy preparing tea.

But

while the men puzzle over the order the dumb waiter ascends empty as
Gus impulsively shouts up. "Give us a chance" (p. 104) indicating his
almost automatic willingness to follow orders.

That Ben is in complete

accord about following the orders is revealed in the next instant when
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Gus questions his own response, then questions the order as well.

And

when Gus finds the situation "a bit funny" Ben promptly colalters with,
''No.

It's not funny.

Upstairs.

It probably used to be a cafe here, that's all.

These places change hands very quickly" (p. 104).

Ben tries

to find an exp lana t ion wh Ue Gus asks the c l"UC ia 1 quea t ion.:
WELL WHO'S GOT IT Na-I?

(p. 104)

It may belong to the organization, it may not.
all depends-·" (p. 104).

Ben hedges, "Well that

Thus Pinter has nicely prepared for the be•

ginning of the different responses of the two men who continue in their
divergent directions to the end of the play.

What follows from thi$ point is now fairly easy to understand.

Both

the characters and the audience are at first perplexed by this new dis•
covery, the dumb waiter, as they earlier were by the matches.

And Ben,

who is not only used to giving orders to the person below him, but also
used to taking them from his superior, responds to this new request for
food as he would to any other order from above.

His response is not

surprising since the eutire play up to this point has been a preparation

for fulfilling orders.

But as the demands from the dumb waiter become

increasingly difficult to meet (though they were always impossible) Ben
becomes more aggressive in asserting his domin<tnce over Gus; twice he
hits Gus when Gus questions Ben's commands as well as the orders sent
from above.

Meanwhile, Ben, who desires to see things as he is ac•

customed to seeing them, acts rigidly and inflexibly as always and as

if such responses would keep the situation from changing for the worse.
What choices do these men have?

wedded to any possible alternative.

It is not clear since mystery is
To ask why, for example, the men
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do not simply go upstaris to see who is senuing the crders might be like

asking why Gregor in Kafka's Metamorphosis <lid not consult a doctor when
he began to change.

It is part of the nonrealistic technique that leads

you to believe two men can be intimidated by messages sent in a dumb
waiter, or that

8

man can change into a bug.

To the end of the play

certain mysteries, such as who is sending the orders, or more crucially,
whether Ben actually receives orders to kill Gus, remain unsolved.

Yet

it is more than a desire to solve the mystery that holds audience attention; it is the relationship between Ben and Gus which also involves
the audience to the extent that their follo;Jing orders e'7en seems ressonable••a fter a 11, i f the dumb

W3

iter is not being operated by the organi•

zation, Ben and Gus do not wish to attract unnecessary attention to their
unlawful activities.
test which Gus

an~

On the other hand, i f it is, the orders may be a

Ben do not wi3h to fa i1.

Both men are thus understandably afraid of. the dumb waiter; Ben

will not even look up into it, and whe11 Gus does, !\en "flings him away
in alarm," after Gus cautiously looks up follm,,fog the arrival of new
orders for soup, lhrer and onions and a tart.

'1;'hen Ben resob·es, "We'd

better send something up" the stage direct ions, "They are both relieved
at the decision," indicate that neith'!?r Ben nor Gus knows for uure who
is sending the orders.

But in the next moment, when the dumb waiter

ascends before the men can act, Gus mr>roonti.lrily forgets F>en's caution;

"Wait a minute, 11 he calls wh,ile Ben again warns against shouting up;
but since the threat seems to be alleviated by the decisi.on to act,

Ben's admonition to Gus is proportionately mild (,. 105).
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..fuen ne:>et, in an attempt to fill the order• Gus empties the contents

1

of a bag he brought, Ben becomes angry because there is only one Eccles
cake, then becomes even angrier when he discovers only enough crisps
for Gus••that there are none for Ben again suggests an imbalance in the
relationship and explains why Ben strikes Cua on the shoulder saying,

''You 're playing a dirty game my lad!"

(p. 106).

!i!anwhile the men fail to get the food onto the dumb waiter before
it again ascends empty; but this time !!,! almost involuntarily shouts,
''Wait a minute," before he realizes he has lost control and thus turns
on Gus with, "It's all your stupid fault, playing about," (p. 106).

Ben

tries to recover his calm by taking out his gun and playing with it in
preparation for the assignment, while Gus, adding to the tension, ob•
serves "that the stove has only three burners••You couldn't cook much,"
implying that they may not be in the basement of a restaurant (p. 105).
Ben, however, "irritably" counters with 'That's why the service is slow"
(p. lOS).
the point:

Again, Gus, not entirely satisfied with Ben's answer• pursues
''Yes, but what happens when we're not here?"

(p. 107).

When the dumb waiter next appears with orders for several Greek
dishes Ben and Gus resolve to send up the fare they have which Gus
amusingly embe 11 ishes by noting the brand names as he cal ls up the
hatch:
Three McVit ie and Price!
Smith's Crisps!

(p. 108).

One Lyons Red Labe 1 !

One Eccles cake!

One

One fruit and nut!
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Ben, in perfect accord, even joins in adding the labe 1 Gus forgot:

"Cadbury's" he tells Gus who calls it up the hatch.

Ben and Gus seem

momentarily satisfied with their action. though Ben mildly rebukes Gus
again for shouting up the hatch; but because the threat again seems off,
Ben merely says

11

it isn't done," then adds t "'Well, that should be all

right. anyway for the time being" (p. 108).
Things are not all right for long; although Ben seems satisfied

as he and GU6 put on waistcoat, holster, gun and jacket• Gus wonders
i f what is happening to them may be a test:

we? 0

(p. 109).

''We're reliable, aren't

Before Ben can reply the b°" descends with an order

for Chinese food as well as with the tea they earlier sent up.

The

situation once again seems to be reversing for the worse and Ben is
admirably willing to admit defeat by sending up a note with the truth.
Gus, however. discovers a speaking tube which Ben orders him to use to
make the confession.

But when Gus impulsively blurts out ''The larder's

bare•" Ben who is alarmed seizes the speaking tube and "with great
deference" delivers his message that reveals all the respect he has

for the unknown superior:
Good evening.

I'm sorry to••bother you, but we just

thought we'd better let you know that we haven't got
anything left.

We sent up all we had (p. 111).

Ben's honest admission of the truth is net, however, with complaints;
"Oh, l 'm sorry to hear that• •t Ben replies after he listens to the tube
then reports to Gus that the cake was stale, the chocolate melted and
the milk sour (p. 112).

Yet in the next instant Ben is elated over

one thing that seems again to confirm his position:
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You know what he said?
kettle!

Light the kettle!

Not light the gas!

Not put on the

But light the kettle!

(p. 112).

Gus, too, inlmediately adopts that as authoritative and says ''Now can we
light the kettle? 11

(p. 112).

He ex is ts and rat urns with in format ion

more crucial than one of phraseology••"there is no gas" he reports to

Ben who again becomes desponde.nt:
ping hand to head" (p. 112).
despair, delivers a lengthy

''Now what do we do?" he asks "clap•

Gus, who responds sympathetically to Ben's
ti~ede

against whoever is upstaris; he con•

jecturea that whoever he is he probah ly has lots of food and no longer
considers theu needs.

Then, observing that Ben appears unwell, Gus

concludes, "I feel like an Alka•Selzer myself" (p. 114).

But Ben,

instead of being cheered by Gus's conjecture and sympathy, pulls himself out of his despondency by ''wearily" suggesting that they rehearse
their plans:

11

Let me give you your instruction," Ben begins what

sounds like a responsive reading.
Gus breaks in at the end with the obse:r.vat ion that Ben "mhsed
something out "••the part where Gus withdraws his revolver.

Note, too,

that there is aho no explicit instruction to pull the trigger.
Gus exists and returns wondering again about the naatches:
did he send us matches i f he knew there is no gas?

(p. 117).

"nervous ly 11 responds 1 "What's one thing to do with another?"

"Why

Ben now
(p. 117).

The connection is obvious and Gus persists until Ben, who is unwilling
to admit that the situation is not under control, "hits him viciously
on the shoulder"

(p. 118).
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When the dumb waiter &rTives with more orders Gus follows his
impulse and shouts in frustration:
Wl'VE Gar NOTHING LIFT!

NOfHING!

DO YOU UNDllSTAND?

(p. ll8).

Again Ben flings Gus awy and "slaps him hard, back•handed across the
chest •" while the box ascends ominously empty.

The attempt to ignore

it only heightens the tension which continues to mount despite Ben's
affected calm before the final action; Ben, returning to a familiar
activity, picks up the newspaper which is now devoid of a 11 meaning:
Ben throws the paper down.

BIN. Kaw!
1fe picks up the paper and looks at it.

Listen to thia !

Pause.
What about that, eh?

l!ause.

Kaw!
Pause.
Have

you ever heard such a thf.na'l

(p. 119).

Gus "dully" joins in, "Go on," then steps out of the room (p. 119).
Alone now, Ben hears the whistle, puts the spaaking tube to his ear,

listens, then says:
Understood.

Repeat.

in straight away.
Understood.

He has arrived and will be corning

The normal method to be employed.
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To ear,

lie

listens.

To mout,9.

Sure we're ready (p. 120).
Ben's "we're ready" would seea to indicate that

J?..2!h

Ben and Gus are

going to do the job together as they had just rehearsed it.

And even

when Ben calls for Gus there is nothing to indicate otherwise until
the final mo.nt when Gus enters "stripped of his jacket. waistcoat,
tie, holster and revolver," and Ben levels his gun at him.

The two

men merely stare at each other without surprise or recognition until

the curtain falls.
It comes as no surprise, however, that it is Gus and not Ben who
is on the receiving end of the gun.

Although the ultimate reasons for

the final action are ambiguous and an unsolved mystery, the more im•

mediate reasons for the final action and the end of the relationship
are carefully prepared for••Gus, who no longer seems to subscribe to
the order and authority of Ben and the organization, and Ben, who
stUl would like to, cannot continue tn their relationship.

And

though mystery weighs heavily at the end (Who sends the final orders,
and, since the audience never hears them. what are they?
come to be stripped of his things?)

How does Gus

the greater emphasis seems to be

on the relationship between Ben and Gus.

Arnold P. Hinchliffe also

concludes:
The play is about the difference between Ben (the dumb waiter)
and Gus (who by his questioning is rebelling).

Whereas Ben

accepts orders and is an almost perfect cog in a larger
machine, Gus is becoming an individual and
1
Hinchliffe, p. 67.

111USt

be eliminated.

1
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Although Hinchliffe is one of the few cri.tics who seem to appreciate
the differences between Ben and Gus he does seem to go beyond the text
with so positive an identification of Ben as. dumb waiter (Ben does.

after at1 1 confess that they cannot fill the order), or of Gus as
rebel (even near the end Gus '1illingly accepts the authority of the

dmb waiter on the "light the kettle" issue).

Hinchliffe is certainly

correct in pointing out that the play 's focus is on the men's relation•
ship. which is, however. more interestingly complex than his analysis
suggests.

The Dumb Waiter may be a simple play but it contains a highly
interesting complexity both in the intricate and honest portrayal of the
dominant•subseryient relation between Ben and Gus. and also in the care-

fully constructed ambiguity resulting from the interplay of mystery,

~lth

dominance and subservience.
Did Ben receive orders to kill Gus or is he acting freely on a

decision he alone made?
for his action?

If he is receiving orders is he responsible

If not, who is?

The effectively abrupt ending seems

to focus on these questions and to
dominant•subservient relationship.

dr~matize

the precariousness of the

CHAPTER III
T!JI Bikl'HDAY PAJa'X AND THI ROOM:

!AlLY • MORI C<»CPLIX

IXPUSSION OF DOMINANCE AND SUBSERVIINCE
Written in the same year (1957) though prior to The Dumb Waiter,
The Birthday Party is more complex as the greater number of characters
results in fuller treatment of the techniques and themes of sight and
blindness, friendship and love, time, space and identity.

The inter•

play of mystery with dominance and subservience operates to create an
ambiguity quite similar in both plays, while, in contrast, in Pinter's
first play• The Room, also written in 1957, mystery alone provides the
central ambiguity.
It is never finally resolved whether what happens to Stanley re•
sults from a premeditated plot, or from certain choices he makes in
his relations with Goldberg and Mccann; both possibilities are developed
simultaneously, and both remain open.

While most of the critical atten•

tion, focused on the mystery in The Birthday Party, tends to promote the
view that Stanley, s aaewhat like Joseph K. of Franz Kafka's The Trial,
is an unwitting, even passive victim of a mysterious organization which
Goldberg and McCann, like the Inspectors, represent, Pinter implies
otherwise; when asked who Goldberg and McCann work for he replied:
I would say they worked for a large organization with

an office completely above board. 1
1

Henry Hewes, "Probing Pinter •s Plays:
Review, L (April 8, 196 7), 56.

An Interview," Saturday
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At the outset of The Trial the inspectors immediately enter with
such overwhelming force that it seems almost preposterous to ask why

K. obeys their summons when by not doing so he might have escaped his
end.

Though his innocence seems fairly certain, the inspeetors come

for the purpose of getting K.

On the other hand, it is never absolutely

certain that Goldberg and Mccann have cone to execute a premeditated plot
against Stanley, although the suspicion that they have is raised at

once by the sinister sound of their vaguely stock theatrical underworld
language that Stanley overhears:
Is this it?

McCAMK.

GOLDBERG. This is it.
McCAlfd:

Are you sure?

GOLDBERG.

Sure I'm sure.

(p. 2 7).

But although Goldbe,-g also mentions a "job" they are to perform
(pp. 28•29), a "mission," (p. 30), and an "assignment" for which he
selected McCann as his par.tner (p. 29), he also implies that they may
have come for a holiday:

What's the matter with you?
side.
re lax.

Take a holiday.

I bring you down to the sea

Do yourself a favor.

Learn to

(p. 2 7) •

And nowhere except in the opening scene do the two men mention any of

their actions as part of a job; even in the fins 1 scene when McCann

talks of taking Stanley away he says. "Let's get the thing done and
go" (p. 76), not "Let's get the job done. 1 '

Moreover, Goldberg and

McCann, unlike Kafka's Inspectors, do not openly f.ni.tiatt'! the conflict

with Stanley who himself seems to provoke them by his overly defensive
and unsuccessful attempts to get rid of McCann (pp. 37-42), then
Goldberg (pp. 43-45).

Even Goldberg's suggestion to give Stanley a party

seems genuinely spontaneous, not premeditated or sinister.
MIG.

It's his birthday.

GOLDBERG.
MIG.

Yes.

GOLDBERG.

MEG.

His b:f.rthday?
Today.

But I'm not going to tell him until tonight.

Doesn't he know it's his birthday?

He hasn't mentioned it.

GO!DBERG (thoughtfully).

Ah!

Tell

iM.

Are you going to

have a party?
MIG.

A Party?

GOLDBERG.

Weren't you going to have one?

MEG (her ayes wide).
OOU>MBG.
We • 11.

No.

We 11, of course, you must have one.

have a party,

Eili?

What do you say?

(H!

stapds.)

(p. 32).

Wh•1, then, does Stanley act alarmed when he first hears that the

men are coming?

And why does he try so hard to get rid of thell'?

the explanation generally offered is that

Stanl~y

While

is hiding out hoping

to avoid the consequences of some guilty deed wbtch he suspects Goldberg

and z.t:Cann are on to. other different reasons can also account for
Stanley's alarm.
Even before Goldberg and Mccann arrive Stanley's position is so
centrally like an only child's in the household that any addition is
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bound to be a change for the worse for him.

He has almost all of lt!g's

attention, even to the exclusion of Petey, and he is taken seriously
here as he would not be elsewhere-•here he is so•one, elsewhere nobody.
And when he threatens to "go down to one of those smart hotels on the

front." (p. 15) it is already quite clear that Stanley is going nowhere.
for to leave might be to lose whatever identity he has that comes f ram
the recognition of others.

He would like to keep things as they are,

even in his moments of despair (I! groans agd lies across the table,
p. 23) than risk losing what little he bas.

Goldberg and Mccann do in fact usurp Stanley's position; they make
a major decision, like the one to have a party, to which Stanley does
not even have a veto.

Re does not leave, however, because his inertia

is so firmly established even before the aen arrive that when given the
choice of going out or staying, he will choose to stay; earlier he re•
fused to go out with Meg (p. 19), and then, though he lllOlll8ntarily proposed to go out with Lulu, decided, ''there's nowhere to go," and stayed
(p. 26).

When Mccann, on the other hand, pract tea lly threatens Stanley

.!!!!S, to go out (in opposition to another of Stanley's momentary proposals
to leave) Mccann does not force him to stay, but Stanley again chooses
to stay as he backs off from the door:
STANLEY walks around the table towards the door.
Jk:CARlf l!:!tS him.

STANLEY.
tt::CANN.

!~cuse

•.

Where are you going?
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STANLEY.
McCANN.

I want to go out.
Why don •t you stay here?

STANLEY !J!C!Y!S away, to the rlght Of the table (p. 39).
A far more fa ta 1 choice 18 Stanley'• choice to sit, though he first
refused Goldberg's demanding invitation to do so (He strolls casually
~o

the chair at tbe table.

He sits.

p. 47).

They watch hia.

RI stops whistling.

SileDCe.

The refusal to sit in both The Birthday Party and

The Room is a refusal to be subservient; even before Stanley enters.
McCann similarly refusee to sit until he is sure Goldberg will (p. 27).
As i f he were assert lng hi.c; independence, Mr. Sands in The Room refuse::J

his wife's suggestion to sit; but when he momentarily lapses into a
sitting position which his wife notices• he denies that he was sitting
at all, ''Don't be silly, I perched" (p. 106).

Stanley is thus not

alone in attempting to assert his independence by refusing to sit on
CODID8nd; but when he finally does sit, his caution, ''You'd better watch

out" (p. 47) sound• impotent.
Stanley's failure to gain ccxnplete dominance over lit!g, who generally
has the last word in an

arg~nt

1 or over Lulu whose critical motherli-

ness (''You could do with a shave, do you know that?" p. 25), like Meg's

more coy motherliness (''You deserve the strap" p. 19), pnpares for
Stanley's attempt but failun to gain dominance over Goldberg and Mccann
in the inquisition scene.

In each in&taace that he is teased or fee ls

threatened Stanley reaponds with e counterattack rather than ignore
Meg, Lulu, Goldberg or Mccann.

But the contest, not merely one of wits,
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is a more basic conflict of values reflected in the view each character
has of his world.

In contrast to tho other characters who seem fairly pleased with
what they see, Stanley see.s that the house is "filthy," and that Meg
is a ''bad wife," and poor housekeeper.

'"rhe milk's off" (p. 1.5) ,

Stanley says refusing the cornflakes Petey
(p. 11).

thought were "very nice 11

lt!g fails to attend to Petey's tea in the first act (p. 16),

and has nothing for his breakfast in the last (p. 70); after Stanley
tells her the house is filthy she dusts the table while he is still at
breakfast (p. 18).

But it is Stanley's view of the house and people

that is the one conveyed to the aucl ience and intended by Pinter who

said in a discussion of the genesis of The Room and The Birthday Party:
The Birthday farty had e lso been in my mind for a long

time.
in digs

It was sparked off from a very distant situation
~1hen

I was an tour.

In fact, the other day a

friend of mine gave me a letter I wrote to him in nineteen-

fifty•something, Christ knows when it was.
says:

This is what it

"I have filthy insane digs, a great bulging scrag of

a woman with breasts rolling at her belly, an obscene household» cats, dogs. filth. tea strainers. mess, oh bullocks,
talk, chst, rubbish shit scratch dung poison, infantility,
deficient order in the upper fretwork, fucking roll on."
Now the thing about this is that was The Birthday Party--

I was in those digs, and this woman was Meg in the play.
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and there was a fe 11°"'1 staying there in Bastbourne, on the
coast.

The whole thing re11119 ine<l with me and three years

later I wrote the play.

1

Stanley's superior view of almost everything else also lencs support to
hi• suspicions about Goldberg and ?<t:Cann that are implied when he talks
to Mccann:
STANLBY.

Listen.

You knew what I was talking about before,

didn't you?

.McCANN.

1 don't know what you're at at all •.
It 's a mistake!

STANLBY.

Do you understand?

(p. 42).

Stanley tells Goldberg that he sees what the others do not;,
But I have a responsibility towards the people in this house.

They've been down here too long.
smell.

I haven't.

They've lost their H1o&e of

And nobody's going to take advantage of

them while I'm here (p. 45).

Stanley's concel'ft is really for himself.

But he is unable to verify with

certainty any past connection with these men when.he asks Mccann if they
have met before, whether Mccann knows ''Maidenhead," (where Stanley claims
he lived,) or "Fuller's Tea Shop," ''Boots Library." or ''High Street.''
all of which McCaan denies knowing (p. 39).

Then, simultaneously attempt•

ing to affirm and deny any past connection, Stanley mentions Basingstoke:

Chlsslg).

I've explained to you, da• you, that all those

years I lived in Basingstoke I never stepped out the door (p. 42).
1Pinter, Paris Review interview, p. 352.
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It is not McCann (whom Stanley asked) but Goldberg who mentioned Basing•
stoke when he first entered chatting about his childhood spent with
Uncle Barney (p. 27).

And later Goldberg recounts to Lulu his ti.me

spent at home, his jaunts to Fullers for tea, and Boots for a library
book (p. 50).

Stanley, however, fails to hear this last hit of circwn•

stantial evidence, and the past connection is left ambiguously open.

While Meg, Petey and Lulu remain blind to the threatening under•
currents of Goldberg and H:Cami's actions, Stanley's suspicion about
them gains its best support from the vicious cruelty directed at him.
They quickly turn to advantage Stanley's inability to see without his
glasses when Goldberg orders )fcC&nn to take them in the inquisition

scene (p. 49).

And McCann 's taking Stanley's glasses and breaking them

during the blindman's buff game (p. 63) is clearly the cruelest act
portrayed tn the play.

Moreover, when McCann breaks Stanley's glasses

he metaphorically breaks the part of Stanley's former self consisting

of a world view that opposes the way Goldberg and MeCann see things;
''We're right and you~re·wrong, Webber, all along the way," they tell
him (p. 51).

Later,

McC~nn ·~ ~.:u.:·~iptioa

of Stanley's

act~viti.es

upstairs, "Be

tried to fit the eyeholes into his eyes" (p. 74), under,cores how im-

possible it is for Stanley to return to his former view of anything
including himself; he seems suspended in a limbo between the imposai•
bility of either returning to his former self or becoming like Goldberg

and Mccann.

In the end, Goldberg and Mccann almost seem to recognize

that by reducing Stanley to a she 11 of a man they have gained 1 itt le :
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GOIDBERG.

It goes without saying.

Between you and

~.

Stan, it's about tinae you had a new pair of glasses.
M:CANN.
GOLDBERG.
McCANH.

You can't see straight.
It's true.

You've been cockeyed for years.

Now you' re even more cockeyed (p. 82 ) •

But Stanley is not passively robbed of his

sight~

he relinquishes

it as he relinquishes whatever inner•directed identity he may have had.
:\nd Bernard Dukore 's view that The Birthday Party is about the artist
represented by Stanley• \ilh.o is pitted against the conforming forces of
society represented by Goldberg and Mc.Cann "who I110ld him into the col•
1
lective pattern," requires sonia qualification.•
Whatever portions of Stanley's character tn:'!y be informed by Pinter's

own experience• Pinter became the artist Stanley did not.

Moreover, the

conflict in the play is not simply between Stanley, in whatever sense
he can be regarded as an artist, and the conforming forces of society,

but also within Stanley himself.
sees no conflict between an

inne~-

But Sta11ley's blind spot fa that he
and an outer-directed identity that

comes from the approval of others; and given the others in Stanley's
en•Jironntent, seeking an outer•directed identity, as Star"ley increasingly
does, is ini.mica l to preserving whatever inner•d irected identity he may
have.
Although Stanley may wish to think o:"' hf.mself as an artist$ a
pianist (an identity gained from the outer•rlit"ected association with
a role)• Stanley shows less interest in hh playing the piano (or an
identity gained from the inner•directecl satisfaction of performing,
1ncUttore, p. 52.
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expressing or creating something)• tban does :tt.tg••a point semihumorous ly

made when she gives him a toy drum "because you don't have a piano" (p.

36).
In contrast with Stanley's lack of inner•directed identity are
Pinter's O'vJn views of himself as an artist with a firm sense of inneI'

cirection:

When I was a failure I wasn't a fa Uure to me.

When I'm

a success, I'm not a success to me. 1
On the ether har1d 1 what Stanley increasingly seeks is the kind of outer•

or reflected identity I.en describes in ?inter's The Dwarfs:
You are the sum of so many reflections.
tions?

Whose reflection?

How IDlllny reflec•

Is that what you consist of1 2

St:1nley seeks approval from everyone though he admires none of the
?eop le around him.

He openly encourages Meg 'a flirtatiousness• and

tha11gh she soon becomes obnoxious• he continues to try to win her ad•

miration with his concert tour story th&t begins with:

Tell me, Mrs. BoJ.es. \:rhen y,:>u address yourself to me, do
you ever ask yourself who exactly you are talking to?

Eh'l

(p. 21).
L lthough Stanley deflects Lulu's criticism of his unwashed appearance

1
Marshall Pugh, '"l'rying to Pin Down Pinter." Daily Mail (March 7 •
1964)' p. 8.

2

Harold Pinter, Three Plays: A Slight Ache, The Collection,
The Dwarfs. (Naw York: Grove Press, 1962), P• 105.
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(p. 26).

Stanley is even anxious that McCann should think we 11 of him

Jhen, intplying hie innocence for a post deed, he says:

1

To loo!:: at m:i I bet yru \1(luldn't thinl'. I'd le<l such a
quiet life (r:. 40).
And Stanley's engazlng in the inqu:i.sition as he does seems another attempt
to prove himself, not in hf.sown eyes but :tn the eyes of hi.B inquisitors.
Dur:i.t1.g the inquisition scene, however• not only is Stanley aoserting

his identity by trying to outsrriart the questioners. but so are Goldberg

and Mccann busy attempting to preserve their.- own questionable identities.
Goldberg's identity, for example. an entirely outer one gaine<! from his
position, is subtly presented as not rnuch less precarious than Stanley's.
The understa11ding Pinter has of Goldberg's plight seems to result from

hf.s son'!,ewhat sympathetic attitude toward all of his characters; ''Even

a bnstard like Goldberg in The Birthday Part2, I care for, 11
said in an interview.

And while Goldberg and

~Cann

1

he once

attempt to affirm

each other's importance there 1.s a sadly hollow ring to what they are

saying:
GOU1BERG.
McCArm,

GOJ..DBERG.
";:fer.ANN.

GOLDBERG.

Hell, l've got a position. I won't deny it.

You certainly have.
I would never deny I had

~t ~1osith>n.

And what a position!

It's a thing I would not deny (p. 29).

lPinter 11 Paris Review interview 11 p. 361.
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At one point Goldberg is almost

011

the verge of realizing that he

sacrificed his individuality in playing by the rules, aud unlike Stanley,
sitting where be was told to sit:
What do JOU thi.Dk, I'm a seH•mac:ie man?

I was told to sit.

I kept my eye on the ball.

Don 1 t talk to me about school.

for why?

No!

I sat where

School?

Top in all subjects.

And

(p. 77).

Unfortunately Goldberg cannot answer his own question:
Follow m,y mental?
down.

Learn by heart.

Never write a thing

And don't go too near the water.

And you' 11 find

that what I say is true.
Be.cause l

believe that the world

(Vacant.} • • • •

Because l believe that the world • • • (Desperate.) • • • •

BKCAUSE I BELIBVE THAT THI WORLD .•• (Lost.) • • • • (p. 78).
Goldberg, however, avoids the recognition that his position is intrinsically worthless and be is no aore than a pawn in the larger scheme
of thinas.

He carries on as always accord iag to the rules for behavior

that •k• hill oppose Stanley who, because be does not want to play by
the same rules• infuriates Goldberg as might a son wbe chose to live
by values opposite those necessary to maintain a position his father

slaved a lifetime away to attain.

But the viciousness with which

Goldberg and Mccann oppose Staaley may occur for yet another reason
than this or than as part of a premerliated plot against Stanley.

Once one oi Pinter's characters is motivated in a certain direc•
tion. he will adaost always continue myopically in thelt same direction
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through a kind of i11ertia of motion that Pinter once observed of his
own behavior; Pinter recalls how• after beginning a brawl with a man
who claimed Hitler did not kill enough Jews, Pinter lost sight of the
original cuase for the fight end continued the fight blindly for its

own sake:
"You're talking a load of rubbis:1, 11 I said.
n1 suppose you're a filthy Yid yourself," he said.
11

Say that again, n I said am he did.

1 hit him and there was this frozen thing there, then a
slice of blood came down his cheek. - He hit me, then I

la.id into him forgetting who he was and what the whole
1
thing was about entirely.

Coldberg, too, begins the fight, the inquisition, for personal reasons;
0

lf you want to know the truth, Webber, you 're beginning to get on my

breasts" (p. 46).

But the questions quickly go from the personal to

the impersona 1; "Why do you treat the young lady like a leper? 11
then later. 1'\.lhat about the Albigensenist heresy?
at Melbourne?

(p. 47),

Who watered the wicket

What about the blessed Oliver Plunkett? 11

(p. 51).

The

inquisition scene seems to be impelled now by a momentum of its own,

And

when Stanley loses ground he responds as Ben or any of Pinte1 's other
characters do when they feel cornered; he strikes out• here at Goldberg
who is prevented from striking back by Ml!g's entrance.
1

Pugh, p. 8.

But the fight
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iR not yet over and it quickly resunas at the party as Mccann finally

gets back at Stanley by agatn tald.ng his glesses, and this time, breaking

them.

Is !-kCann•s actim the culmination of a plan made in advance of

hi.") arrh,al?

Is it tha final in a ;>eriert of actlons perhafJS r>rmroked

by Stanley himself'!'

The runhtguity that is kept 21tve throur)l the ene

suggests that the l!!nswer is not in an

eithe~:/or

choice• but possibly

in some complel; combination of both possibUities.
In any

Pintet" ratries the possi'hUity of personal cheice and

ca~e,

responsibility but
mystery.

end?

'~.eepo

them caref1.1.1.ly wrt1p;:>ed in the u.nt'erta:b."l.ty of

Coa11 Stanley have acted differently to ht:!ve avoided this

If Goldberg and McCann are. peThaps, Hke Ben, simply obeying

ordem, are they

res~onsible

Eor the:lr action?

l'h:l.~

the choices lla<..fa

in the move!ll of the dominant•subser.;ient relationships dramatize both
the

dest~.Jetiiie

results of ga f.ning dc111d.Mnce for iti; awn sake as woll

as the fr6tt:less results of ma1.nta1ning .an iriont1ty basc•l solely on

outward position, the uncertainty of mystery dramtt'f.ses a fear reaction

that may appear to be paranoid, but may actually have a rational or intuitively sound foundation.

The ambiguity dra•tizes the tvin dtlemna

of not kn°"'ing what to fe11r and then not knowfog how to act when no

much seems r-e.u. . eut. an<l most choices wr.ong.
llose •s choices in The Room are even more 11.m.tted than Stanley's--

whether or not she chooses to see the stranger 111he loses.

Although she

firat refuses to see Riley, she see;l'f.i fo":cec to give i.n When Mr, JUdd
threatem; that he may come up when Bert :ts hl')lllf?••a threat which is all
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the more foreboding because Mr. Kidd, at the stranger• s insistence, has
avoided even •nt toning the subject in Bert 's presence.

Rose's reasons

for fearing Riley, like Stanley •s for fearing Goldberg and !t!Cann may

have a simple explanation••she may fear Bert •s jealousy; but there may
be more mysterious reasons for her fear-•she may have known 1.Uey in

the past, which is clearly implied in Riley's reca•st that she come
home.

But the nature of the past connect ion between Rose and Riley,

like the one between Stanley and the guests, if it exists, can only be
guessed.
Although Rose seems more vaguely suspicious of everything than
does Stanley whose suspicions are fairly well focused on the two men,
Rose's a lam, like Stanley's, begins even before her guest arrives.
The out•of•doors, the weather seem threatening to lose who imp lies
that she would rather re•in within; "It's very cold out, I can tell

you.

lt 's amter" (p. 91).

Rose also fears losing the room, even

before the Sandses threaten to take it when they te 11 her it is going
to becClllfl vacant (information probably given by Riley); quite early

Rose says• "If they ever ask you Bert 1 I'm quite happy where I
(p. 93).

•11"

Her room is better than the base•nt about which she seems

more than idly curious or mildly suspic ieus :
Those walls would have finished you off.
who lives down there now.

1 don't know

Whoever it is , they' re taking

a big chance (p. 103).
Moreover she seems to be prompting Mr. Kidd to tell her whether there

is anyone actually down there when she says, "M1st get a bit damp
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downstairs" (p. 98).

AnJ with auppressed agitation she finally asks

Mr. Sands, "I was just wondering whether anyone was living down there

now" (p. 106) •

Rose •s fear of losing the room connects with her suspicion that
there is a stranger in the basement when Rose, talking at nightmarish
cross purposes with Mr. Kidd, tries to find out what the Sandses neant
in saying her room is becCllllin& vacant , while Mr. Kidd am ious ly inquires

whether or not she '11
ROSE (rt.sips).

see Riley:

Mr. Kidd!

I was just going to find you.

I've got to speak to you.
Ml. KIDD.

Look here, Mrs. Budd, 1 've got to speak to you.

I cam up specially.
•OOE.

There were two people in here just now.
this room was going vacaut.

They said

What were they talking

about?

MR. lttm.

As soon as I heard the van go I got ready to come

and see you.

1 'm knocked out (p. 109).

Bose• like Stanley, sees what the others do not; and her worst fears seem
in the end to be confirmed ; she may lose her room and Riley may have in•

directly brought her hara.

But nothing Rose ts able to discover verifies

with certainty any of her suaptc ions.
bf.auoua ly imply

·~

Her own actions• however• ua-

past connection with Riley.

When be tells her his

nanf! she responds, "That's not your name" (p. 112).

But though she first

acts as if Riley's presence and request were a horrible mistake• when
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the other hand, can perhaps be replaced by a blind

vious ly considers hJ.s inferior;
(p. 116).

11

t~eg1·0

whom Bert ob•

Lice," he ca U.s out as he strikes him

Bert may also suspect a past connection between B.ose and

Riley who seelll$ about to W!lke a confession ( 11Mr. Hudd, your wife--,"
p. 116} when he is silenced by Bert who kicks him.

Martin Esslin and Ruby Cohn view Bert as triumphant,

Although both
1

Bert, like Gold•

berg and McCann, has forcefully gained dominance that wins him Utt le.

But the real emphasis in this play is less on any dominant•subservient
relationships than on the dramatization of fear in its half seen, half

mysterious forms.
More enigmatic than Bert's violent reaction is, at the very end,
Rose's blindness which places the final focus on the play'• mystery.
Her 'blindness which seems to link her to the blind Riley,

conJHl

at

the very moment that severs any further connection as well as, perhaps,

any further possibility for escape.

Although the cause for Rose's

blindness may be no less mysterious than Stanley's• his seelllS easier

to understand because it occurs more gradually while hers happens so
abruptly it seems wholly mysterious.
Without any connection to anything else that happens, Rose 'a sudden
blindness at the end makes her final plight seem. unavoidable.

Unlike

l.rhough Bert shares an int 1nacy with his van that he does not
(from anything we see) share with Rose. it is difficult to feel as
Esslin describes it, that Bert's feelings about his van are a triwnph
over Rose: 'The journey into the winter night becomes an act of
intercourse with its own triumphant orgasm" (p. 66). Ruby Cohn
seems closer to the text in her description of Bert and Rose as
typical victim and villain: "Of the rival claimants for Rose, Riley
and Bert, the latter bludgeons his way to triumph" (p. 56}.
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Stanley who may have had soi.m choices in his dealings with others that
might have kept him from desb:·uct ion. Rose seew; to have none; had she
not allowed Riley en.trance he might, as Mr. Kidd suggests, have entered
when Bert was hon! and the outcome might have been no different.

Hinch-

liffe, who maintains that "the play is not, finally, successful," seems
nevertheless right in

addi~:

The play remains, however, a good piece of theater.

The

final explosion occurs so rapidly and so unexpectedly that
the audience ts le ft stunned, which is not a bad cone lus :f.an

to a play. 1
For a first play that was written in only three or four days
~

is certainly fine theater.

!h!.

It contains an honest portrayal of

the ch.1racters' fears coupled with light comic touches associated with
Pinter•s best dialogues.

Moreover. Pinter's imaginative use of per-

fectly timed unexpected occurrences ruke even this first work (though
not oxie of Pinter's best) better than much other contemporary drama.
The Birthday Party, as a first full•length c.raru, is a really re•
markable work that •;.vas written when Pinter ·was still only

t>:~enty-eight.

Even in this work which comes closer to melodrama than any of hia

later more mature pieces, Pinter has complete mastery over hie era.ft
and already begins to show signs of the kind of complexity in dominant•
subservient re lat ions hips he later developed and explored more deeply.
1

Hinchliffe. p. 47.

r
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!"-en here he handles with surety the dramatization of the ambiguous

appearance of what can ultimately be construed as good and evil;
Ooldbel'g 1 perllaps more than any of Pinter's other characters appears
to be evil. yet Pinter f.s cat-eful to show that he may only be a pitiful
vict.f.m of himself, a man who feels cheated because he overconforned to
the lessons he bellaves society taught him.

Perhaps the best praise for these two works, and praise which is
generally applicable to any of :?.inter 's work. is that his characters
seem to. live and are not mere contrivances of a master puppeteer.
Moreover, Pinter himself seems cognizant of his talent along these
lines, for in a description of the characters in The Iiothouse, a
discarded play, Pinter seems to hit on one reason his ch..":lracters in
these two plays seem a live:
It was heavily satirical, and it was quite useless,

I

never began to like any of the characters, they really
didn't live at all.

So I discarded the play at once.

The characters were so purely cardboard.

I was intention;.

ally••for the only tine, I think••tryf.ng to make a point,
an explicit point, that these were nasty reople ancl I
disapproved of them.

live.

And therefore they didn't begin to

Whereas in other plays of mine every single

character.• even a bastard like Goldberg in The Birthday

farty, I care ior.

1

1t>tnter. Paris Review interview. p. 361.
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Perhaps it is rinter's ability to "care forn all of his characters
that a ho keeps his work out of the realm of. the purely didactic, as The

!!9.tnoyse presWll!lbly was.

Yet Pinter does write drama with a tension

between characters some of whom you care for more (Stanley, Rose) than
others (Goldberg, McCama. Bert).

And the COl'JIPlexity in these works makes

them worth repeated viewing and reading.

CHAPTER 4

THE EARLY REVUI SKETCHES:

BRIIFIST

EXPRISSI~

OF DOMINANCE AND SUBSE'RVl'INCE

Written for presentation in 1959, in the wake of The Birthday Party's
bad reviews, the early revue sketches display in miniature some of Pinter's
concerns already observed in the full• length works.

When asked how he

first got started writing revue sketches Pinter replied:
Well, I was asked.

Disley Jones, of the Lyric, Hammersmith.

had worked with me before on The Birthday Party, and when he
became involved with planning a new revue for the theatre he
asked me if I would care to contribute.

I'd never done any•

thing like that before, but I thought about it, and then
wrote The Black and White, which along with The Last to Go,
is my favourite among my sketches. 1
These sketches, as Pinter insists, are primarily about people, the
way they talk to one another, what they say, imply, or fail to say:

I regard myself very much as an amateur revue-writer, a drama•
tist some of whose work just happens to fit into the framework
.:;fa revue.
l

As far as I am concerned there is no real difference

"Mr. Harold Pinter••Avant•Garde Playwright and Intimate Revue,"!!:!.!.

Times (November 16, 1959) • p. 9.
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between my sketches and my plays.

In both I am interested

primarily in people; I want to present living people to the
audience, worthy of their interest basically because they

!!.!• because they exist, not because of any moral the author
may

draw from them. 1

While Pinter's sketches may not differ essentially from his longer works,
as in any very short work his sketch characters are drawn more as familiar

types than as individuals, and his overriding concerns, dominance and sub•
servience, mystery, sight and blindness, friendship and love, time, space
and identity, are here often reduced to a mere suggestion or even absent

altogether.

S~

of his concerns, such as the assertion of dominance,

which may appear mild or nonexistent in the text, may, however, be much
emphasized in actual production; in the Pinter People televi.aion pro•
duction of Trouble in the Works, where Pinter took the part of Fibbs and
seemed to do most of the directing, Fibbs, initially an overpoweringly
dominant employer loses stature to Wills, the meek employee who gradually
gains dominance as he informs Fibbs that the other employees are dissatis•
fied with the company's products and hate to make them.

Wills states

with growtag :confidence, "Well, I hate to say it, but they've gone
vicious about the high speed taper shank spiral flute reamers. 11
1
2

2

Ibid., p. 9.

Harold Pinter, A Night Out, Night School, Revue Sketches (New York:
Grove Press, 1967), p. 92; subsequent references to these works will be
to this edition and will appear in the text.
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InterestL"lgly, the Fibbs and ':iills' exchange of dominant role, only m:i.ldly
suggested in the text, is greatly emphasized in the Pinter People cartoon
production, where Fibbs, originally drawn to many times the size of Wills,

at the end appears a much shrum:e\1 figure collapsed behind his desk, before which looms the now much inflated figure of Wills who finally informs Fibbs that what the men want to make is "Love, 11 ("Brandy halls 11 in
the itext, p. 93).

Pinter's other main concerns seem fairly absent in Trouble in.!!!!.
~,

which seems much more a vehicle for presenting the machine tool

names that also happen to carry sexual connotations; Pinter describes
the experience out of which the sketch grew:
So, I did do one day's work in .an off tee once.

day.

Job with machine part tools.

Half a

In fact, Trouble in

the Works came right out of that half day•s work which

made the work in the off ice we 11 worth while,

I had to

copy down a 11 the namas of these machine part tools,

extraordinary, half dog points• hemispherical roe ends and
all that lot.

1

The Black and White. also aparked by actual experience, is a study
in communication, or the lack of it, that only incidentally deals with

dominance and subservience in the relation between the two tramp women:
Actually, I had had the two old tramp-women in the all-night
cafe in nr.1

mind for years, ever since I used to live in the

1
From a tape of Pinter People.
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East End and spend quite a lot of time wandering round the
deserted town at night waiting for the all-night busses back

home.

In those days you find these curious night-wan:terers

who don't seem to be going anywhere or doing anything, though
obviously they must have some interest in the future, even if

it only keeps them going from moaent to moment--till the next
bus goes by, or the last paper is sold.

They seem to be

extraordinarily solitary, unable to cOl!a!nicate with each
other or anyone else, and often not even wanting to.

l

In The Black and White dominance and subservience• which creates the mild
tens ion in the sketch, ls reduced to a few scattered 1ines uttered by the
Second Woman who asserts her dominance •• she simultaneously voices her
fear of strangers to the subservient First Woman 'Who responds defensively:

FIRST:

The two-nine-four, that takes me a 11 the way to
Fleet Street.

SBCOllD:

So does the two-nine-one.

/jause .]

talking to two strangers as l come in.

I see you

You want

to stop talking to strangers• old piece of boot

like you, you mind who you talk to.

FIRST.

I wasn't talking to strangers.

(p. 95)

The Second Woman again mildly asserts dominance while this time tmplying
perhaps a vague fear of the police:

111Mr. Harold Pinter . . • ,n p. 9.
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SECOND:
FIRST :

They took me away in the wagon once.
They d idn 't keep you though.

SECCND:

They didn't keep me, but that was only because they

took a fancy to ma.

They took a fancy to me when they

got me in the wagon.
Do you think they 1d take a fancy to me?

FIRST:

SECOND:

I wouldn't back on it (p. 96).

Although the Second Woman is the more dominant, the actual antagonism
between the two W09n is slight and without •nace.

And when the First

Woman admits that many of Pinter's subservient characters do, "I wouldn't
mind staying," she is reminded by the Second, "They won't let you" (p. 97).
There is no argument••no point in arguing; the two womn eud in simply
going their separate ways as the First observes:

It don't look like an all•ni1ht bus in the daylight, do it? (p. 97).
Her remark is both funny and sad.

Request Stop is also funny and sad

by

turns much as Pinter intended:

I want 88 far 88 possible to leave comment to the
audience; let them decide whether the characters and
situations are funny or sad.
Stop.

Take the woman in

Resue•~

We've all met them, the people who talk to them-

selves in crowds, enlarging upon a slight or imagined

grievance. making fragmentary attempts to communicate
and slipping back into muttered protest.

Is the reaction

of other people to them, as they edge uneasily away, funny
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or tragic?

Obviously it can he both, but I think my job as

dramatist is simply to present the situation shaped in dramatic terme, and let the audience decide for themselves. 1
In the Woman's familiar sounding harangue egainst the S•ll M!m, Pinter
dramatizes the uncomfortably comic qualities of someone attempting to

assert

dominance~

I beg your pardon, what did you say?

Uause;]
All I asked was 1f I could get a bus from here to Shephet'ds
Bush.

fPause;J
Nobody asked you to start making insinuations (p. 97).

The Woman's attack quickly becom!!s IW!nacing:
I've got better things to dos my lad, I can assure you.
not going to stand hel'.'I"

~n·!

I'm

be insulted on a public highway.

Anyone can tell you'1-e a foreigner.

I wee born just around

the comer. (p. 98).
But her menace is quickly deflated when the woman she appeals to as a
witness moves off without a word after a taxi.

The entire crowd'• refusal

to respond to the wcman turns the situation that might otherwise be amusingly nuiacing into one that becomes quietly pathetic.

But though the

sketch might have legitimately ended when the whole group runs off after

a passing bus t1nc1 leaves the honwn e.lone, Pinter continues it for one more
line that rescues the growing pathos '1.d.th a

fiti<'\l

l orld, but comic twist that

throws a mystery back over an the \.:c•l.'n!ln 's previous 1>ehav1.or; as another
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I sold my last one about then.

BARM.G.N:

MAN:

About nine forty•five.

Sold your last then did you?

Yes, my last 'Evening News' it was.

nARM\N:

MAN:

Yes.

Went about twenty to ten.

'Evening News' was it?

Yes.

P!use.
Sometimes it's the 'Star' is the last to go.
BA~N:

Mi\.H:

Ah.

Or the • • . whatsisname.

BARMAN:

'Standard. '

MAN: Yes (p. 100).
When the talk shifts to George, it: hardly matters that each of the 111n has
a different "George • • • whats isname 11 in mind; they

oth seem to agree "he

must have left the area'' (p. 102).
The Applicant, turning again to the portrayal of one person's dominance
over another,. is the last of Pinter's early revue sketches that was pultlished
together with the others.

1

Dealing with the familiar interview situation,

and pushiiig it to some imaginative extre•s, The Applicant, a combined study

in the horro.a of an inquisition and physical torment, is the most didactic
of Pinter's sketches.

It portrays the evils of dold.nance gained by a per•

son representing some large organization which Lamb would like to join.
l

Esslin discusses Pinter's other unpublished sketches. That's All,

That's Your Trouble, Interview, Dialogue for Three, pp. 197-198.
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The ''essence of efficiency.'' Miss Piffs, who collllkS to interview the
unfortunate Lamb, is. according to Martin Esslin, a direct descendant of

Hiss Cutts, the interviewer from Pinter's unpublished and admittedly di-

dactic play The Hothouse.
is

11

atr~i ing

1

Even without the stage direction that Lamb

nervously about, ' 1 and without the na• Lamb, lamb is set up

from hf.a first line as the victta; when he answers Miss Piffs •

0

Ah 11 gooc!

morning. 0 with ''Oh, good morntftg, miss•" be has already said too nuch and
said it badly without matching Miss !tiffs' forcefulness.

A simple "goorl

morning'' might have been the first line of a character headed in a dif-

ferent direction.
Not only does this aketch contain the most obvious portrayal of the

dominant-subservient relationship, but it Dlso contains the most blatant

of all sexual attacks by one of Pinter's wouen characters.

011e of the

few quest ions Miss Pif fa permits Lamb to answer, "Are you Virso lntacta? n

ta -.....diately followed by tbe more direct, "Do women fttghten you?n as
she pushes the button for the second jo?.t of electricity that propels

Llli:n'h onto the floor.

Moreover. in the !_inter PGopl!_ production, the

cartoon character of Miss Piffs drifts to a horizontal and superior

position abO'\rG tho prostrate Lamb.

Special Offer, the only other published early revue sketch and available only in Hinchliffe's Harold Pinter. is leas a sketch than an extended
joke that falls flat at the end.

The ma in port iort of the sketch is, how-

ever, a fair example of one form of Pinter's humor. where he takes a stock
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situation, lie re women for sale, and reverses it with appropriate changes so
that it comes out comic.

now

who describes

The men for sale are offered to a BBC secretary

she was approached by an old crone:

It's an international congress, she said, got up for the entertainment and relief of lady members of the civil service.

You

can hear some of the boys we've got speak through a microphone,
especially for your pleasure, singing little folk tunes we 're

sure you've never heard before.

Tea is on the house and every

day we have the very best pastries.

For the cabaret at teatime

the boys do a rare dance imported all the way from Buenos Aires,

dressed in nothing but a pair of cricket pads.

Ivery single

one of. them is tried and tested, very best quality, and at very

reasonable rates. 1
The virtual monologue continues with the terms and money back guarantee
deal; and what is also humorous is the secretary's serious response to

the old woman:

That 'a very kind oc you, I sa:l.d, but as a matter of fact I've
just been on J.ea\re. I start work tomorrow and am perfectly
re.freshed •

2

The sketch whidh would have been more effective had it simply ended here,
loses its impact when the secretary ask:s • after a pause, "Do you think

1Hinchliffe, pp. 73•74.
2

!!?!1·

t

p. 74.
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it's a joke • • • or serious? 11

which is ·kin to the more effective unspoken

query raised at the end of many of Pinter's warks.
Humorous, sad, realistically drawn studies of ordinary people in
familiar conversation, the early revue sketches sometimes contain the
concerns present in Pinter's full-length works.

Among his major concerns,

the assertion of dominance appears mo::;t prevalently 1.n the sketches, and

is occaa iona Uy combined with a twist of mystery ddde-1 at the end.

On the

whole, however, the sketches with their sharp focus on the characters are
more a brilHant little study of familiar chatter
whose talk fails to communicate.

u~ed

to dramatize people

CHhl~ER

A SLIGifl' ACHE:

5

DOMINANCE AND SUBSElWIEl.«::I EXPRESSED

IN THE COMPLEX EXCHANGE OF ROLES

First broadcast on radio during the same year (1959) the revue
sketches were first presented, A Slight Ache contains a freshly imagina•
tive, dense handling of all the themes and techniques already observed in
Harold Pinter's previous plays.

No longer are there easy distinctions

between the dominant and subservient character (see Chapter 2, p. 21);
instead, as dramatized in the several exchanges of roles, the characters
may be interchangeable.

Moreover, the dominant and subservient chsracters

are both treated more sympathetically than in previous plays.

Edward,

originally dominant over the apparently subservient Flora, reveals a
weakness (blindness, that begins as a slight ache in his eye) formerly
associated only with the subservient character, while Flora, who gains
dominance in the end, as does Ruth in The Homecoming, is the first of
Pinter's characters to finally achieve dominance who is also portrayed
as a sympathetic rather than villainous character.
Mystery, in the form of the Matchseller, and Edward's and Flora's
different attitudes to him, is also more imaginatively handled here than
in earlier plays; in the original radio version, since the Matchseller
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has no lines, his very existence is questionable as is his potential manace
which might only exist in the eye of the observer; Edward who sees the
Matchseller as threatening is in fact destroyed when he invites him into

his home, while Flora who views him as harmless se(;ms to gather strength
from his presence.

Who is blind1

Are you right if you think you are?

Time, space and identity are also more elusive and slippery qualities
here than in any of Pinter's previous work.

In the beginning Flora an-

nounces, "It's the height of sunner," (p. 11) while at the end she tells
the Matchseller (who Edward thinks has grown younger) "SUlllD9r is coming"
(p.

40).

Space and the objects that occupy it are moveable; the break-

fast furniture simply disappears in order to focus the action on the
scullery.

Finally, the protean quality of identity is dramatized not

only in Edward and Flora's exchange of dominant roles, but also in
Flora's exchange of Edward for the Matchseller she calls Barnabas.
Edward, a strange and interesting combination of dominance

d sub-

servience, first appears dominant over Flora as he orders her about during
the wasp killing; "Cover the pot," he commands (p. 11) before he re-

solves, "Well, let's kill it for goodness' sake" (p. 12).

But his blind-

ness or slight ache in his eye seems an appropriate ill for one who like
Party~

Stanley, and perhaps Rose, Disson in Tea
is blind to himself.

and Gloucester in Lear,

While Edward is busy writing about time and space,

the Belgian Congo and other far off places that absorb his interest, he
has no knowledge of the pa•eing seasons, of the plants growing in his
garden, and, by extension, of himself.

1

trou know perfectly well what

grows in your garden, 11 Flora tells Edward who proudly admits, "Quite
the contrary.

lt b clear that I don't" (p. 10).
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in asserting dominance over the matchseller by mking him sit; unlike
Goldberg, however, Edward experiences no victory, only re lief when he
finally manages to force the Matchseller backward until he stumbles into

a chair:
Al.lab!

you're sat.

At last.

What a relief.

(p. 27)

Moreover, though Edward edmits he is no squire ("I entertain the villagers
annually, as a matter of fact.

!'m not the squire but they look up to me

with some regard 11 (p. 22) he also obliquely hints that Flora may be the
former squire's daughter Fanny, "a flower 11 (Flora), who like Flora had a
fine figure and Hf1a11ing red hair 11 (p. 23).
More central to Edward's identity than his position is his mesculinity-what it means to be a man.

In former times (hinted at in the village set-

ting that until recently boasted of a squire), a man could prove himself
in battle.

But though Edward clai1111 he formerly struggled "against all

kinds of usurpere" (p. 35), hie battles now are absurdly reduced to combat with a wasp, which be kills in a cowardly fashion, and a verbal combat with a matchaeller whose silence, like the silence of the crowd

against the Woman in Reguest Stop, makes Edward's assertion of dominance
appear ludicrous and pathetic in the way the W011Bn's tirade was both
funny and sad.

As Agusta Walker asserts• the Matchseller may possess

the manhood Edward lacks:

What makes a man?

It f.8 the struggle for life or at least

a struggle for something, and this wretched old fellow has had it.
l

Aausta Walker, p. 8.

l
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Even Edward admires the Matchseller's stoic endurance during the summer
storm reminiscent of Lear on the heath:

There was a storm last week.

A

su~r

storm.

He stood

without moving, while it ranged about him (p. 21).
for Pinter too (expressed in his praise of Anew McMaster's interpreta•
tion of Lear) the heath scene embodies• in wonderful combination. the
heroic, the tragic (dread) that is transfigured by gaity:
He

understood and expressed totally the final tender clarity

which is under the storm, the blindness, the anguish.

For

me his acting at these times embodied the idea of Yeats' line:

''They know that Hamlet and Lear are gay, Gaity transfiguring
a 11 that dread. 111

Whether or not the Matchseller ever experiences that "final tender
clarity, 11 is only hinted at since he succeeds where Edward fails, and
since he directly confronts the elements (and perhaps by extension, himself) in ways Edward clearly does not when Edvard battles the wasp and
attempts to conf1·ont the Matchse Iler.

In the first battle, Edward

vascillates between ordering Flora to do the actual killing and hoping
that by doing nothing the problem will solve itself; first Edward orders
Flora, ''Put it in the sink and drown it ; 11 then he hopes, "It 1 s stuck.
It' 11 drown where it is, in the marma 1.ade, 11 and again, "Bring 1.t out on
the spoon and squash it on the plate, 11 (p. 13) he orders Flora who twice

1Harold Pinter,!'!!.<:. (Emanuel Wax for Pendragon Press, 1968), p. 15.
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refuses,

0

1t'll fly out and bite me" (p. 12); "ltill fly away.

It~n

bite" (p. 13).

When Edward finally resolves to kill the wasp himself, the method he

uses, in contrast to the one's he suggested Flora use. involves no

ris~

to himself••he pours the hot water down the spoon hole and claims he is
''blinding him" (p. 14); Edward is clearly relieved by his action which
seems a victory that also

~tarily

transfers his own blindness, or

slight ache, to the wasp.
Edward's similar attempts to transfer, by projection, his blindness

to the Hatchaeller are, however, unsuccessful, which indicates that the
real problem of blindness is with Edward not his seeming opponent; Edward
first wonders if the Hatcbseller has a glass eye (p. 25), then says of
him to Flora (as Goldberg accuses Stanley):

HI can't see straight (p. 29).
But in spite of all efforts to project his blindness onto the Matchseller
the problem sticks to Edward who finally confesses that he looked at the

Hatchseller from all angles and with all kinda of glasses, as well as

''bare eyed," (p. 37) • but despite all efforts "to get to the bottom of
it" (p. 19), be is still left with the unauswered question that ia his
last gasped utterance:
Who ere you?

(p. 39).

The question might just as easily have been, "'Who am U

precisely the question Edward staunchly avoids.

11

which is

Though h• has some
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momentary sympathy for the Ml!ltchse ller (which it might be supposed could
lead to some subsequent understanding of himself) when Flora asks how
he is getting on with him ("He's a little • • . reticent.
withdrawn.

It's

unde~standable.

Somewhat

I should be the same, perhaps, in his

place" p. 28) 11 Edward quickly eradicates this sympathy by asserting and
defending until the end:

Though, of course, I could not possibly find myself in his
place (p. 28).

The irony, that

~dward

is precisely in the Matchseller's place in the end 1

emphasimes the extent to "1ich Edward is blind to himself.
Edward • s view of the wasp and Matchse l ler, contrasted wf.th Flora's
seems to further emphasize Edward's inability to see himself and others.
Where Edward views the wasp as "vicious .. (p. 13), and seems unduly fearful, Flora is only prudently afraid that the cornered wasp will bite;
where Edward projects onto the Matchseller his own failing sexuality when
he refers to him as a bullock (pp. 19. 26) • with a "great bullockfat o::

jelly" (p. 29) • am conveys negative connotations of ''bullock" as castrated
bu 11 or steer, Flora, who also mistakes the M!ittchse ller fot' a "bullock let

loose" (p. 17), and sees him "not at ell like jelly" (p. 32), attaches to
the Matehseller the more positf.\l'f! c6nnotations of a young bull.
senses then, the Matchseller is as Martin Esslin maintains:

The silent character acts as

~

catalyst for the projectf.on

of the others' deepest feeHi.1.gs.

Edward in projecting his

In some
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thoughts is confronted with his inner emptiness and disintegrates while Flora projects her still vital sexuality and
changes partners.l
But Edward• alarmed with the Matchseller Flora finds harmless• avoids
the confrontation with himself that both !sslin and Katherine Burkman2
maintain Edward achieves; Edward• much like Goldberg (see Chapter 3,
pp. 55·56) verges on, but finally and desperately avoids any recognition
when he says :
You're shaking with grief.

For me.

I can't believe it.

For my plight (p. 37).
But instead of actually confronting the nature of his own "plight•"
Edward, like Goldberg, retreats into the refuge of again asserting
dominance over another; "Come• come stop it.
the Matchseller {p. 38).
ficulty being a man.

Be a

man." Edward orders

But it is clearly ldward who is having dif·

Then again, like Goldberg. Edward asserts that he

is in superior health, with "excellent eyesight" (p. 38). while he
blames something "in the airs•" in the "change of air, the currents ob•
taining" between him and his object that prevents him from clearly seeing
the Matchseller.

Edward see11S to fall from the exhaustion of his mis•

guided attack on the Matchseller which should have been directed on himself.
1
Martin Esslin, The Theatre of the Absurd (Harmondsworth:
1968), p. 208.
2

Penguin,

"Indeed, the play moves toward Edward's recognition of his identity
'With the Matchseller who has con¥! to replace him," Katherine Burkman,
"Harold Pinter's A Slight Ache as Ritual," ~odern Drama, IX (1968), 329.
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But Flora who than entices the M'ltchseller out ("I want to show you
my

garden,, your garden.

You must see my japonica, my convolvulus •

..

my honeysuckle, my clematis" p. 39) before she exchanges Edward for
the Matchseller, is not unsympathetic in her dominance, her cormnand of
the situation, as were Goldberg, Bert, or Ben before her.

merely

11

sol:!citous" as Ruby Cohn maintains. 1

Nor. i& she

Instead. she is more genuinely

attuned to Bdward 's plight and willing to help him than any of Pinter's
previous characters ever were toward another's problem.
From the first, though Edward obstinately refuses to admit his fear
of the Matchseller ("Of course he's harnless.
harmless? p. 16)

How could he be other than

Flora understands that he is intimidated by the presence

of the Mntchseller at the back gate when Edward says:
For two months he's been standing on that spot, do you realize
that?

Two months.

I haven't been able to step outside the

back gate" (p. 15).
More important, Flora responds sympathetically by offering him more
realistic alternatives to his problem than any of Pinter's previous
characters have had.

Several times she responds to Edward's request to

bring the Matchseller in by suggesting instead to "call the police 11 (pp. 19,
20) to have him removed.

And even after she brings the Matchseller into

the house she prudently cautions. "Edward. are you sure it's wise to bother
about all this?
1

(p. 21).

Ruby Cohn, p. 327.

But again Edward refuses to listen to her advtce

r
I
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as he obstinately insists on confronting him.

Even after F.<lward sees him

(after which he momentarily seeks refuge outside) Flora is still willing

to show the Mtltchseller out:
ls th is necessary?

I could show him out now .

It would n • t

matter (p. 28).

Only after F..dward still refuses to take her advice, still maintains he is
not afraid (''Me frf.ghtened
(''No you're a woman.

of~?"

p. 29), and finally depricates her

You know nothing" p. 29), does Flora begin to

change and decide like Edward to '*get to the bottom of it'' (p. 30).
Ed~arrl

up tn this point has rejected not only all of Flora's advice,

but in his talk with the Matchseller he indicated his rejection of Flora

as well, of her sexuality when he tells the Matchseller 'You're n.o more
repulsive than Fanny, the squire's daughter" (p. 21) whom he had earlier

descrf.bed in exactly the same terms he had dcrncribed Flora when he told
the Matchaeller ''Get a good wortl!n to stick by you" (p. 24).

Flora seems to ha,.re been that good woman e'\-en up until the
she tells Edward ''You should trust your wife more" (p. 30).

Moreover,
ti~

when

:But after

his steady rejection, Flora seems reacy to test the Mi!ltchseller to see
if he might not be a suitable substitute for Edward.

As Ruby Cohn points

out, Barnabas in :M.bU.cal terms means "son of consolation;" and like Kafka's
Barnabas, the only villager admitted to the castle, this Barnabas "re-

places the master of the house and becomes the consolation of its mistress. "
1

P..uby Cohn, p. 372.

1
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Ecl""iard; according to Katherine Burkman the day of St. Barnabas, June 11,
in the old style calendar, was the day of the sunrner solstice, '\:.;h:Ue
.Barnaby· bright is the name for the shortest night of the year."
Flora 118y, as Mins Burkman also suggests, represent
goddess,u in

11

1

the fertility

"e mockery of the fertility ritual,'' while Ed".11.nx represents

"the dying winter season and Edward tan England.'~

Miss Burkman may be

correct in asserting that A Slia9t Ach!, is a parody of ritual drama but
she fails to indicate the nature of the parody.

It may be possible to

suggest that the parody• though in some sense a mockery, is at base tragic;
spring will return each year to the earth, but once gone from your own
life, is gone forever.

Both Edward's fall and Flora's attempt to re-

capture the lost love of her youth and perhaps youth itself through the
decrepit Matchseller both may dramatize such a point.

What brings about Edward's fall?
I

Is it simply time for him to die?

'

Has he brought it on himself by attempting to ask too many of the wrong

kinds of questions which Gus• Stanley, Rose, and later Len (the Dwarfs),
Aston (l'he Caretaker), and Disson (!ea Pact;r) also ask but cannot answer?
Hinchliffe thinks so. and feels that in asking questions Edward is a
typical Pinter character doomed to fail.

3

Esslin, too, feels that all the

elements in the play are stock Pinter s itU!ltions, the intruder from the
l
2
3

Katherine Burkuu·•• p. 333.

Ibid . • p. 336 .

HinchUff~, pp.

68-70.

the play's chief virtue, according to ~sslin, :f.s PS.nter's demonstration

that he hal!l transcended the vernacular in the characters' speech.

1

tihat all these critics ignore ts th.e real, though subtle, difference
between this play and Pinter's previous work; they also over.look the
Ed~•rd

ambiguity th."l1t operates to the en-!.

has more choices open to

him than any previous Pinter character as '·iell as most other subsequent
ones.

Yet it is st ill possible that had he acted otherwise, on Flora• s

advice, t:he outcome would have been no different, especially 1f what

happens to Edward b

simply an unmasking of already e::t 1st ing qua Ht f.es.

And all the possibilities that mig};t account for Edward •s fall are left

ambiguously open as mystery is again wedded to dom:f.nanc:e and subsenrtence
through the fina 1 moments when Flora hands ldward the matchbox and walks
off with Barnabas.

Is Flora better off in the end1
tion?

ls the ending hopeful. an af:firnr.1-

Even Flora's position, thongh in !!lone senses apparently better,

is not clearly so.

Both a negative and posf.tive response to her final

action seem aimt!ltaneously and a.mbiguously implied.
A Slight Ache is, to my mlncl, the best of Pinter's short works.
a dense handling of old themes

am

As

techniques presented in a much more

complex way. the play seems to represent a clear and important jump in
Pinter's development as a playwright.
1nss lin, Th! P!92led Wound. p. 91.

CHAPTER 6

A NIGHT OUT:

THE MOST REALISTIC EXPRESSION

OF DOMINANCE AND SUBSERVIENCE
A Night Out, written and produced for radio then television in 1960,
two years after Pinter's revue sketches and A Slight Ache, is the only of
his plays where mystery is wholly absent,

1

and where dominance and sub-

servience is reduced to some basic battles·-• son's desperate attempts
to gain dominance over his overly possessive mother, and his similar
attempts with Gidney, a superior in his department at work.
The radio version, which left open the question of Albert's in•
nocence or possible lechery with the office girl, may have been more
successful by allowing at least some mystery the television version re•
moves in the direction about Ryan:

"It must be quite clear from the

pression it was his hand which strayed" (p. 27).

ex-

Without mystery, how·

ever, those who achieve dominance (the mother, Gidney, and in a sense
Ryan), like those who do not (the girl, and except for a br.ief period
with the girl, Albert), are less awesome than simply pitiful since their

1
As Hinchliffe notes: ''rhere is no mystery in the play; the dreams
of both the tart and Albert we know to be only dreams, the photograph is
identified by the inscription on the back, and even the person who interfered with Eileen is identified i.n the directions for the television production," p. 78.
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actions are understandably motivated by feelings of inadequacy and of being
trapped in the narrow limits of their worlds.
The play opens with Albert and his mother desperately avoiding communicat ion by means of what Pinter terms ''cont !nua 1 evasion" :
We have heard many times that tired, grimy phrase:

Failure of communication" • • • and this phrase has been
fixed to my work quite consistently.

I believe the con•

I think that we communicate only too well, in our

~rary.

silence, in what is unsaid, and that what takes place is a
continual evasi09, desperate rear guard attempts to keep our-

selves to ourselves. 1
Although Albert is obviously preparing to go out (he is combing his hair,
brushing his shoes) the 1110ther avoids acknowledging his leaving and in
her way c0111DUnicates her desire to keep him home by treating him like
a boy••she mocks his grooming then assigns him the chore of replacing
a light bulb:

M<1l'HER:

Cleaning your shoes?

out, won't I?

I' 11 have to put the flag

What are you looking for?

ALBEJa:

My tie.

The striped one, the blue one.

MOl'HER:

The bu lb 's gone in Grandma 's room (p. 8) •

Not unt 11 severa 1 pages later does the mother, with "shocked sur-

prise," discover, "You're going out?"

(p. 5).

lier attempts to make

Albert stay are also aimed at making him feel guiltily responsible for
1

Pinter, Evergreen

~view,

p. 82.
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her and for his own actions.

She would rather he put the bulb in Grand-

ma's room (though Grandma has been dead ten years, though he is freshly
dressed and the bulbs are in the blackened dirty basement), than release
him.

She, like Ryan, is at an age to retire--she from the motherhood of

having a young boy, and he from the firm--but both manage to extend their
influence beyond their time by devious means involving a kind of destructive
sexuality.

"Are you leading a clean life? 11

the mother asks her grown son

a question reminiscent of Miss Piffs' question to Lamb in The Applicant
(see Chapter 4, p. 76); "You 're not messing about with girls? 11

(p. 7)

the mother aska a question Flora, for example, would never ask (see
Flora's comment to the old Matchseller, aDoes it ever occur to you sex
is a very vital experience to other people?" A Slight Ache, p. 32).
Apparently, however, for Albert, too, sex is to be shunned;

11

Don't be

ridiculous, 11 he says to his mother then adds, "I don't know any girls"
(p. 7) 1 which in several senses is true.
In the second scene, waiting for Albert to join them to go to the
party, Seeley and Kedge discuss the office team's Saturday game where
Albert's poor playing resulted in the team's defeat.

Although in former

Pinter plays such details might only be hinted at, they are all present
here as reproduction of realistic-sounding dialogue; but the details
make it unmistakably clear that Gidney, a man of superior rank at the
office and also something of the team's coach, is out to get Albert.
Seeley, who is Albert's only real friend (and also the only example of
such a selfless friend in all of Pinter's plays) attempted to shield
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Albert from defeat at the game, as he later attempts to defend Albert
against Gidney's unjust attack against him at the party; Seeley says
to Kedge:

I said to Gidney myself, I said, look, why don't you go
left back, Gidney?

He said no, I'm too valuable at

center (p. 10).
Gidney, who put Albert in the left back position, may have been just as

responsible for Albert's poor perfot'm8nce in a position not normally his,
as Albert was himself.

The scene between Seeley and Kedge, then, builds

up a kind of tension by making it clear that Albert is treading on thin
ice that seems doomed to break with Albert's first slip.
The third scene reveals Albert still home trying to get away from
his mother who insists he brush his clothes, have a handkerchief in his
breast pocket, and straighten his tie before she will pronounce him a
"gentleman,•

am

allow hi.'ll to leave; her hanging onto his tie reveals

her obvious sexual attachment to him while her insistence that he look
like a

0

gem: leman" shows that she, like Gidney and later the girl, are

all attached to narrowly middle-class values where they each seek to 1lnitate

h~1

they believe the "respectable" (p. 39), "gentleman" (p. 13), and

"lady" (p. 30} with "breeding" (pp. 30, 39), dress and behave.
The fourth scene returns to Kedge who tries unsuccessfully to engage

Seeley in a discussion of Albert's shortcomings, especially his touchiness

whenever his mother is mentioned.

When Albert finally appears, saying he

does not want to go to the party, what coaxing does not accomplish Kedge 's
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taunt does:

"You frightened Gidney' 11 be after you, then, because of thi!

game?" (p. 15).

The three men head c, tf for the party while the scene shifts

back to the mother who is a lone playing patience beside a clock.
The second act opens at the party in honor of Ryan whose presence is
hardly felt; while in contrast, Gidney'!? domiMnca in the department is
quickly established as King, now the senior •mber of the department,
carries on about the merits of bicycling to work only to be challenged

by Gidney, who drives to work and say:> o! eye ling, "Not so good in the
rainu (p. 18).

Gidney's dominance bi the filcene is clear when in the next

instant King moves into adopting Gidney's attitude:
I dri'ie too, of course, but I often think seriously of taking
up cycling again.

I often think

very seriously about it you

know (p. 19) •
Having failed to impress Gidney and the girls with his views on the subject of cycling, or with the fact that he. too, owns a ear, King later
approaches the youngest members of the departatnt, the clerks Horne and

Barrow, and makes them an empty t:1ffer that is obviously only i.ntended to
impress them with the fact that he owns a boat:
You interested in sailing, by any chance?

You're quite

welcome to come down to my boat at Poole, any weekend-do a bit of sailing along the coast (p. 23).
Shortly afterward, Gidney puts Joyce, one of the secretaries, up to

embarrassing Albert by asking

~im

to dance; but also Gidney's showing off

to Joyce es he does may reveal that Gidney is Utt le better off than
Albert:
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Anyway• I'm thinking of moving on.

you go daft.

You stay too long in a place

After all, with my qualifications I could go any

where (p. 22).
Albert asks the obvious question here, 'Then why don't you?

when Gidney

repeats his boast to him adding that he could also be a "professional
cricketeer" (p. 22), but adds "I don't want ton (p. 22).
Perhaps Gidney has more possibilities open to him than Albert, but
not many more.

He

like the others, save Seeley, are revealed as petty and

mean, but for perhaps understandable reasons that make them also seem
rather pathetic while Albert seems an even more pathetic scapegoat for
their own inadequacies.
Ryan's touching Eileen and allowing the blame to fall on Albert who

may consequently lose his job, seems only a last ditch effort of a COIJlpany
man to make his slight presence felt once more before he retires.
Gidney, who under the guise of gallantry tries to engage Albert in
a battle over the "lady's" honor, may have nice shoes (pp. 19•20), a car,
and a line with which to impress the secretaries in the office, but the
fact that he even tries to impress them may also indicate that he can do
little better than. Albert.

And unable to goad Albert with the subjects

of the girl's honor, and his poor playing in Saturday's game, Gidney
finally ca Us Albert (who strikes him) a "mother's boy" (p. 30).

The

audience sympathy is with Albert who is being obviously bullied; but
Gidney does not seem altogether wrong in his accusation though his undue
anger may possibly be brought on by his own insecurity on the subject.
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Moreover, his vehenence is so strong that he iMy actually use whatever power
he has to have Albert dismissed (p. 30).
The next scene opens with Albert's return to his mother who accuses
him of 'inucking about with the girls" (p. 31) as she carries on an almost

exhausting tirade against what she imagines to be Albert's unclean life,
as well as his obviously unkempt appearance, until Albert finally ulunges
to the table, picks up the clock and violently raises it above his head, 11
after which follows ''a stifled scream from the mother" (p. 33).

The

probability here, as with Stanley after his apparent act of violence
against Lulu, is that Albert may have killed her.
The third act opens with Albert being picked up by a girl who, like

Lulu, turns out to have many of the same qualities of the mother, or of
Meg before her.

don't do that!

When Albert coughs violently the girl says,
Use your handkerchief!a

0

Clt, please

(p. 8); but when she herself

"belches 11 (p. 39), she excuses it as a hiccough resulting from not eating
(p. 39).

She may be starving; and her plight seems just as pitiful as all

the others in Albert's life.

Also like the others who assert dominance,

she attempts to impress Albert with her notions of "breeding," but then
wonders that

11

solicitor's wives go out and pick up men when their husbands

are out on business!"

{p. 39), and is "fascinated" with the question

"How far do men's girlfriends go?

1 've often wondered" (p. 39).

she herself lacks the wherewithall to conclude the deal;

But

11

Yes, I suppose

we might as well • • • " she says several times without finishing (pp. 38,

39).
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Alt>ert • however, seems too preoccupied with his

O'Wn

rec.ant probiems

even to. follow her suggest i.on--perhaps both of them would rather not be

called upon to perform.

He instead responds to a cc:ubination of free

associations (with the clock on the girl's mantel that reminds him of
the clock with which he struck his mother) and of the girl's act (her

continued nagging,

'~ind

your ash!

Don't spill it all over the floor!

I have to keep this carpet inlilaculate;" her conaand, "Sit down, sit
down.

Don't stand about like that" p. 41; and finally her cutting re-

mark "There's SO&IW!thing childish about your face, almost retarded" p. 42) •
that all provoke Albert to "hand screw his cigarette out 11
it fall on the carpet" (p. 42).

before he ''lets

P.er outrage at this then provOkes .Albert

into finally releasing the flood of his pent up frustration; "Just be•
cause you 're a ·woman you think you can get away with it" (p. 42).

This

initial outburst triggers more free associations to all the other in·
justices he recently Suffered beginning and ending with his mother'z:
''It's the sanra business about the light in Grandma's room; 11 then a
reference to the secretary he supposedly touched, "You haven't got any
breeding.

She hadn't either" (p. ,43); followed by a recollection of

Gidnay 0 s last insult, "I've got as many qualifications as the next man;"

before finally returning to the subject of his mother• "I finished her"
(p. 43), though he finally admits,

11

1 loved her" (p. 44).

After Albert then reveals the sham about the photograph--that it
is of the girl herself, not her daughter as she claie••the worst ignominy
he makes the girl suffer ls to force her to put his shoes on him.
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The momentary dominance he gains with the girl is lost almost as
soon as Albert returns home to find his mother alive, but only hurt
because her son raised his hand against her.

Albert seems to have lost

his battle to escape on his night out though lsslin maintains another
poss ib U ity is open:
And when he returns home from his wild night out, the mother
is still there and not even the extreme acts of violence to
which he resorted has been able to free him.

Or has it?

That is the question with which we are left. 1
As the play ends with the mother telling Albert what a good boy he is
while she strokes his hand, Albert seems finally defeated and in her
power.

But like all the others who assert dominance over Albert, the

mother is no more than a sadly pathetic, lonely old woman living in a
world narrowly centered about Albert.
The clarity that the play gains from the absence of mystery seems

to add little; and Albert, so heavily burdened with the guilt his mother

may have forced upon him, fairly attracts bullies, who like most bullies,
are revealed at close range to be rather pathetic.

Moreover, the rich

possibilities that can account for character motivation in plays containing

mystery are lost here where characters act from accurately, almost simplistically familiar and predictable motives that reflect their individual

inadequacies.

1a.etf.a,

!!!I

Peopled Wou~, p. 94.
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Despite the play's many naturalistic qualities, it nevertheless
remains a Pinter drama, though not typical, nor perhaps one of his best;
and as Hinchliffe

1

and Esslin2 note, the play enjoyed enormous success

as a television play when it first appeared.

Certainly the comic

qualities of the dialogue resuce the dramatization of dominance from
pathos.

There is still that basic complexity in all the characters

that _revents any from being purely evil-•we can understand why they
each act as they do.

That Pinter never again returned to such wholly

realistic writing may, however, possibly indicate his own dissatisfaction
with this work.

1

Hinchliffe notes that A Night Out played to a record television
audience of between fifteen and eighteen million, p. 75.

2

Esslin, The Peopled Wound, p. 91.

CHAPTER 7

THE CARBTAKER:

DOMINANCE AND SUBSERVIEHCI EQWTED

No other play by Harold Pinter evoked such a wide variety of

cp·

posing critical interp.retation as The Caretaker; the play fairly means
something different to 'l!•ch critic, perhaps to.each viewer.

For Ruby

Cohn. who still tries to fit this work into her system of victims and

villains. the two brothers. representing the System villainously victtaize the old tramp Davies:
Ixistead of allowing an old man to die beaten, the System in•
sists on tantalizing him with faint hope, thereby immeasurably
increasing his final desperate anguish.

1

Responding directly to this statement, Arnold Hinchliffe •4.atains, ''This
2
seems to be willful and perverse as an inte?'pretation;" he then adds,
''Cosmic implicatious are out of place in The Caretaker," and concludes,
3
"Pinter's tran1ps do not discuss cosmic matters."
}tlrtin Esslin, on

the other hand does draw cosmic significaoee from the play's

re~lism:

Here, as in the experience of a spectator confronted with

a slice of real life which he is 111&de to see in blinding
1

2

3

l

Ruby Cohn, p. 67.
Rioehliffe, p. 103.

jlli. J p. 105.
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clarity, the real old n.m 1 the real ordinary apple. become

archetypes of cosmic: significance, anc! illum:!.nated areas
of knowledge and experience that had up tc that
dark and voicl of significance.

~nt

remd.ned

1

The diversity of interpretation imicated in this brief sampling

is nicely balanced by Pinter's own quite consistent views about the
cosmic or symbolic significance in the play as well as his similar
views about the audience reaction to the three characters.

Pinter

cautions generally against symbolic interpretation of The Caretaker:
I've gotten e number of letters I've had to respect about
the symbols in this blao<:ly play, but I fee 1 very strongly

about the particular, not about symbolism.

plsyr.

ten:~

People watching

to make characten:l into symbols and put them up

on the shelf like fossils.
dea 1 with them that way.

It's a damm sight eaeier to

2

Pinter connistently insists that the play is about

very spec:tfic people,

and that the emphasis is not on cnyth:lng the characters might stand for,

but on their relations with each other:

I have never been conscious of allegorical si&nificance in
my plays, either while or after -..1riting.

I have never in..

tended any specific religious reference or been conscious
l

las 1 ln, The Peozled

'_J~, p.

109.

2 Joseph Morgenstern, ''A Playwright Who Stays Off Stage, 11
York Herald Tribune (September 10, 1961), "IV, p. 4.

~
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of using anything else.

''Mankind caught between the Old

r•

Testament God. 11 makes no sense
1
whatever to me in relation to The caretaker.

Testament God and the

Even more diverse than the critical reaction to the play as a whole
is the critica1 reaction to the characters who have each been termed sympathetic or menacina by one or another critic.

The almost Checkhovian

shifting of characters in different scenes account• for shifting audience

response; as Hinchliffe notes:
As the un-reaU.abtlity and unworthiness of Davies appear,
the characters of the two brothers are also brouaht out,
2
and ou.. sympathies are constantly shift tna.

But Hinchliffe also finds these shifting sympathies both the play's virtue
and its vice :

The shifting sympathies of the audience are at cmc:e the
virtue and vice of the play:

the virtue because they

mirror the complexity of life; the vice. because they
lead back to subjective taste.

3

Hinchliffe apparently intends the term "subjective'' to carry negat ive conaotat ions; whereas Pinter (Chapter IV, p. 72, where he says the
1

Henry aawes,
1967), 97.
2

11

Bin.cbliffe, p. 96.

3 Ibid., p. 104.

l

l'roblug .anter '• Play. t< Saturday Rfyiew, L (AprU 8,
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~,:oman

1n Request Stoe can be viewed as both funny end sad) frequently

precisely intends a certain sul:>jectivf.ty of response.
say that his plays can mean anything at

an.

That is not to

or that his characters are

not drawn to evoke certain very specific responses (funny and sad are
quite specific:); but the rea::. problem here again seems to be with an
either/or kind of interpretation, that is, with the feeling that it is
neceBsary to choose between two opposing characters in a relationship
to decide that one characte1· is sympathetic or not, and then to conclwe
that the other must, thert'!fore, be the opposite.

intended so simple a response here;

am

Pinter himself ne•Jer

he clearly finds no difficulty

in admitting that our sympathies can be, for example, with both Aston
and Davies at the end :

Aston isn't crae:y.

It's difficult for him but he makes

an attempt to be friendly and it just doesn't work.

;fuen.

he turns his back at the end you know he'll newr try again.

The tramp in turn, is too suspicious, too selfish to

respond.

When he fine lly rea Hzes it's his only chance to

escape lonleliness, it's too late.

You sympathize with both.

Pinter's own experience may account for his really fine

l

sy:up~1thetic

and complex portrayal of the relationship between the trallP and the. two

1

rrances Herridge, ''Across the Aisle; Pinter Talks about The Caretaker,." New York Post (Octobe'l': 2G • 1% 3}, p. 27.

l

r
1
i'inter.. who w:as hriefl.y a caretaker, and U.ke DaviP-:.::1 once went
2
under another name, David Baron, seems to appreciate both i'iston;s attempts

identity.

When agked if Brt'Jthing in The Caretaker had been drawn :ram

actua 1 experience, Pinter rep lied:
I'd met quite a fE!w tramps--you know, just in the •1onnal

one • • . I didn't know h.i.m very well, he did most of the
talkinz when 1. sa"1 him.

I hur.tped into him a few times. end

abof.it a ye.al." or so afterward he sparked this thing off. 3
Pinter's original intention ;;;,'ls to have one f'Jf the clucracters
by violence at the

h~nds

At the end of The

of the other at the end:

Caretaker~

a room, and one of them must

.a

sernH.~

~:f.e

the.re are tiio people a lone in
~o

in such a ·way as to produce

of complete separation and finality.

! thought

originally thl.lt the play must cnc:1 with the violent
death of one at the hands of the other.

But

t~n

I

realtzeo, when I got to the point, that the characters
as they had grown could never act in this way.

4

1An early profile cm Pinter describes his caretaker experi~nce in
1958: nPinter by new 11)9r.rie~ and with a child on the way, wiu:; livh'lg at
that time ia near-destitution as the caretaker of a Notting Hill basement, 11 nProfile: Playwright on his Own Success.'' Tt1e Cl>se~.r (Septembe1· 15 , 1963) , p. 13 •

2 A birth announcement for Pinter's son gives Pinter's na~ only as
David Baron in The Stage (February 3, 1958), p. 8.

3

Pinter, Paris Review interview. p. 353.

411 Harold Pinter Replies," New Theatre Magazinet IX (January 1%1), 9.

l
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More spe<: Hica lly Pinter thought it might be the tramp who dies,
but he
hir~

reco~rnbe<l

that his "n:iting had developed beyond the point of

ear.lier theatrics; and he again insists that the play is about the

hllll\iln situation involved in the relationship between th@ two specific

men:
The original idea was to and the play with the violent

C:eath of the tramp.
not necessary.

It suddenly struck

d

that it was

1\nd I think that in this play I have

developed , the t I have no need to use cabaret turns
and blackouts

ane

screams in the dark to the extent

that I enjoyed using them before.

I feel that I can

delll, without resorting to that kind of thing, withe
human situation.

I do see this play as merely a par-

ticul&r human sttuetfon, concerning three particular
people• and not incidentally• symbols.

l

Written and produced in 1960, the senP year A Night

~.!

was first pre-

seated, Harold Pinter's second full-length play, The caretaker contains
the most subtle portrayal of all his main concerns presented in

to that

.~ate.

hi~

plays

Astott, who invites Davieli b1to his room, :ls a lmose forced

out before he finally withdraws his offer of a room and a job as caretat<.er, a job '"hich Mick also offers and

l

~ithdraws

from Davies. But here

From an interview with Kenneth Tynan, quoted in Essl:ln, Theatre
of the Absurd, p. 212.
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for the first tinl: in Pinter's work the final dominance gained by the
two brothers is portrayed as little different from the final subservience
of the tramp;

both dominance and subservience are here forms of failure.

In the constantly shifting relationship between the three men, Aston
first appears to be dominant over Davies who, though at first humbly
subservient and grateful, soon becomes diffident and almost gains dom•
inance over Aston by virtually taking over his room as he makes it un•
comfortable for Aston to remain home.

But realizing, perhaps, that he

is being moved out, that he and the tramp cannot get along, and that
the room is his, Aston regains his room and dominance as he turns his
back on Davies.

And Aston's dominance represents his failure to make

human contact with the tramp.

Mick, on the other hand, is an erratic

mixture of dominance and subservience; he is at first wholly dominant
over Davies as he terrorizes him until he screams when he uses a strong•
arm hold on Davies that serves as Mick's introduction (p. 28).

After

frightening Davies for a second time, with a vacuum cleaner (p. 45),
Mick offers a kind of friendship as he offers Davies a sandwich (p. 47);
then he actually humbles him.9elf befOTe Davies when he asks him his
advice:

Uuh • • . listen • • . can I ask your advice.
you're a man of the world.
something?

I mean,

Can I ask your advice about

(p. 48).

But Mick's rejection of Davies at the end, like Aston's, is a show of
dominance that reflects his inner failings to make human contact as well
as his outer, more superficial failing to realize his dreams of redecorating.

l

1C8

Mystery, formerly important in creating ambiguity, is here reduced
to the mystery about what Mick actually does (though when asked Pinter
l

replied, "All I know is that whatever he did. he had his own van.u) and
to the mysterious sound that terrorizes Davies, but turns out to be a
vacuum cleaner.

The most important aspect of mystery, however, is the

mysterious nature of identity.
The identity of each of the characters is illusive and uncertain.
Davies confesses to Aston that Bernard Jenkins 1s an assumed name, but
it is the name which he then tells Mick ts his, meanwhile he is anxious

to get to Sid cup to get papers, because he says , "They prove who I am! "
,. r

(p. 19).

The name shifts, however, are only symptomatic of deeper

identity problems reflecting the illusion and pretense Davies must keep
up to avoid realizing that he :ls a tramp wh6 does perhaps stink (p. 70).
Aston has similar illusions about hi!Melf in his belief that he once had
something he now hes lost.

He believes he once had extremely clear sight

and an ability to talk to other people easily; he says, ''I used to get
the fee ling I cou-ld see things • • • very clearly," but adds, "

this clear sight • • • it was • • • but maybe I was wrong" (p. 55).

It

is thus not certain that Aston's sight was formerly different or better
than it is now.

He may be ironically

wrong about his loquaciousness too,

because he hardly seems at a loss for words when he wishes to speak.

But

like Davies who would like to blame his inability to do anything on every•
one else's failure to provide ht.a with a pair of shoes, Aston blames most
of his inability to accomplish anything on the asylum doctors who he
believes robbed him of his faculties.
1

Hewes, p. 97.
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Mick's illusions are the most grandiose.

He wants to turn

t~H~

s

dwelling into a "penthouse" even a "palace" (p. 60); and he, too, is
quick to misplace the blame for failure onto Davies whom he dismisses
because he is not an interior decorator, when it is clear that Mick
requires more than a decorator to realize his dreams••his own plans,
after all, are concretely clear enough:
I'd have teal-blue, copper and parchment linoleum squares.
I'd have those colours re•echoed in the walls.

I'd off•

set the kitchen units with charcoal-grey worktops.
of room for cupboards for the crockery.

Plenty

We'd have a small

wall cupboard, a large wall cupboard, a corner wall-cup•
board, a corner wall cupboard with revolving shelves.
You wouldn't be short of cupboards.
dining-room across the landing, see?

You could put the
Yes.

Venetian

blinds on the window, cork floor, cork tiles.
have an off•white pile linen rug, a table in •

You could
in

afromosia teak veneer, sideboard with matt black drawers,
curved chairs with cushioned seats, armchairs in oatmeal
tweed, beech frame settee with a woven sea•grass seat,
white topped heat-resistant coffee table, white title
surround (p. 60).
Mick goes on with an equally detailed description of the bedroom.
As the play opens, Mick appears briefly as a mysterious intruder
in Aston's room and slips out unnoticed as Davies and Aston enter.
The relationship between these two thrives best in the beginning, so

1

Hi<

1!0

long c.s Davies responds gratefully to Aston• s Snmaritan kindness:

If you hadn't come out and stopped that Scotch git,
I'd he inside the hospital now.

I'd have cracked

my head on that pavement if he'd landed (p. 10).

Later Davies even adds:
Anyway, I'm ohliged to you letting me have a bit
of s rest, like • • • for a few minutes (pp. 10-11).
Ut if soon becomes quite clear that Davies who is diffident and
proud will not long be able to accept the friendship and the room
with such a grateful subservience, even i f Aston's dominance is full
of humility and good intentions.

Soon, Davies no longer offers

praise and thanks but only insults for Aston's efforts because Davies'
image of himself and sense of worth come, in part, from feeling superior
to "them Blacks," ''Greeks, 11 and "Poles" (p. 8 )-·a fee 1 ing which Davies

later turns against Aston.

But his taunts only destroy the relation-

ship and Davies' chance of remaining in the room:
You think you're better than me you got another think
coming.

l know enough.

They had you inside one of

those places before, they can have you inside again!
All they have to do is get the word (p. 67).
As Esslin notes, this pride results in Davies' downfall:
WPak and best by terrible feelings of inferiority, he simply
cannot resist the temptation to take advantage of Aston's
confession; confronted with a men Mio has been to a mental
hospital, who admits his inadequacy, Davies is

l

una~le

to

1
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react with sympathy, with gratitude for the maimed man's kindnes:s s his offer of friendship.
treating his
tht:' lunatic.

b~·mefactor

He must Ntjoy the thrill ot

with the, superiority of the

s~me

over

T:n1nsferred to the lower levels of contemporary

society, this is the hubris of Greek tragedy which becomes the

,

cause of Davies r downfall.
Davies finally boasts,

11

L

1 never been. inside a nuthouse! 11

'.(p. 67).

Even before his tau.nts, Davies increasingly rejects Aston's favors
/,

in ways that also destroy his chances of staying.

Aston, who claims

he hardly speaks to anyor,e, and who spends most of his time collecting

and repairing junk, proffers a sort of friendship to Davies whom he
then tries to set in working order.

He offers him a cigarette to help

him "loosen up," (p. 8), a bed and a room so he can get himself

11

fixed

up" (p. 16), money (p. 19), shoes so he can get to Sidcup (p. 15),

clothes (p. 38), and more shoes (p. 64).
rejects each of these.

But Davies increasingly

He does not smoke cigarettes, but accepts the

tobacco for his pipe which he never lights (pp. S, 12).

He finds the

bed draughty from the first and remains pretty inflexible on that point;
"It isn't me has to change, it's that window" (p. 53), he says and even
goes so far as to ask Aston for his bed (p. 76).

He forgets almost at

once about the money and asks for more the first morning (p. 26).

He

rl':jects the first pair of shoes out of hand without trying them on; and

1

Esslin, The, Peopled Wound, p. 100.

.

r

uz
tho.,.gh. he later ac::epts t'le :red v'21Vct Silloidng }:1ck.:t out .Jf

t::<~

bnell<:

of clothing .Aston buys for him, ha refuses the shirt because, as he
says,

11

1 need a kind of shirt with stripes, a good solid shirt with

stripes going down 11 (p. L;l).

Daviel'l unleashes

3

long series of complaints to Mic!<. ag8inst Aston

just before Aston arrives with a second pair of shoes.

Pirst Davies

complains that he is very sensitive about being ignored by Aston; but
there seems some justification and insight in Davies' last line which
refers to Aston's madhouse confession:
Couple of week ago • • • he sat there• he give me a long
chat • • • about a couple of week ago.
give rne.

~

long chat he

Since then he ain't hardly said a word.

He

went on talking there • • • I don't know what he was
• • • he wasn't lor.>king at me, he wasn't talking to 1ae,
he don't care about me.

He was talking to hilUSelf! (p. 59).

Next Davies accuses Aston to Mick> "He's got no fee lings! 11 (p. 62);

but his accusation might just as accurately apply to hL11Self.
Davies blames Aston for hiG failure;

11

Finally

I got to sort myse 1£ out, 11 he

says as he blames his lethargy on Aston who wakes him in the night be•
cause he claims his jabbering in his sleep wakes him; "But when I wake
up in the morning I ain't got no energy.

And on top of that I ain't

got no clocku (p. 63).
Aston's arriving with the shoes after all this tends to offset

Davies' criticism. especially since Davies then complains that the

shoes h..ave no laces; and even when Aston gives him some, he compains

l
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tlH:it

he can't wear black shoes with brown laces (p. 65).

Davies does

begrudingly accept Aston's last favor» and too late even realizes his
mistake in being ungrateful; in his last plaintive efforts to remain at
Aston's, Davies says:
I'll tell you what though •• ·~them shoos • • • them shoes

you give me
all right.

they're working out all right ••• they're
Maybe I could

• get •

down ••• (p. 78).

But Davies was never quite willing to put up with the draft from the

window and in his earlier awkwaid attempt to sympathetically understand
Aston'• reaeon for keeping the windown opP.n at night, he blunders onto
the painful subject of the madhouse as he suggests they switch beds:

I'll be out of the draught see, I mean you don't mind a
bit of wind, you need a bit of air.

I understand that,

you being in that place that time, with all them doctors

and all they done, closed up, I know the places, too hot,
you see they're always too hot, I had a peep in one om:e,
nearly suffocated me, so 1 reackon they'd be the best way
out of it, we swap beds • • • (p. 76).
Aston simply says,
·'.

l

11

1 like sleeping 1.n th!s bed" (p. 76), as he turns

his back on the old man.

Aseon offered shelter and a kind of friendship to the old man who
rejected both by being petty and mean.
Aston as

~

It .ts,

however~

thoroughly selfless mnn without a f.':lult

does, to find Aston's

.30odnz~ss

~

atmistake to view

or, as Ray <h:'ley

:!ltmacing bccnusie it :f.s so

tixtraordin~ry:
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Aston is so good, so patient, that it is menacing because
it is unfamiliar.

l

Aston is really not without fault; he too lacks a certain sensitivity
and the ending reflects not only the tramps 1 s failure but also Aston's
as well.

Aston's offers are always on his own terms, which might not be
unreasonable, perhaps, to someone else, but are too much for Davies,
who even before he ia offered the bed says he is "very sensitive" to
draughts (p. 11).

Moreover Aston does not offer him the room on equal

terms••there is never any discussion about the window which Aston
allows Davies to close only once very briefly during a rain.

The room

is simply Aston's, and Davies as a guest must comply with Aston's rules.
Aston has other shortcomings which are also reflected not only in
the end when he turns his back on Davies, but also earlier when he with•
draws from him, as Davies describes it to Mick, after the madhouse con•
fession.

Aston's several confessions to Davies may reveal more about

Aston than Aston can comfortably live with.

First, Aston confesses

that he was once approached by a woman who said, "How would you like
me to have a look at your body?" (p. 24).

And Davies, not under•

standing Aston's discomfort in being the target of the woman's advances,
takes Aston's confession to be a boast which he feels challenged to top;
"They've said the same thing to me" (p. 25).

----------------------------------------~--------------------------1
asy Orley, "Pinter and Menace, 11 Drama Critique, 11 (Fall 1968),

138.
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But when .Aston tells Davies his madhouse story, his withdrawal from

Davies afterward may indicate that both Aston and Davies were uncomfortably
embarrassed by the confession; although, had Davies responded differently
to the story he may have been able to stay.

Incidentally. too, Pinter

warns against believing everything Aston says; he also describes the
purpose of the scene as non-didactic:

Well, I had a purpose in the senae that Aston suddenly opened
his mouth.

My purpose was to let him go on talking until he

was finished and then •
ax to grind there.

bring down the curtaf.n.

I had no

And the one thing that people have

i~ssed

is that it isn't necessary to conclude that everything Aston
says about his experiences in the mental hospital is true.

1

As Pinter also describes the characters, Aston wants something more
of Davies than Davies can give him:
They've much in common with all of us.

It's almost impossible for

one person to enter into another's life, don't you agree.

When

someone tries to share his experiences or disasters with us we
listen to them, but always with detachment.
more than that.

And he wants so much

2

Aston receives no sympathetic understanding from Davies, only taunts.
Davies• distruatfulness, even his selfishness, which enabled him to
1

Pinter,

2

fuy Review interview, p. 362.

Herridge, p. 27.
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survive

011

the outside make him unfit corapany on the inside.

But Aston

too lacks deep sympathetic understanding of the tramp's weaknesses.
And he withdraws at the end when the old man needs him most.

When

Aston returns for the last time and finds his Buddha smashed and the
tramp sti)l there, Aston and Mick exchange a glance and fleeting smile
(Aston has no way of knowing that Mick• not Davies, StQ.ashed the Buddha);
but even Aston's tie with his own brother is brief, though each defended
the other from the insults of the tramp.

Aston turns away and Mick

quickly leaves him alone with the old man.

Aston who was formerly

attached to the clay figure and attempted an attachment with a man,
now, like Joey the Mechanical Boy, retreats to his corner to repair a
broken electrical plug.

But the old man required more than mechanical

repairs in his need to be out of the draught, or not to be treated as
subservient.

And when Aston turns his back on Davies it is in many

ways as much his failure as the

tramp~•

that he failed to make human

contact.
Mick's failure is similar to his brother's and occurs for some
similar reasons.

With his erratic and arbitrary behavior, alternating

between fits of violence and proffered frJendship toward Davies, and
aloofness from his own brother, Mick relates to the old man only as
he imagines him••as an uncle, a confessor, an advi•or, an interior
decorator.

When Mick, like Aston, confesses his deerest feelings to

the tramp, he too may feel embarrassed, as Aston does; and he would
rather blame the old man than himself for his own inability to realize
his deepest wishes.

J

In a growing fit of: anger Mick finally turns on
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Davies and says:
You're the only man I've told, about my dreams, about my
deepest wishes, you're the only one, and I told you because
I understood you're a first class professicmal interior and
exterior decorator (p. 72).
Mick's inability to $ee and accept Davies as he is reflects his in•
ability to see himself and his dreams for what they are; he may be more
successful in a worldly way than his brother; he does after all own his
own van and probably the deed to the house.

But it is interesting that

even this last point is less clear in the final version of the play
than in the earlier one where not only Mick but Aston too mentions
Mick's ownership; Aston's madhouse confession originally concluded as
follows where the underlined portions, describing Mick's ownership of
the house, are now omitted from the present version of the text:
The think is I should have been dead.

I should have died.

And then an;yway 1 after a time, I got a bit l>!tter, and I
started to do things with !X hands, and then about two years
ago I came here, because my brother had got this house and
80

I ..decided to have a SO' ae decorating it a so l came into

!h!..!_!,oom, and 1 started to collect wood, for !Y shed, and
all these bits and eteces that I thought might come in handy
for the flat, or around the house, sometime.

now.

I don't talk to anyone • • • like that.

I feel better
I've often

l 1_g

thought of going ba\'!k and tryiri.g to fin,\ out who ,lid that to
me.

But 1 want to do someti.1ing first.

I want to build that

shed out in the garden. 1
By introducing some doubt about Mick's ownership of

1 he

house even

his worldly success is in doubt; and his dreams for the house are not

only slick paper reflections of commercial advertising, as Marjorie
Thompson points out,

his.

2

but may be to no purpose if the house is not

In his rage against Davies because he is not a decorator Mick

smashes the Buddha, one of hie brother's most cherished possessions
and his one attempt to decorate the room.

M:f.ck •s apparent violence

in h:i.s rejection of Davies at that mc:>raent makes him a man less to be

feared than pitied.
In its dramatized complex:f.ty the Caretaker ranks with !'he llomecorgin.s

and A Slight Ache as one of Pinter's best works.

The

com:ple~

handling

of dominance and subservience which are here equated represents a sig•
nifican\: cU.namen in Pinter's wot'k where here the blame for the failure

seems distributed equally.

The three characters, on a tredmUl of action

that ends as it began, each represents a kind of personal failure.

Mick

will not, at the rate he is going, ever realize his dreams of redecorating
the house; Davies can no longer remain in the house; and Aston may never

get his toolahed built.

More important, each has failed to make human

contact.
1
Hinchliffe uses the original version (New York, 1961), p. 34, as his
text. After 11 1 don't talk to people now" the present text reads 11 1 steer
clear of places like that cafe" (p. 57)-•where he found Davies.
2

Marjorie Thompson, "'nae lmpoge of Youth in Contemporary Drama, 11

Modern Drama, Vil (1964), 348.

CHAPTER

e

Night School, originally written for a 1960 radio, then television
presentation, wa1 withheld 1from publication by Harold Pinter until 1%7
when it finally appEiared in revised .form.

Pinter felt that he was

obviously r4!peating bhlself in this play which

ht!!

also thought \ilas the

worst thing he had written:
Later l realised that in one short television play of mine
there were characteristics that implied I was slipping into
a··fo?'lllUla.

It so happened this was the woret thing t•vc;;
automatic~

written.

The words and ideas had become

re•

dtmdant.

That wes the red light for me end I don• t fee 1

I shall fall into that pit again. l

lven the dialogue 1 which could formerly earry a play such as A,J!i.gll,t
~.

here reaches a new low; thl'! funny lines are often not·

funn~,:

Walter, don't shout at your aunt, 1hets deaf (p. 57).

The line, a throw away, seems -pointless as Co e')D'f! of his
2
as Hinchliffe also notes, ar~ otherwise weak=
SOLTO:

I killed a man with my own hands• e. e ix foot tan

Lasc•r frOl'll Madagaecar.
111
11arold Pinter Replies, 11 p. 7.
2

~.

Hinchliffe, pp. 110•111.
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which,

r
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Ali.NIE:

From Madagascar?

SOLTO:

Sure • A Lascar.

MILLY:

Alaska?

SOLTO:

Madagascar (p. 65).

Some of Pinter's sexual puns seem too obvious:
ADIE:
WALTEI.:

I bet you never had a tart in prison, Wally.
No, l couldn't lay my hands on one (p. 64).

The play, not generally well received, has several other difficulties
which Hinchliffe points out:
Its failure stems from the fact that no author can put old wine
into new bottles; it re•exploits too heavily old themes••con•

flict for possession of a room (which stand• for peace and
aecurity for both Wally and Sally) and lying.

1

The play exists in several forms; and Hinchliffe's analysis is based
only on a copy of the earlier television script sent to him by Pinter
prior to revision and publication.

While the revisione do not entirely

clear up Hinchliffe's objections, they do, like the revisions for !lw.
Caretak,er, increase mystery in the play, and here strengthen Wally's
character and hence make the play slightly more interesting.

ln the

revised version it is neither absolutely clear what the room stands for,
nor certain when someone is lying or telling the truth.

Pinter's main concerns in l!iAAt Schogl are with mystery (in the
form of the illusive identities of each of the main characters) and
l

.1h.!9. ••

p. 113.

Ul

with dominance and subservience (p1d.marily, it seenw at first,. with every-

one 'e dominance over wally).
In the original version, and in the most obvious
the

revised~

of

inter~retation

Wally Street, a petty forger, after serving

<li

short prison

sentence, returns home,to hie aunts who have let hill room to Sally who
claims she is a school teacher.

ironically euccessful.

Wally's sttempts to regain his room are

By showing Sally's picture to Solto, who then

probably wi'os her away from Wally, Wally regains his room but loses Sally,
who he may or may not realise is probably more valuable than his now
empty room.

In the revised version it is less clear that Wally is attracted to

Sally and leas likely that Sally would ever had returned any of Wally's
affection; perhaps all Wally could really hope to win is his raam.

It

is also possible. in the revised versi01:1. that Wally's regaining his
room mey not result from hill accidental and thus unfortwate loss of
Sally 1 but instead from his carefully calculated removal of her by
means of bis private plot which involved Solto's

tak~

her away.

Pinter's revisions, in the form of several deft omissions, in•
crease mystery in the play and strengthen Wally's character so that he
ie not merely a more comic version of the unfortunate Albert CA N1gbt

qtit) who is precisely what he appears to be with no
thoee which lead to failure.

choic~e

except

The original television version actually

shows Wally up in Sally's room finding both poet office booke (he has

just returned from prf.aon for forging such books) and alao a photograph
of Sally working as a night-club hostess.

In its published vereion (and
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probably the earlier radio version as well) Wally•s actual findings in
Sally's room are mysteriously reduced to "the sound of a large envelope
tearing" and Wally's gasped response, perhaps of recognition,
huuhh 1 " (p. 63).

11

Gaw

...

Wally's former, and perhaps future identity as a

petty forger is firmly established; whereas the revised version allows
the possibility that Wally may be the more romantic gunman he describes
himself to Sally.
After Wally orders Sally to model for him the original version also
includes a kiss between the two that the final version omits.

Dy re•

moving the kiss Pinter removes any conclusive evidence of a mutual affection between Sally and Wally and hence makes both of their attitudes
toward one another more mysterious.

Sally may or may not care for Wally,

may or may not hope he is the romantic gunman he poses as, and finally
may or may not be disappointed to learn from Solto that Wally is only
a petty forger.

Wally may or may not really care for Sally; he may care

only for himself and his room which he desires to regain.
Mystery runs high in this play, but it is used primarily as a tech•
nique to increase the suspense. and only in a minor way as a theme to
suggest both that one person may have several different opposing roles
and that is is impossible to determine which role is the "real" one.
More important here, the confusion of role and identity does not seem
questioned as it is in TI!e Birthday Party for example, where Goldberg's
role (his position) is dramatized as only faintly a part of his identity
as a human being.

Hight School seems to deal with the more shallow and

perhaps less interesting question of multiple roles in individual lives.
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Solto may be rich or poor; to his tax collector and to Wally who
wants to borrow money in order to "go straight" Solto represents him•
self as poor.

To Sally, whom Sotto invites to go away for a weekend,

he represents himself as the wealthy owner of a private beach and a
In

little hut which he says is neither little nor a hut (pp. 83•84).

his relations with Sally, Solto seems akin to other of Pinter's older
men, Goldberg and even Ryan CA Nigbt Out;;) who seem to get their way
with young women where younger men, Wally, Stanley and Albert fail.
Sally may be a school teacher, as she tells the aunts, or a night•
club hostess••the only role in which she is actually shown; she may
even be both.

When she leaves in the end it may be because she is em-

barrassed that Wally has learned her true, or other identity as night•
club hostess, or because she no longer cares for Wally now that Solto
told her Wally is only a petty forger, or also because she has decided
to take up Solto's offer to go away for a weekend.
Wally may be the petty forger he appears to be and tells Solto he
is (p. 68); or he may be, as he tells Sally, a gunman, an armed robber
(pp. 73•75).

Wally's identity (his role) however, seems less ambiguous,

less open to multiple interpretation than do Sally's and Solto's.

Per•

haps most of the evidence seems stacked against interpreting Wally as
anything more than an unfortunate, unsuccessful petty forger and bungler.
The dominant-subservient relations between Wally and all the other
characters further portrays Wally as a comic, but unfortunate failure.

In his relations with his aunts, with Sally and with Solto, Wally appears
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to be in the subservient position.

The aunts have moved him out of his

room by letting it; and Milly has little respect for Wally's abilities
as a criminal; she objects to his activities not because they are wrong
but because Wally is not successful at them:

Listen, I've told you before, if you're not clever in that
way you should try something else, you should open up a
little business••you could get the capital from Solto, he'll

lend you some money.

1 mean, every time you put a foot out•

side the door they pick you up, they put you inside.

the use?

What's

(p. 56).

Sally not only has no difficulty keeping Wally's room so long as
she wants it, but also has the upper hand in the relation with Wally
She seems almost to frighten Wally by her presence;

in other ways.

when they meet for the first time on the stairway she has command of
herself and the situation while Wally almost stammers backward away
from her:

Mr; Street?

SALLY:
WALTER:

SALLY:

Yes.

I'm so pleased to 11¥?et you.

I've heard so much about

you.
W/1LTER:

Oh yes •

Paµse.
I ••• er •

SALLY:

Your aunts are charming people.
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WALTER:

ltmumm.

P@us••
SALLY:

Are you glad to be back?

WALTER:

I've left something in

my rooru.

I've got to get it (p. 61).

Wally later brings a bottle up to Sally more because he needs courage
than because he wishes to apologize for his behavior as he says, or even
because h.€! actually wants to test whether or not she is the school teacher
she claims she is.

After he builds up his courage to speak to her he

begins to order her to model for him.

But ironically, for the first

time in Pinter's work, a character gains dominance, nd~ by IHiltil}g,

but by obeyina the coanands of another; as Wally orders Saljy to sit
(an old familiar order in Pinter's work) to stand, to cross and uncross
her legs, Sally obeys, but in doing so makes Wally who is giving the
orders appear foolish.

Sally thus seems here a forerW1ner of other of

Pinter's strong silent, enigmatic women such as Stella (!he Collectign),
Ruth (Homac9J!\gg), Wendy CTea Party), and Jane (The Bassee9t), who

quietly and without difficulty gain dominance over those who wish to
dominate them.
Solto has no difficulty maintaining dominance over Wdly whose re•
quest for a loan he quickly dismisses.

Moreover, Solto claims that he

is a better forger than Wally though be himself is no forger at all
(p. 6), .and he advises \folly to leave forging.
What happens in the end appears to be quite simple.

Wally has

gained his room back and lost the girl who leaves behind a photograph
of herself as a teachar••a gesture which is both intended to answer

CHAPTER 9

THE DWARFS:

DOMINANCE AS BETRAYAL

The 1963 stage version of The Dwarfs derives from s 1960 radio
version of an even earlier. 1953•1957,
Pinter.

l

unpublished novel by Harold

Among Pinter's critics only Martin Esslin seems to have seen

the novel and in The Peopled Wound mentions a few differences between

the novel and the play which omits much biographical material about
the characters and also omits the character Virginia. apparently the
girlfriend at one time or another of each of the other characters,
Len, Mark and Pete.
The central character in the play, Len, allows us access to his
mind and hallucinations in a way no other Pinter character can or does.
The most

sensitiv~

of the three characters, Len, seems to have a

heightened sense of empirical re•lity which transforms into a heightened
imaginary life inhabited by dwarfs whom Len temporarily joins:
I've not been able to pay a subscription but they've
consented to take me into their gang, on a short term basis.

I won't stay long
But

(p.

94).

like a very small child, or an artist without an art. Len

lacks the ability to abstract, to organize, or to gain distance on
1

Hinchliffe, p. 79; Esslin gives the dates for the writing of the
nove 1 as "about 1950-1956," The Pe op led Wound, p. 12 0.
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the empirical data that bombards his senses; as Pete tells him, he also
lacks the ability to discriminate between the real and the imaginary:
The apprehension of experience must obviously be dependent

upon discrimination if it's to be considered valuable.
what you lack.

That's

You've got no idea bow to preserve a distance

between what you smell and what you think about.

You haven't

got the faculty for making simple distinctions between one
thing and another.

Every time you walk out of this door you

go straight over a cliff.
the power of assessment.

What you've got to do is nourish
How can you hope to assess and

verify anything if you walk about with your nose stuck
between your feet all day?

(p. ', 3).

Perhaps, however, Len's inability to discriminate can be regarded as
s virtue; according to Len himself, Pete and Mark are hardly superior

for their powers of assessment which, he feels, are easily reduced to
a pigeonholing mentality; nYou 've got me pinned to the wall before I

can open my mouth" (p. 99) echoes Prufrock's feeling about his ac•
quaintances.

The difficulty of understanding Len is reflected in the opposing
critical response to him which is rivaled in Pinter's work only by
the oppoeing critical response to the characters in The Caretaker.
Ruby Cohn implies that Len is a Christ-like martyr:

Pete and Mark leave Len in the hospital with a kidney
infection which euggests be had good reasons for his
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obsessive fear of the hole in his side which suggests
martyrdom.

1

But Len's references to the hole in his side are not obsessive••he only

mentions the matter twice. the first time to deny it; "They make no
holE> in

iny

eide 11 (p. 89).

to Hinchliffe,

11

The hole•in.. the•side references, according

does not make Len a Qirist figure. ,f.

Moreover, Pinter

denies that he intended Len to be a Christ figure:

The possible reference to Christ in the "They make a hole in
my aide" •uotation from The Dwarfs never occurred to me.

certainly didn't intend it.

I

3

But Pinter qualifies this remark:
However, I would like to remind you on this question, that
l live in the world like everyone else and am part of
4
history like everyone else.
More important b

the ilisue of Len's illness which Hinchliffe re•

gards as the kidney infection Pete mentions; but Hinchliffe also adds:
lt depend• whether Pete ia being evaaive when he says I.en
is in the hospital for " .idney" trouble or simply stating
5

a fact.
1

Ruby Cohn, "Latter Day Pinter," Drama Surve,;y:. III (1963), 368.

2

l

4

Hinchliffe, pp. 78•79.
Hewee, P• 97.
Hewes• p. 97.

5Hinchliffe, p. 85.
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Esslin, however, does not even allow the possibility that Len is in the
hospital for anything eacept a mental illness for which, he feels, Len
is "cured 11 as Aston is "cured 11 :

From these hallucinations it is quite clear that Len, like
Aston in The Caretaker, is undergoing a crisis, a mental
breakdown.

He has been leading an irregular and eccentric

life for some tille.

1

But to compare Len with Aston also seems a mistake because we know
nothing of Aston before he enters the asylum, and we see Len go briefly

after he returns from the hospital, there is too little on which to
base any comparison.

Recall too Pinter's remark, ''Aston is not crazy"

(Chapter 7, p. 92).

Moreover, how can we judge the validity of Len'•

final observations?

As Hinchliffe points out:

The clean, bare world seems to be redeemed by a flower,

but we have no reason to suppose that the flower is
any more real or less real than the previous garbage.

a

Esslia nevertheless sees no ambiguity in the end:
The play ends with Len's senee of loss after emerging from
his mental illness:

the dwarfs have left.

He is alone

in a prosaic, antiseptic, ordered world and regrets the
3
glorious warmth of chaos.
1

Baalin, The Peopled Wound, p. 121.

2

3

Hinchliffe. p. 82.
Esslin, The Peopled Wound, p. 122.
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Commenting on the final lines of the play Esslin concludes:
It is the isolation of the young man emerging from the
wild whirlpool of steaming adolesence into the bare,
ordered world of respectability.

1

The difficulties in the play seem to center on three questions that
cannot be answered.

ls Len mad or sane but with a heightened and per•

haps superior awareness?

Does Len change?

If so 11 is the change for

better (a world with a flower), for worse (a bare and sterile world),
or without value (both worlds are imaginary a_,.,y)Y

There are, of

course, other difficulties that result from the incomplete translation

of the private world in the novel to the similar world of the play, and
Pinter knows that much that is missing ia not communicated in the play:

From my point of view, the general delirium and states of
mind and reactions and relationships in the play••although
terribly sparse••are clear to me.

I know all the things

that aren't said, and the way the characters actually look
at each other, and what they mean by looking at each other. 2
Pinter also realizes that the play as s play is not very successful:
It does seem very confusing and obviously it can't be sue•
cessful.
1
2

But it was good for me to do.

3

Ibid.

Pinter, Paris Review interview, p. 357.

3lk!s!·
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The play does more successfully cormnunicate gnd dramatize central
issues which are not the difficult unanswered questions just mentioned,
but the illusive quality of identity• and as Pinter notes:
The play is about betrayal and distrust.

1

More specifically the play is about the three characters' betrayal of
each other which then results in the isolation of each, the breakdown

of their friendship which is, at the outset, quite close.

In the end,

however, the ties between the characters are severed with the same
kind of finality as they are at the end of The Caretaker.
the play seems to translate into

fl

Betrayal in

form of dominance.

Because of their inherent limitations Mark then Pete each attempt
t<1 betray the other; Mark and PE>ta, who both lack Len's percept ion of

reality each vie for Li-n's friencship apart from the other.

Pete, then Merk attempt to play U-n off asainst the other.

First
Pete says

to Len:
You knock around with Mark too much.
good.

He can't do you any

I know how to handle him (p. 93).

Then, almost in echo of Pete's comment, Mark says to !A?n:

You spend too much time with Pete (p. 95).
He adds:

Give it a rest.

He doesn't do you any good.

one who knows how to get on with him.

I'm the only

I can handle him (p. 95).

Len too, who may realize that his relationship with Mark and Pete is
1
Pinter, Paris Review L11terview, p. 357.

r

OVt::i:'

in the

end~

deliberately or innocently bf'f.:rays Pete to Mark when

he tells him that Pete, whom Har.k idolized, thinks him a fool.
John McLaughlin summarizes other of the characters c limitations:

Len. the imaginative activist, hallucinates openly; he
perceives himself as beleaguered by dwarfs.

Mark the

esthete, has hia illusory world, too, errected largely
on th£: putativ1? admiration of Pete.
that Pete thinks him

2

fool~

When Len tells Mark

that world b

shatterer.1.

Pete, less self-deceiving, is yet some:whDt so, a
parasitic intellectual•of•sorts, Pete feeds on Mark's

dependence.

Mark senses this when he says to Pete,

''You k~1<r~ what you are?

You're an infection. 11

1

'Jbe cha1·ac:ters' individual limitations, their distrust of one another 5
and their

Ulusiom~

about themselves seem to result, 1.n part, from

the illusory quality of reality as it is presented in the play.

In

addition to claninance and subservience portrayed as betrByal and distrust (Mark's and Pete's individual attempts to gain dominance over

Len; Mark's subservient admiration of Pete) Pinter's other more

w.,..

portant concern is with the illusiveness of identity.
Len is the main spokesIMn for the view that reality i.s illusive;
j

and his preoccupation with the subject superficially indicates a natural

desir•t for verification, though on a deeper leve! it signifies first an

1
Jobn McLaughlin, 11 Harold Pinter and the PBL, 0
(Pebruary lO, 1968), 193.

fl.l!!!r.~.
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avoidance, then perhaps a recognition of his own mortality which he first
refuses to admit.

By attributing mutability to everything outside him-

self Len seems to believe that he can perceive himself as a fixed center:
Things do change.

But I'm the same (p. 86).

Len's comment is like Goldberg's similar aesertion that he never changed,

never lost a tooth (!he Birthday Partx. p. i7).
Next Len's recognition of things outside himself impels him toward
a recognition of himself (his physical being); he examines the other•

ness of things outside himself:

There is my table.
is my table.

That is a bowl of fruit.

are my curtains.
morning.

There is no wind.

This is my room.

paper, on the walls.
octagon.

There is my chair.

That is a table.

There

There is my chair.

There

It is past night and before

This is a room.

There are six walls.

There is the wall•
Eight walls.

}.,JJ.

This room is an octagon (p. 88).

Len also seems here the budding poet playing with words and trying to
discover their relation to reality.

His attention next moves, by

association, from things outside himself to something attached to him
(his shoes) and finally to himself (his feet):

These are my shoes, on my feet (p. 88).
Len's focus becomes more interior as he enters his own mind in a kind
of "I'm me" self•recognition; but he still sees empirical reality in
a flux (in a kind of hallucinatory n¥>vement of a Van Gogh painting, or
description of an LSD experience) which colll'!s to a dead halt, and still
sees himself es fixed:
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This is a journey nnd an ambush.

This is the centre of the

cold, a halt to thie> journey and no ambush.
grass I keep to.

moved.

fixture.

deep

This is the thicket in the centre of the

night and the morning.
a dagger.

th(~

This is

There is my hundred watt bulb like

This room moves.

This room is moving.

It has reached • • • a dead h8lt.

There is no web.

This 11 my

All's clear, and abundant.

Perhaps a morning will arrive.

If a morning arrivest

it will not destroy my fixture, nor my luxury.

is dark in the night or light, nothing obtrudes.
have my compartment.
ment, and my kingdom.

It has

I am wedged.

If it

I

Here ts my arrange•

There are no voices.

They make no

hole in my side (pp. 88•89).
llot only things, but also other people compose Len's external reality

and may change while he remains fixed; "Of course he may have ch.angedn
(p. 86), LPn says of Mark and imp lies he himse 1f haa not.

in some waya seem to be an

int~rior

The dwarfs

analogue of other people, perhaps,

more epeeifically of Pete and Mark; when Pete and Mark leave Len says

''They've gone on a picnic" (p. 98).

Only later is it clear that Len

is referring to the dwarfs who have gone on a picnic; but the

monk.~ntary

confusion between Pete and Mark and the dwarfs is enough to establish
a connection between them.

Len's physical illness may lead him to recognize that he too is
mortal, for when Harle returns Len finally admits that he too may change;
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but with the recognition comes his simultaneous realization that his re•
lationship with Mark and Pete is over:

Both of you bastards. you've made a hole in my side, l
can't plug it!

[jause;J I've lost a kingdom (p. 99).

After Made departs Len momentarily perceives or imagines Mark alone
in his own home living his life vicariously, standing apart from h:lmself, as it were, and watching himself just as Len is watching him:
Mark sits by the fireside.
wear a ring.

Crosses his legs.

'lbe finger poised.

He regards his legs.

H~·

Mark regards his finger.

regards the fireside.

the door is the black blossom.

Bis fingers

Outside

He combs his hair with an

ebony comb, he sits, he lies, he lowers his eyelashes,

raises them, sees no change in the posturenof the room,
lights a cigarette, watches his hand cl••P the lighter,
watches the flame, sees his mouth go forward, sees the
conswnption, is satisfied.

Pleased, sees the smoke in the

lamp, pleased with the lamp and the smoke and his bulk,
pleased with his legs and his ring and his body, in the
lamp.

Sees himself speaking, the words arranged on his

lips, sees himself with pleasure (p. 102).
This quality of living ones life vicariously, so explUitly stated in
Len's description of Mark, the most shallow of the three characters,
seems al•o implied in many of Pinter's other characters, Goldberg,
Edward (A SliyJit Acb!) and Bisson (Tea Party).

These observations
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of oneself and others still, however, leave unanswered the question of
identity.

All of ten•s careful observations about himself and others lead
him to conclude that it is after all impossible to know who you are
and that all reality is illusive; hia statements echo Pinter's own,
"A moment is sucked away and distorted, often even at the time of its
birth" (see Chapter 1, page 16).

Len defines the problem of verifica-

tion and identity as he dismisses the possibility that identity is
equivalent to role, "what you are, .. or to whnt you or others imagine
or recall you

ar~:

The point is, who are you?

lot why or how, not even whet.

I can see what, perhaps, clearly enough.

But who are you?

It'• no use saying you know who you are just because you
tell me you can fit your particular key into a particular
slot, which will only receive your particular key because
that's not foolproof end certainly not canclu.sive.

Just

because you're inclined to make these statements of faith
has nothing to do with me.

It's not my business.

Oc·

casionally I believe t perceive a little of what you are
but that's pure accident on both our parts, the perceived
and the perceiver.
it's joint pretence.

It's nothing like accident, it's deliberate,
We depend on these accidents, on these

contrived accidents, to continue.

It's not important then

that it's conspiracy or hallucination.

What you are, or

appear to be to me, or appear to be to you, cbanges so

1J8

quickly, so horrifyingly, I certainly can't keep up with it
and I'm damn sure you can't either.

But who you are I cat' t

even begin to recognize, and sometimes l recognise it so
wholly, so forcibly 1 1 cm 't look, and how can 1 be certain
of what I see?

You have no number.

Where am I to look,

where am I to look, what is there to locate, so as to have
some surety, to have some rest from this whole bloody racket?

You're the sum of so many reflections.
Whose reflections?
does the tide leave?

Is that what you consist of?
What happens to the scum?

it happen?

I've seen what happens.

I see it.

I can only point a finger.

The scum is broken and sucked back.
goes.

How many reflections?
What scum

When does

But I can't speak when
I can't even do that.
I don't see where it

I don't see when, what do I see, what have I seen?

What have I seen, the scum or the essence'/ (pp. 104•105).
Perhaps now all of the apparent varying interpretations and dif•
ficulties in the play (knowing whether Len is mad or sane, whether he
changes or not) can be simply interpreted as a dramatization of the
complex and illusive qualities of reality Len discusses here at the
end of the play.

However much The Dwarfs succeeds or fails as

theatre, Len's explicit comnentary at the end makes the work valuable
in Wlderstanding Pinter's concern with verification of identity and
reality elsewhere in his work.

As the work of a young man (as a novel) later translated

by

the

more mature artist (as a play), 'lbe Dwarfs reflects both earlier (the
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quest for the essence of identity and reality) and later concerns (domi•

nance and subservience in seminal form).
quires an effo1-t on

th.~

The Dwarfs unquestionably re•

part of reader end audience that other of Pinter's

works do not; but for anyone seriously interested in Pinter's work the
effort pays off by allowing ua to appreciate yet another and in some
ways quite different dimension of Pinter's talent••the work is simul•
taneously more'expltcit end more imaginatively illusive than any of

Pinter's other works.

r
CHAPTER 10

THE COLLECTION AND

THE LOVER: DO!-U.NANCE

GAINEJ> BY DELtVERATE PRETENSE

Like The Dwarfs. both The Collection, first broadcast on television
in 1961, and

Ibe

Lover, first broadcast on radio in 1963 (frequently

staged as a double•bill)• explore problems of attempting to verify the

But unlike The Dwarfs, these two

illusive qualities of identity.

plays both involve deliberate pretense which intensifies the problems

of verification.

Stella claims she slept with Bill, claims she did

not, then refuses to say more; Sarah and Richard, husband and wife,
pretend to be lovers-·Sarah plays Delores and Mary to Richard's Max
and the park•keeper.

After The Dwarfs Pinter seems to leave off dealing with identity
as essence and as in Kisbt School retui&ts to dramatizing identity as
role.

The essence may be nonsense, nonexistent anyway, or as Len

argues, indistinguishable from the scum; so, Pinter's portrayal of
identity as role here represents a development rather than a regression
to the merely superficial (recall Pinter's pains to dramatize Goldberg's

role or position aa only superficially part of his identity).

John

Russell Taylor notes the shift in the portrayal of identity from

Ill!

Dwarfs (where Len dismisses the notion that identity is equivalent to
"reflection") to The Lover

(wherf~

reflection):
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identity is largely illusion and
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Any menace to the status quo comes from within; if the arrangement looks like breaking down, it is only because the desire to
have things clear and unequivocal is part of human nature and
almost impossible to vr:nquish.

However, Ri,.:hard and Sarah

appreciate the necessity of vanquishing it, the impossibility
indeed of living together on any other terms except the ac•
ceptance of an infini.tude of reflections in lieu of the un•
knowable, perhaps none>:istant essence.

1

In both The Collection and The Lover characters employ deliberate
pretense and role-shifting in order to gain an advantage, or dominance,
over another.

E~n

before

'fba Colle5tion

begins Stella tlllJ ....._. fabri•

cated her story (that she slept with Bill) in order to increase her hold
on her husband James; Aausta Walker observes that between Stella and
James "desire has cooled off to the well•known point where the wife
feels she must stir her husband to jealousy.';;. Like Stella, the othet'

characters who deliberately shift role-identity in order to gain an
advantage are motivated to gain dominance by feelings of inadequacy

or insecurity.
James seeks Bill out at first because he is hurt by his wife's
con.fession of infidelity; his erratic behavior, and finally his state•
ment to Bill indicate as much:
1

John Russell Taylor. Anger and After (London:

P• 113.

2

Agusts Walker, p. 7.

Methuen, 1963),
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When you treat my wife like a whore, then I think I'm
entitled to know what you've got to say about it (p. 54).
Moreover, a desire for revenge underlies James' aggressive actions against
Bill; first James sets Bill up by complimenting him ("You're a wag,
aren't you," p. 56; "I'll bet you're a wow at parties" p. 57) so that
Bill opens up, becomes warmer ('-<11, thanks very much" p. 56; ''Well,

it's nice of you to say so, but l wouldn't say I was all that much of
a wow" p. 57) • then James startles Bill

10

that he falls backward on

to the floor; finally James threatens, "Te 11 me the truth from Wutwe"
(p. 58).

Maneuvered into this humiliating position it is now Bill who seeks
revenge; although up to this point he maintained he did not sleep with
Stella, he now corrects James when he says he knew Bill was sitting on
the bed beside his wife when he telephoned her in Leeds; Bill replies:
llot sitting.

Lying (p. 59).

Harry, meanwhile, whose jealousy is now aroused by James describes
James in grotesque terms when he reports that someone (Jamee) stopped
by yesterday and Bill asks what he looked like:

Oh • • • lemon hair. higger brown teeth, wooden leg,

bottlegreen eyes and a toupee.

Know him?

(p. 62).

When Bill says that the church bells must be getting to Harry, Harry
quits joking and finally admits:
They haven't helped, but the fact of the matter is, old chap,
that l don't like strangers coming into my house without an
invitation (p. 63).
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Returning briefly to Stella, James wishes her to believe that he
is not at all hurt by her alleged infidelity; instead he cooly thanks
her for giving him the opportunity tn meet Bill with whom he claims he
had dinner (a lie):
Ro, really. l think I should thank you, rather than anything

else.

After two years of marriage it looks as though, by

accident, you've opened up a whole new world for me (p. 67).
In the next two scenes the couples virtually exchange partners; but

in both scenes the objects which carry sexual connotations (the white
kitten in the first 1 the cheese knife in the second) are used to convey the failure of any exchange.

Harry goes over to see Stella and

strokes the white kitten in her lap:
Oh, what a beautiful kitten, what a really beautiful kitten.
Kitty, kitty, kitty, what do you call her 1 come here, kitty
kitty (p. 72).

Pinter, who once directed the play and Michael Bordon as Harry, directed
these lines to convey a meaning opposite to the most obvious one (that
Harry actually likes the kitten); as Pinter pointed out the lines read
quite differently:
Michael, you see, it•s not your taste at all.

'lbe whole

thing• s horrid.

Harry prefers men.
Meanwhile, in the scene illlnediately following, Bill offers James
a cheese knife that James is re- luc:tant to touch or to hold:

r
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Try it.

Hold the blade.

handle it properly.

It won't cut you.

Not i f you

Not if you grasp it firmly up to the

hilt (p. 73).
rhen Bill challenges him ("tflat are you frightened of?" p. 73), James

freely associates once again to his wife's supposed infidelity:
I'm not frightened.

l was just thinking of the thunder last

week, when you and my wife were in Leeds (p. 73).

James finally challenges Bill to s mock duel and taking both the avail•
able cheese knives throws one at Bill and cuts him; James' violent
response is, howe'Ver, a reaction to Bill's provoking observation that
he may have enjoyed Stella in a way James never did;

Every woman is bound to have an outburst of • • • wild
sensuality at one time or another.
look at it, anyway.

That's the way I

It'& part of their nature.

Even

though it may be the kind of sensuality of which you
yourself have never been the fortunate recipient (p. 74).

If Stella's intention is to stir her husband's jealousy in order
to regain his attention. her plan initially fails becauae James bf!comes
(or thinks he becomes) attracted to Bill; but as Agusta Walker points
out, James' attraction to Bill results from his own insecurity and his

belief that Bill is the wealthy owner of the home and collection of
vases:
He thinks, in other words. that the handsome fellow is not

only masculine but aleo rich and elegant••those qualities
so coveted by the insecure••and so he ingratiates himself
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into a liaison whereby he can partake of all the high life,
looking up to the other with admiration but harboring a
poisonous envy.

The real issue between them is their

comparative strength.

The husband i i anxious about his

own lack of prowess, not his wife's infidelity, and in
the end when he half playfully threatens his rival with
a knife, he proves to his mixed disappointment, that this
man too is a weakling.

l

Bill, because of his own insecurity, allows, even encourages James'
attraction to him; A1"1Sta Walker sums up the nature of the mutual
attraction between Bill and James:

The key scene is one in which the two young men are
drinking together, being very refined, and they regard
themselves in a mirror, preening with self•congratulation.
The mirror is their reassurance that they exist, since
theirs is wholly a surface life, and the urgent need that
they have in conmon is to attract, for this is the only
affirmation they have of their worth.

Their greatest

triumph, as always with those who suffer from fear of
inadequacy, i• to attract someone away from someone
else and all their contriving• are for that goal.

It

has nothing to do with affection, since each is wholly
self•preoccupied. 2
1
Agusta Walker, p. 6.
2

Ibid., p. 7.
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!

James manages to stir Harry's jealousy which is aroused less

by

any love for Bill than a combined desire to continue to possess him
and a fear of losing him; when Harry attempts to humiliate Bill be•

fore James, Harry's bitter jealousy, his fears about himself, are
all apparent:

Bill's a slum boy, you see, he's got a slum sense of
humor.

That' a why I never take him along with me to

parties.

Because he's got a slum mind.

I have nothing

against slum minds per se, you understand, nothing at
all.

There's a certain kind of slum mind which is

perfectly all right in a slum, but when this kind of
shn mind get1 out of the slum it sometimes persists,

you see, it rots everything.

That's what Bill is.

There's something faintly putrid about him, don't
you find?

(p. 78).

For James the sudden realization that Harry, not Bill, is the owner of
the house and collection, and that Bill may be a "slum boy" is enough

to ruin the budding relationship between him and Bill; when James
abruptly leaves it is fairly clear that he will not return again.
Finally rejoining his wife, James returns to his initial desire
to verify whether or not Stella slept with Bill; Stella seems to gain
dominance over James, without, however, regaining any of his affection

as she leaves his questions unanswered:
You just sat there and talked about what you would do,
if you went to your room.
Pause.

J

That's what you did.
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Didn't you?

Pauu.
That's the truth •

isn't it?

(pp. 79-80).

In The Lover, too, the characters deliberately shift roles to gain
dominance.

Ess lin

remarks that the de liberate pretense is an attempt
l
to reconcile animal lust with the cold respectability of marriage,

while Hinchliffe sees the pretense as a means of escaping the boredom
of familiarity. 2

Both conclusions seem valid; but what is particularly

interesting is to see how Sarah and Richard play the game of continually
shifting pretense.

Richard generally dominates the relationship by

initiating most of the change; but he >J,;1nts Sarah to be a strong part-

ner, not merely servile or subservient.

Richard leads Sarah like a

dancer who insists ahe change the step as soon as the old one becomes
pat; and Sarah's ability to follow his lead, to be all women to him,
rarely falters.

In the end she even surpasses Richard's ability to

lead as she takes over when Richard does not seem to know what he
wants.
Richard init htes the game in the play' s opening line, "Is your
lover coming today? 11 (p. S), and continues it when he returns from work

and inquiries whether he baa come (p. 7).

But Richard seems to find

the subject in and of itself less spicy than necessary t.o hold his
1

Esslin, The Peopled Wound, p. 141.

2

Hinchliffe, p. 123.
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interest; and so, on the offensive, he introduces an apparently new

I

attitude toward his wife's supposed infidelity:

l4S

Does it ever occur to you that while you're spending the
afternoon being unfaithful to me I'm sitting at a desk
going through balance sheets and graphs?

(p. 9).

Sarah, not at all on the defensive, replies that she occasionally
thinks of him, and when Richard then asks whether she thought of him
this afternoon, Sarah assumes the offensive role by saying the picture
"wasn't a terribly convincing one; 11 when Richard asks why not, she
replies:

Because I knew you weren't

th~re.

I knew you were with

your mistress (p. 11).
It is apparently Sarah's turn to introduce into the game a new element,

the mistress who Richard then claims is not a mistress but a whore
(p. 11).

Richard insists, however, that his whore lacks the grace, elegance
and wit of his wife ; but she does "engender lust with all its cunning"
(p. 13).

When Sarah inquires about dignity, he rep 1 ies , "The dignity

is in my marriage" (p. 11); and when she naturally inquires why he

even looked elsewhere, he responds, '"JU did" (p. 14).
'£alk about the lovers provides rt10st of the subject matter for

Sarah and Richard's evening and bedtime conversation which, incidentally,
is not accompanied by any display of affection.

The bedroom scene ends

with Sarah's getting Richard's assurance that he is not jealous, then
her adding:

"Good, because I think things are beautifully balanced"
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(p. 17).

Balance, however. is not what Richard prefers; and his several

next attempt• to upend the balance are fairly well met by Sarah's fol•
lowing his lead.
The next aften1oon when .John, the milkman, comes and tries to press

Sarah into buying some cream, she coldly refuses.

The brief scene is

apparently included both so that the cast list contains two men's names
thus postponing the fact that Richard i i Sarah's lover which comes as
a surprise, and also reveals how Sarah behaves with an actual potential
lover•-the proverbial milkman••she wants no part of him.
As

aoon as the milkman leaves, Richard appears as Max, and together

he and Sarah play on a bongo in what either_., be intended to symbolize

actual love making, or may reveal literally that their lover relation•
ship is as devoid of actual love making as is their marriage relation•
ship we just observed in the bedroom.
The actions after the bongo scene suggest after•play (the cigarette
scene) and then again foreplay of lovemaking; Max pursues Sarah who
now shyly withdraws, "I'm waitiag for my husband!"

(p. 21).

Following

Sarah's lead now. Max switches into the role of the kindly park•keeper
come to rescue her from the clutches of Max.

Then, to keep things

moving, Sarah drops her shyness and turns agreesive as "her fingers
trace his thigh," and he "lifts them off" (p. 22).

This time he is

the shy one• "Look now, I'm 1orry, l 'm married" (p. 22); she becomes

even more agressive until Max again switches roles by calling her
Dolores, at which time she again becomes reticent, "Trapped!
married woman.

You can't treat me like this" (p. 23).

I'm a

Again Max calls
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a switch as he calls hc;1: Mary at which time.) not sensually as in the

earlier bongo scene, "she grits her teeth, 11 in response to Max's advances as he draws her beblg a table out of the audience sight.

Perhaps having exhausted his routine of possible combinations,
Max now t~lls Sarah that he is goins to end theb· affair because his

wife would object i f she knew;

h~

says, however, he would first like

to see Sarah's husband because he is a man; nYou're just a bloody
woman" (p. 27), he compalins then finally adds, "You 're too bony"
(p. 28).

Perhaps like J.aJl1',JB, Richard thinks he might prefer a man

to a woman, or would like some comhinat ion of both:
Likt~

You know what I Ulw.

l like enormous W<.imeu.

bullocks with udders.

Vast zreat uddered bullocks

(p. 28).

But Sarah is unable, or unwil!.ing, to .attempt this new role.
Richard as Richaz·d retJrns home in the everdng; when Sarah says
11

she has no dinner ready he complains that she is
her "wifely duties," which is consistent with her

3.':J).

£alling down" in
11

debauchery" (pp. 32·

He then forbids her to entertain her lovex· as he assumes a com•

bined business and paten'Ull tone toward Sarah who falters in her
first attempt to redeem herself when sb.e tells hil:n she does after all

have dinner ready, "Boeuf bourgignon" (p. 38); Richard resp01uts angrily
with a whispered,

"adultri:.~ss"

(p. 36).

s ive when he finds the bongo .drums.

He becomes more and more agres-

But Sarah cunningly checks him as

she turns on him with one last surprise:

Do you think

he~s th~

only one who comes!

(p. 37).

She claims therf> are otht:·rs who come for tea and to whom
strawberries and cream (the milkman?).

~he

offers

Richa1·& f cllows her lead and
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i

together they begin slipping into their afternoon roles as Sarah asks:
Would you like me to change
you, darling.
By

Shall I?

(p.

TJ.r'/

clothes?

I'll change for

40).

occasionally init iat in& change in order to preserve the re lat ions hip,

Sarah can at other times accept a subservient role (comply with Richard's
desires) without losing dignity.

Richard's emphasis on the word ''change"

in the end seems to indicate that so long as he and Sarah continue to

change, to keep up theillusions, the attraction between them will con•
tinue to thrive:

Yes.
Pause.
Change.

Pause.
Change.

Pause.
Change your clothes.
Pause.
You lovely whore {p. 40).
The Collection and The Lover both seem light frothy delightful pieces

of theater which continue to explore Pinter's concern with dominance and
~ubservience.

If the exploration of dominance gained by deliberate pre•

tense of role•shifting seems to take place only on the surface of
things Pinter nevertheless seems to explore that surface very thoroughly.

r
CHAPTER 11
THE ROHEC<llINC:

D<lfDIANCE USED TO GAIN FREEDClf

After a f ive•year absence from writing for the stage Pinter returned
to the theater in 1965 with The !!om!CO!J!ing, a play full of so much ap•
parently unexpected behavior that it continues to baffle critics.

uth,

perhaps the most misunderstood of all of Pinter's characters, is most
often received as an unsympathetic, shocking, licentious woman, even
a nymphomaniac; it seems universally agreed that in the end she becomes

a prostitute.
1

point,

Even Pinter's best critics do not question this last

while those, such as Ray Orley, who view Ruth as a somewhat

sympathetic character, still describe her behavior with unfavorable
connotations:
Her primitive nature is doubtless better attuned to Max
and sons' jungle than to the probably rather sterile
life at the University in America with the empty Teddy.

2

ln sharp contrast to his critics is Pinter whose comments on the
subject are generally ignored and who sees Ruth as sympathetic:
In The Homecomi5. the woman is not a nymphomaniac, as

some critics claimed.

In fact she's not very sexy.

1

She's

Hinchliffe, p. 150; lsslin, The Peopled Wound, p. 159.

2

Orley, p. 148.
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in a kind of despair which gives her a kind of freedom.
Certain facts, like marriage and the family, for this
woman, have clearly ceased to have meaning. 1
Elsewhere Pinter points out that Ruth does not become a prostitute in
the end:
She does not become a harlot.

At the end of the play she's

in possession of a certain kind of freedom.

She can do

what she wants, and it is not at all certain she will go
off to Greek Street.

But even if she did, she would not

be a harlot in her own mind.

2

Actually Ruth's plans at the end are deliberately evasive so that it
is wholly uncertain that she will agree to the family's proposition to
set her up; when Lenny asks if she wishes to "shake on it" now or
later, she avoids making a conmitment:
<Ii, we'll leave it till later (p. 79).

And not without reason Max (who in the opening discussion of horses says
he could "smell" which filly was a "stayer") at the end suspects Ruth
will not carry out the family's intentions for her:
Listen, I've got a funny idea she'll do the dirty on us,
you want to bet?
I can smell it.

She'll make use of us, I can tell you!
You want to bet?

(p. 81).

11tathleen Tynan. "In Search of Harold Pinter; Part Two.

We're
Pretty Tight as a Family. Nobody Just llings at the Door and Comes
in," Evening Standard (April 26 • 1968), p. 8.
2

Hewes, p. 58.
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Certainly Ruth's later behavior supports Max's suspiciona••she uses
them all as all of her desirea(for water, food, and tentatively a large
flat) are granted.

More important, as Pinter pointed out, Ruth in the

end gains freedom, and is thus the first of Pinter's characters to gain
dominance 1n the end who also gains something positive and is finally
in a better position than at the beginning.
There are several other problems in the play, other differences
between what critics find confusing and Pinter's intentions.

Critics

are often baffled about the motivation behind one or another character's
actions.

What motivates Max to his outbursts of violence?

Sam make a sudden confession then faint in the end?
behave as she does?

Why does

Why does lluth

And why does Teddy passively look on as his wife

rolls on the floor with his brother?
Max's behavior seems the easiest to understand; the opening scene
purposely reveals Max as an aging patriarch who resents being pushed
out of power by his sons and brother, and resents even more being
relegated to a mother substitute role; "Go and find yourself a
mother," he tells Joey who asks Max (who does the cooking) for dinner
(p. 16).

Max's threat of violence in the first scene is impotent and

born of frustration; when Lenny disparages Max's cooking, Max makes an
empty threat at him with his cane,

1

as Lenny mockingly cries in

~e extension of oneself, euch as the cane here, and other fairly
obvious phallic symbols in Pinter's work (here, the cigars all the men
smoke at the beginning of the second act, and elsewhere, &n's polishing
his gun to calm himself when the demands from upstaris seem overwhelming
(The Dumb Waiter); Tony's smoking before the fireplace with Susan as
Barrett is beginning to gain power <The Servant); Disson 's making a large
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imitation of a little boy:

"Oh, Daddy, you're not going to use your

stick on me, are you?" (p. 11).

Max's behavior

in front of Teddy and Ruth at the end of the first

act is not so difficult to understand either.

Shortly after Max makes

it perfectly clear that he does not like to be regarded as the mother•
cook in the house, Teddy waltzes down the stairs, and after a six-year
absence stamners (which itself invites attack) "Hello

. . . Dad . . .

We overslept," then asks, "What's for breakfast?" (p. 40).

The sur•

prise of his son's unexpected visit, the presence of a strange woman,
and Teddy's taking Max's service so clearly for granted, all arouse

Max's anger which Max then aims at Teddy through his insults against
Ruth:
I've never had a whore under this roof before.

Ever since

your mother died.
Max's tirade gathers such momentum that he does not seem to hear Teddy's
protest, "She's my wife" (p. 42).

Although Max is temporarily s U.enced

by Joey's reminder, "You 're an old man" (p. 42), this reminder of Max's
f laging power only further incenses him.

Having made a fool of himself with his words in the presence of
the family, Max trie• to redeem htmse lf as a man with a show of
pencil•shaped wooden object in his workshOp shortly after he first
begias to realise the attraction between his wife and her brother
(Tea Party); Law and Stott's fight with broken milk bottles when
neither is svcceeding with Jane ('nle Basepaent), generally appear
only when a male character is becoming unsure of his power or
sexual prowess.

I

I
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strength as he discharges the remainder of his anger against the un•
suspecting Joey (whom he hits in the stomach knocking the wind out of
his boxer son), and then against Sam (who, coming to help Max as he
staggers under the effort of striking Joey, receives a blow on the
head from Max).

With M.x's anger now spent, he is able to welcome

his daughter•in•law and son.

''You a mother?" he asks Ruth, then in-

quires, "How many you got?" (p. 43).

He now seems as i f he feels pre•

pared to "cuddle" with Teddy, and he does.
In the end, Max recognizes that he is aging, but he is still
unwilling to give up in the race to win Ruth's favor:
I'm too old, I suppose.

She thinks I'm an old man.

Pause.
I'm not such an old man (p. 81).
Sam's confession and fainting at the end are related to his in•
ferior position in the house; as Max's unmarried brother with no sons
under his control, Sam has always had to seek his identity outside of
the house; his is clearly a role•oriented identity:

"I'm the best

chauffeur in the firm," he tells Lenny who responds with mock praise
whose mockery is lost on Sam, "I'll bet the other drivers tend to get
jealous of you, don't they, uncle?" (p. 13).

Sam also likes to think

of himself as a gentleman of the old schooli he offers courtly praise
of Max's dead wife Jessie (p. 16), and attempts to defend Ruth with the
impotent reminder that Ruth is married to Teddy; "She's his lawful
wife," he says when the rest of the family are making plans to keep her

r

l
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on (p. 69).

Sam even suffers Max's crudest insults against him ("You'd

bend over for half a dollar on Blackfriars Bridge.'' p. 48) because Sam
can simply view himself as above such remarks.
Sam is unable, however, to tolerate insults against his driving
ability (from which he derives most of his identity) especially when
he is unfavorably compared to

Ma~

him ("You know who could drive?

whom he loathed.

MacGregor!

When Max taunts

MacGregor was a driver!"

p. 48) this seems to be the final insult; but like many of Pinter's
characters whose reactions are delayed, Sam leaves immediately and
waits until later to disclose the secret he has harbored for years,
but which he now supposes will cut Max to the quick.

He announces

just before fainting:
Mac had Jessie in the back of my cab as I drove along
(p. 78).

Perhaps because so much happens all at once, some critics occa•
sionally wonder why Sam died, or why Max did.

When asked to account

for this interpretation of the last scene, Paul Rogers who played Max
in the original Broadway production explained in Pinter's presence:
There's an appalling fact about Pinter.

You may

not allow a single word he writes to pass unnoticed.

There's

no moment when you can have a little quiet doze-off or go
searching after complications that are irrelevant.

When the

uncle collapses after telling his dirty little secret it is
his cowardly way of retreating from the situation.

And if

r

J
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you listen you will hear us say he's not dead.

As for Max,

the stage directions only say that he falls to his knees
sobbing and crawls to the side of Ruth's chair.

l

Pinter added in comment:
He doesn't die.

Actually, he's in fine form.

2

Ruth's attempts to gain dominance over the family originate from
the same defensive reaction that impels many of Pinter's other characters
to seek dominance.

While her actions may not seem noble, given this

family and this particular situation with which she is faced her actions
cannot be condemned either.

Given her husband who cares little for

her, who seems as incapable of realizing the problems in the marriage
as he seems incapable of change, Ruth's behavior is at least partially
justified.

Pinter himself remarked that Ruth's decision to stay is the

best choice she has:
If this had been a happy marriage it wouldn't have
happened.

But she didn't want to go back to America

with her husband, so what the hell's she going to do?

3

The very first scene between Ruth and Teddy clearly reveals Teddy as selfcentered, unfeeling and unresponsive to Ruth.

Out of touch with his

~ife

Teddy makes no attempt even to 11.aten to what she says; although she
announces at the outset "I'm tired" (p. 21), only a moment later when
1

Hewes, p. 58.

2~.
3~.
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he returns from the inspection of the bedroom Teddy inquires, ''Tired? 11
(p. 21).

Perhaps in response to Teddy's nervousness Ruth gradually

grows more wakeful for this time she answers, "Just a little" (p. 21).
Soon after , Teddy again asks, "Are you tired?" and he apparently does
not even hear her answer, "No," for 1n the same breath he says in a
paternal tone:
Go to bed.

I'll show you to your room.

You •••

need some rest, you know (p. 22).
Teddy is not only out of touch with his wife, as indicated in his
erratic and self-contradictory behavior towards her, but he also
appears to be out of touch with himself, hi• own needs, wants and
desires.

First he says he wants to go for a walk (p. 22), then,

without acknowledging that he changed his mind, when Ruth says she
would like to go out for a breath of air, he acts alarmed ("At th is
time of night?

But we've • • • only just got here.

We've got to go

to bed" p. 23); then flatly contradicts his former statement about
wanting to go out:
The last thing I want is a breath of air (p. 24).
Although he promises "I'll wait up for you," then, "I'm not going to
bed without you," when Ruth leaves, he forgets his promise, does not
wait up, and goes up to bed without her.
One of the most crushing objections against viewing Ruth as sym•
pathetic stems from her attitude toward her children; even if her
reasons for leaving Teddy are understandable, how can she leave her
children?

First, it seems necessary to point out that Ruth does not

r
I

J
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run out on her children at the first opportunity; in fact, almost as
soon as she and Teddy arrive she voices a desire to return because
as she says,

(p. 22).

11

1 think

• the children •

might be missing us 11

Her tentatively put statement is met here only by Teddy's

derision; "Don't be silly," he says without hesitation (p. 22).

Yet,

as another example of his inconsistent behavior, when Max asks him
the very next day whether the children are missing their mother,
Teddy replies, ''Of course they are" (p. 5l)••then he never mentions
the matter again.

For Ruth to return to her children in a foreign

country, America, it seems necessary in this context for her to
return with Teddy••if she wants the children she must also take Teddy.
Ruth's relationship with her husband may not be enough to condone
her behavior; but it seems equally a mistake to attempt to explain her
behavior with Lenny and Joey solely as part of her licentious nature
as possibly evidenced in her remark that before her marriage she was
a "model for the body" (p. 57).

Esslin, for example, seizes upon her

remark, assumes she was formerly a ''nude photographic model" which he
then says "is a widely known euphemism for a prostitute."

l

He allows

his own imagination to carry him even further beyond the text when he
next meations the house where Ruth says she "changed" her clothes
(p. 57):

The country house she so lovingly recalls as the scene of
her nude posing by the lake, where drinks and cold buffet
1

Esslin, The Peopled Wound, p. 159.

---
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where served, sounds more like the scene for orgies than
a place for photography.

1

The text neither suggests that Ruth's modeling was done in the nude nor
that she was formerly a prostitute.

Apparently, however, she was more

attractive before she had her children (p. 57), and she feels it neces•
sary to remind people that she was once attractive at all.

Recall

that when she first mentioned that she was a model, Lenny asked for
"hats?" (p. 57).

More fruitful than speculating about her former life

to account for her present behavior, is to examine what happens in the
play itself in order to understand it.

As Pinter points out, Ruth's

relationship not only with her husband but also with the family accounts
for her action:
She's misinterpreted deliberately and used by this family.
But eventually she comes back at them with a whip:

She

says "If you want to play this game I can play it as well
as you. ,;i.

A perfectly good example of what Pinter is talking about here,
occurs in Ruth's first encounter with the family, when she first
meets Lenny.

Lenny introduces himself, but whenever Ruth tells him

she is Teddy's wife (pp. 28, 29), he fails to acknowledge her remarks
and apparently, like his older brother, hears only what he wants to
lear; he nevertheless immediately tries to impress her, and perhaps
1
2

tbid.

Hewes. p. 58.
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unconsciously compete with Teddy, by adopting philosophical jargon (which
he did not use earlier with his father) in his talk about his clock which
may have waked him:

So • • • all things being equal • • • this question of me
saying it was the clock that woke me up, well, that could
easily prove something of a false hypothesis (p. 29).
Suddenly male ing an erratic move toward Ruth, Lenny asks, 'IJ>o you
mind if I hold your hand?" (p. 30).

When Ruth asks why, his telling

her two stories about women he physically harmed seems intended
simultaneously to frighten and to impress upon her that if she gets
out of line she may receive similar treatment.

Lenny says of the first

woman who he claims made advances toward him:
So I just gave her another belt in the nose and a couple
of turns of the boot and sort of left it at that (p. 31).
When Lenny then acknowledges Ruth as Teddy's wife ("You and my
brother are newly weds, are you?" p. 31), he praises, of all things,
Teddy's sensitivity; he says he wishes he were more like Teddy in
this respect, but adds that he gets "desensitized" whenever people
make unreasonable demands on him••he offers as an example an account
of the woman who asked him to move a heavy mangle from her front to
back room and to whom he gave "a short-arm jab to the belly" (p. 33).
Beneath what Lenny actually says he conveys to Ruth a desire that
she should view him as strong and fearsome.

But he sends out mixed

signals about his own feelings for her; he seems at once attracted to
and even afraid of her.

When he finally attempts to gain dominance,
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Ruth proves herself a good match for him as he asks for a glass of water
he gave her earlier:
I he.ven't quite finished.

RUTH.

LENNY.
RUTH.

You've consumed quite enough, in my opinion.
No, I haven't.

LENNY. Quite sufficient, in my opinion.
Not in mine Leonard (p. 33).

RUTH.

She is really too swift for him as she stays deftly ahead; though he
earlier asked to hold her hand (an aggressive move intended perhaps to
frighten her) she countermoves with a more oblique pass that makes him
shy away in confusion.

She seems to understand that one of the best

ways to ward off a potential attack is to assume a parallel and even
more aggressive position than your attacker:

LENNY'.
IWTH.

I'll take it then.
If you take the glass ••• I'll take you •

Pause.
LENNY.

RUTH.

How about me taking the glass without you taking me?

Why don't I just take you?
Pause.

LENNY.

You're joking (p. 34).

As Lenny gradually continues to back down, Ruth increases the tension by
continuing to make suggestions until she finally calls

R.tml.

Have a sip, go on.
l1le is stillJ

Lenny~s

Have a sip from my glass.

bluff:
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Sit on my lap.
She pats her lap.

Take a long cool sip.
Pause.

She atands, moves to him with the glass.
Put your head back and open your mouth.
LENNY.

RUTH.

LENNY.

Take that glass away from me.
Lie on the floor.

Go on.

I'll pour it down your throat.

What are you doing, moking some kind of proposal? (p. 34).

Perhaps the best justification for Ruth's decision to stay with the
family comes in the end from her husband's response both to her and to
the family.

Why does Teddy look passively on as Ruth rolls on the floor

with Joey?

Pinter answers the question as he again explains his attitude

to Ruth:
Look!

What would happen if he interfered.

had a messy fight on his hands, wouldn't he?
particular man would avoid that.

He would have

And this

As for rolling on the

couch, there are thousands of women in this very country
who at this very moment are rolling off couches with their
brothers, or cousins, or their next•door neighbors.
most respectable women do this.

The

It's a splendid activity.

It's a little curious, certainly, when your husband is
looking on, but it doesn't mean you're a harlot.

1

Teddy's response to Ruth is obviously lacking a very important human
quality, feeling or emotion.
1

~-·pp.

57·58.

Teddy, like several of Pinter's other
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characters, Disson (Tea Party) and Edward (A Slight Ache), exhibit in
common a belief that the mind is superior to feeling, and that the
rational egoist (one whose acts are wholly reasonable, not colored by
emotion), is the most superior kind of person, and what one should
aspire to be.

Michael Craig, who played Teddy on Broadway, understands

Teddy's shortcomings well:
Teddy is probably the most violent of them all, but his violence
is controlled.

They play this awful game with him to try and

make him break, and he turns it around.
at his father.

She shoots it right

He says, "I'll call your bluff.

If you want

a woman in the house, here she is if she wants to stay."
an awful man, Teddy.

He's

He's rationalized his aggressions, but

underneath he's Eichmann.

1

It is perhaps going too far to call Teddy an Eichmann, but there
are clear indications that Teddy has not only "rationalized his ag•
gressions" but feels that he is superior for having eliminated emotion
from his response to his family (both his families).

The best evidence

comes from what Teddy himself says; shortly after Max praises Ruth as a
woman of feeling (p. 60), Teddy attempts to persuade the family that he
is superior to them because of his ability to "see" things objectively,
to operate "on things not in things," to be uninvolved and to act without
feeling (a scholarly attitude perhaps, though hardly superior, that carries
over to his relations with people).
1

.!!?.!.<!. '

p • 57 •

Though Teddy says he can "see"
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things better than the rest of them, all evidence points to the contrary;
Teddy simply uses his role (as professor of philosophy) the same way
Goldberg uses his position••as if his role made him superior.

And dis•

cussing his critical works, Teddy tries to impress the family as he
snobbishly flaunts what he believes is his superiority:
You wouldn't understand my works.

You wouldn't have the

faintest idea of what they were about.
appreciate the points of reference.
All of you.

world.

You're way behind.

There's no point in my sending you my works.

You'd be lost.
intelligence.

You wouldn't

It's nothing to do with the question of
It's a way of being able to look at the

It's a question of how far you can operate on

things and not in things.

I mean it's a question of

your capacity to ally the two, to relate the two, to
balance the two.

To see, to be able to see!

one who can see.

That's why I can write my critical

works.

I'm the

Might do you good • • .• have a look at them

• • • see how certain people can view • • • things
• • • how certain people can maintain

• intel•

lectual equilibrium.

Intellectual equilibrium.

You're just objects.

You just • • • move about.

I can observe it.
same as I do.

I can see what you do.

But you're lost in it.

It's the

You won't get

me being • • • 1 won't be lost in it (p. 62).
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One key to the fallacy in what Teddy says occurs when he maintains that
his sight is superior because he objectively sees how things actually
are••quite the opposite of what Pinter himself consistently maintains
about the nature of our reality.

Interestingly too, Teddy is the only

one in the play with glasses; and his physical weakness seems an apt
metaphor for his emotional blindness which he canmunicates when he
tet'lllS a 11 the people "objects."
Teddy seems to view his wife as just another object whom he can
trade or barter if he chooses and if she can be persuaded to consent.
His most telling actions that reveal his lack of feeling toward Ruth
come in the last scene when his only objection against having Ruth
remain behind is that it will not benefit the family, "She' 11 get
old • • • very quickly" (p. 75); more important, it is Teddy who
actually encourages her to stay behind as he is the one to conmuni•
cate the family's proposal to her:
Ruth • • • the family have invited you to stay, for a little
while

l~~ger.

As a ••• kind of guest.

idea I don• t mind.

If you like the

t;e can manage very eas Uy at home

until you come back (p. 74).
Although it seems to have escaped notice, The Homecoming, like
The Birthday Party, The Caretaker, and Pinter's best sketches

1

appears to have a private level of meaning and seems to be informed
l

For discussions of the personal experiences which informed these
works see Chapter 3, pp. 50, 6l; Chapter 4, p. 70; Chapter 14, p. 193.
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by

personal experience, several clues of which exist in the names of the

two dead characters who also figure in the play, Mac and Jessie.

Help•

ful here is some important background information on the subject.

Recall

that Pinter chose David for his stage name and that it was under this
name he worked for Anew McMaster, Mac (who headed a Shakespearean
repertoire company and who was the subject of Pinter's tribute Mac).
Mac's death two years before Pinter wrote The Homecoming profoundly
affected Pinter;

1

in his tribute to him he portrays Mac as a surrogate

father in his life.

While The Homecoming may appear perhaps to be an

absurdest inversion of the Biblical Story of Ruth,

2

important clues

to Pinter's private attitude to both Ruth and Jessie may be contained
in the closing verse of the Biblical account which concludes with a

reference to Ruth's progeny, "And Jesse beget David," Ruth 4 :22.
111

Two

2

Pe op le in a Room, " p. 36 •

The Biblical Ruth, a virtuous woman, is praised for choosing to
stay with her husband's family after her husband's death. In an
agrarian and patrilineal society her help "amid alien corn" in the
fields kept the family (especially Raomi the mother•in•law) alive.
And when Ruth remarries it is to her husband's kinsman who marries
her only after he "taketh knowledge of her." Pinter's R.uth is fairly
married to a dead man and like the Biblical Ruth, chooses to stay with
her husband's family and may even contribute to their support. More•
over, she like the Biblical Ruth may come to know her husband's kinsmen,
especially Joey the boxer son as the Biblical Ruth knew Boaz (whose
name means strength or fleetness). While Pinter's Ruth is not the
epitome of the virtuous woman, it has already been shown that her
behavior is not entirely blameworthy. She does seem simply to hold
her own in this alien world of men who test her in ways not wholly
different from the way Boaz tests the Biblical Ruth.
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Given the impact of Mac's life and death on Pinter, he could not
have chosen lightly the name Mac for a dead character in his play; nor
is it likely that choosing the name Jessie was unconscious accident
for Pinter, a poet like the Biblical David for whom he named himself.
In the play, something of the raucous spirit of the living Mac seems
to inform the descriptions of Mac in the play; moreover, given Sam's
confession, it is entirely possible that Mac was the father of at
least one of Jessie's sons (a possibility casually reinforced by
Max's references to his "three bastard sons" p. 47).
Perhaps at present all that can be said about the connections
between the characters in Pinter's life, and his fictional characters
as well as the name he took for himself, is that in an oblique or
poetic way Pinter, on a private level, suggests admiration for and
kinship with Mac (Anew McMaster):

by connecting Jesse (the Biblical

ancestor of David) with Jessie (The Homecoming ancestor of the three
sons) David, as a reference to himself, is linked with The Homecoming
sons who are in turn linked with Mac (both the living and fictional
character):

thus Pinter links himself to Mac the man he admired.

The

references, however.conscious or unconscious may be important in under•
standing Pinter's attitude to the play's Mac, the only character Max
consistently praises; the closing lines of

!f!s. summarize nicely Pinter's

admiration for the living man:
He was a realist.

spirit.

But he possessed a true liberality of

He was humble.

He was a devout anti-puritan.
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He was a very great pisstaker.

He was a great actor and we

who worked with him were the luckiest people in the world and
loved him.

1

"Liberality of spirit" is interestingly mentioned in the play by Lenny
who says the family looks to Teddy for this virtue, which it seems
obvious none of the characters in the play possesses:
And so when you at length return to us, we do expect a bit
of grace, a bit of je ne sais quoi, a bit of generosity of
mind, a bit of liberality of spirit, to reassure us.
do that.

But do we get it?

you've given us?

Have we got it?

We

ls that what

(p. 65).

Teddy's "Yes," after he has just deliberately eaten Lenny's cheese roll,
an admittedly mean-spirited act, clearly exemplifies Teddy's lack of
liberality.
Pinter's explicit comments on the public interpretation

of~

Hc>mecoming, as well as the clues he seems to offer concerning the play's
private meaning, seem to provide the best basis for an understanding
appreciation of the work.

nd

Attempts to look for and separate "the good

guys" from "the bad gUF•" seem as out of place here as they are generally
in Pinter's work; aa Pinter finally points out, the family is "not evil,"
but only "slightly desperate," a point which seems obvious enough, but
should be recalled in any discussion of the play's characters:
There's no question that the family does behave very calculatedly
and pretty horribly to each other and to the returning son.

1

.!!.£,

p. 19.

But
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they do it out of the texture of their lives and for other
reasons which are not evil but slightly desperate. 1
In its intricately complex treatment of dominance and subservience

in this family's relationship, The Homecoming is one of Pinter's best
plays.

Here he clearly transcends his former work which depended so

much on mystery to gain the ambiguity that contributed so much to
the play's complexity.

As in The Caretaker this play seems somehow

true in the examination of these characters' lives.
~,

As in A Slight

The Homecoming contains some U.ginative turns which push every•

day reality to the very limits of our experience.

Here the use of

dominance to gain freedom makes The Homecoming unique among Pinter's
plays.

-----------lie
. wes, p.

58 •

CHAPTER. 12
TEA PARTY AND THI BASEMENT:

THE ILLUS IVE

QUALITIES OF DOMDANCE

Tea Party (1965) and The Basement (1967), both originally produced
on television, and frequently staged as a double•bill, both begin with
a dominant character who undergoes a complete reversal and in the end
entirely loses dominance.

Tea Party studies the disintegration of

Disson's dominance based on recently acquired wealth and his position
as the head of a large sanitary company (the largest bidet manufacturer
in England!), while The Basement develops Stott's natural dominance
over Law which near the end dissipates as Stott, becoming less sure
of himself, loses Jane and finally assumes Law's position while Law
rises to his.
Tea Party, the richer of the two plays, returns once again to all
of Pinter's former concerns; Disson's growing blindness parallels his
loss of dominance, and both blindness and dominance are connected with
mystery-·it is never wholly certain whether Disson's eye trouble is
:cea 1 or imagined, or whether what he

11

sees" and suspects about the

relation between his wife and her brother is true or false.

Moreover,

Disson's blindness is related to his identity problems••his inner self
as an emotional being conflicts with his outer or social self.

Disson,

like Teddy and Edward before him, attempts to deny his feelings and
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approach problel'IUI with a prescriptive rationality that makes him emotionally
blind or empty.

He attempts to deny his feelings for Wendy, but as he

does so his eyesight begins to fail him; even his lovemaking with his

wife is coldly rational, withoYt feeling.
The precarious nature of Disson's dominance is apparent at once
in the interview with Wendy whose reserve contrasts with Disson's slight
lack of it, as does her complete confidence set off his slight stammer:
"We manufacture sanitary ware ••• but I suppose you know that?" (p.

43); "Well, do you think you'd be interested in ••• in this area of
work?" (p. 44); ''Well now, this • • • poat is, in fact, that of my
peraOl\al assistant"· (p. 44).

Wendy, on the other hand, only staaners

understandably when answering questions about her previous employer (who
never stopped touching her).

Moreover Disson 1 s overpraising her shows

a lack of reserve; QI would say you possessed en active and inquiring
intelligence" he tells her although she indicates no such qualities.
The wedding reception raises one of the play'• central ambiguitiesJ
the relation between Diana end Willy which may, as Disson later suspects,
be incestuous, or

may be quite innocent.

Diana kisses her brother twice

before she finally kisses Disson, only in response to Disson's having
offered Willy a position.

Willy's praiae for his sister ls couched in

suggestively sensuous terms; he prabes her svl1111ing, "the grace of her
crawl," her piano playing, "the delicacy of her touch," and her

11

loi1g

fingers moving in exquisite motion on the keys;" and he ends in calling

her "the flower, the blossom, and the bloom" (p. 48).

After a few vague
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words about Disson in Disley 1 s absence, Willy's speech in honor of the
groom heaps more praise on Diana "who in all probability has the beating
of her husband in the 200 meters breast stroke" (p. 49).

As Esslin per-

haps rightly suggests of the speech, ltThis starts Disson 'a feelings of
embarra.as•nt and inferiority towards his new wife's family."

1

At

least the audience is made aware of Disson's feelings.
Disson, whose natural reaction to Willy's speech might be the expression of his feelings that Willy's speech did not present him in the
best light, apparently masks his fee lings and responds • "Marve lo us,"

thc)ugh the speech was not at all (p. 49).

Moreover Disson invites

trouble as he invites Willy into the firm as "second in coamand," at a
point that shows Diaaon •s growing lack of prudence for a man in his
position.

Willy's gracious and dignified acceptance of Disson's offer

reveals that Willy is clearly ill command of himself and is a man who

though placed in a subordinate position is not at all subservient.
Dt.•on's last line in the ecene is ironic foreahadow.for the rest of
the play which proceeds downhill for him; "Thia is the happiest day
of my life" (p. 50).

The passionless bedroom scene. which follows the reception scene.
reveals Disson's insecurity and self-centeredness.
"Have you ever been happier?

When he asks Diana

With any other man? 11 he seems less

interested in her happiness than in his score with her as a lover.
very stark responses ("Yes," "Yes," "Never, n

"Yes~ 11 )

Her

indicate that the

answers Disson is looking for cannot best be given in words••if he does
l

Esslin~

The Peopled Wound, p. 167.
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not know he should not ask.

Yet where an emotional response should answer

his question and would be appropriate coming from him, Disson pursues a
rational course the morning later when he asks why Diana did not marry
Jerry and she replies "Because he was weak" (p. 51).

Then Disson, as

if aseuring himself that he fits her ideal, responds, "I'm not weak"

(p. 51).

The first bedroom scene contrasts markedly with the second and both
contrast with the scenes between Disson and Wendy who seems to arouse
him more than his wife does.

In the second bedroom scene, one year

later, Diana complains ''You seem a little subdued • • • lately," in•

dicating that Disson is no longer able or willing to meet Diana's
desires which still seem active.
Qisson's business and home life continue to erode as his actions
and words becorae IQDre contradictory.

Just as Disaon sta111Dered slightly

in hi8 interview with Wendy, in his briefing to Willy he now contradicts himself.

First Disson notes that their two offices are "completely

cut off from the rest of the staff, 11 adding "Equally, I didslike fraterni•

zation between the two offices" (p. 52).

But Disson then concludes by

saying "interdependence is the key word, it's your job to understand.
118,

mine to understand you" (through closed doors?) (p. 53).

In view

of Disson•s closed door isolation policy Willy's suggestion that Diana
should be his secretary "to be cloaer to you" is ironic.
When Disson says "1 don't like indulgence.

I don't like fuzziness.

1 like clarity.

I don't like self-doubt.

Clear intention.

Precise
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execution" and then Hsks, uBlack or white7 11 (refering to tht:: tea} hf!
underscores his mm attitude which, like Edward's and 'l'eddy's, opposes
Pinter's own, that reality is infirm.

Disson, howcvei:, attempts to

fix reality in a senselesll adherencci to arbitrary rules he ci·eates.
Although Disson ia only gazing out of the window when \Jilly buzzes

for him, Wendy announces "Mr. Disson does not want to be disturbed until
3 :30;" Disson 's inflexibility to his own rules at the office is then

mirrored in his growing rigidity to his family.

As he shut off others

from himself at work he now feels cut off from his family at home when
he returns to Diana and the boys; he looks from one to the other as if
they are in league with each other, though Diana was only attempting to
get on with the boys. 1

Although Esslin suggests that Disson 's blindness may be vaguely
Oedipal, ("ls it Disso11 's punishment for having aspired to the bed of
the chaste, modonna•like Diana?'.2) Disson's eye trouble, which begins
ilIIIlediately after he openly begins to notice, then later touch,

We~dy,

seems more conceretely related to the growing disparity between Diason's
1

When Diana tells the boys that they mean a great deal to Disson,
John wonders what "a great deal means," while Tom wonders what "mean
means." s~veral years prior to writing !!,a Party Pinter was asked by
Andrew Sarris the meaning of The Homecoming, and Pinter replied, 11 l 1 d
understand questions about meaning if 1 knew what the word 'meaning'
meant," (Village Voice (April 20, 1967), p. 25). Sarris who found
Pinter's remark flippant was later incensed to hear it come out of the
little boy in Tea Partx (Village Voice (December 19, 1968), p. 53).
Pinter's remark does, however, seem apt for those who would inquire
into meaning in his work or any in literature,
2

iasltn.

The Peopled Wound, p. 171.
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feelings, his rational attitude, and his actions toward Wendy which are
all in conflict.

His s.ttitude toward touching his secretary is that it

is forbidden, the stuff of cheap fiction which he himself is above:

One would have thought this •

tampering • • • this inter•

fering • • • with secretaries was something, of the past, a
myth, in fact something that only took place in paperback

books.

Tch.

Tch.

(p. 45).

But Disson 1 s inviting Wendy to sit on the leather on his desk because,
as he says, "It will be softer

• for you," brings Wendy into his

own touching range (p. 56).
Disson's actual eye trouble begins that evening when he sees two
ping-pong balls; Willy apparently only delivered one.

Dis son •s double

vision might equally represent his suspicion that Willy is double
dealing (with Diana) or might represent Disson's own suppressed double
dealing with his secretary and his wife.

Hinchliffe suggests another

possibility:
Class warfare, success, relationships that collapse, all
center on a hero who tries to conceal them in more trivial
failures•-an inability to play ping•pong or do woodwork.
But eventually his suspicions, jealousy, and the recognition
or fear of inadequacy reduce him to the condition forced on
. 1
Edward in A Slight Ache.
Although Disley, Disson's

eye~

doctor, pronounces Disson's sight as per-

fact, Disson in the next scene has great difficulty tying his necktie,
1

Esslin, The Peopled Wound, p. 171.
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an action typical in Pinter for depicting sexual inadequecy (see Albert
in A Night Out).

One wholly realistic solution which Diana offers to solve Disson's
problem, Diason rejects out of hand; when he complains about Diana's
working because he sees less of her then he would otherwise, she
suggests,

11

Would you prefer me to be your secretary?"

x·espond.t, ''lo, no, of course not.

But Dis son

That wouldn't work at .all" (p. 62).

For Disson who had previously kept business and pleasure neatly
separate from each other, the two are now inextricably, and for him
confusingly, bound together.

The borders between brother-sister,

husband•wife, employee (secretary)•boss, and lover, are no longer
absolutely clear to DiHon who once demanded clarity.
counters Disaon' s

CC>lllp le int,

When Willy

"But we a 11 meet at lunchtime.

We meet

in the evening" (p. 62) Willy reveals that he is with Diana more than

Disson is since he and Di•aa are together both during and after work.
With the pattern eat-abliahed the rest of the play repeats more
intensely what is already aet in motion.

Wendy at times now openly

invites Di&son's attention ("I've put on my new dress" p. 63), and the
more he notices her the more difficulty he has seeing.

After one scene

which opena with Diason sitting in Wendy 1 s chair, Disson goes home and
nearly cuts off hi.I son's finger wbile woodworking.

In another, Disson,

who requests that Wendy bind his eyes with her scarf, uses the blind•
fold as an excuse to touch Wendy; becoming ostrich•like, Disson acts as
if his :body is out of sight i f his eyes are hurried in darkness.
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Disson 's and

w, ndy's

lively

11

ball game" which is pbyed with Disscn 's

table lighter, contrasts with the second "subdued" bedroom seen@ where
there

1~

no longer any tslk of love.

When the blindfolded Disson next

touches Wendy she openly accuses him, ''You 're playing one of your games,
Mr. Disson.
iw:ay he

You're being naughty again" (p. 72).

Disson's blindness

real enough (however psychosomatic in origin), but he certainly

takes advantage of his blindfolded state.
During his next trip to Disley's, DiHon finally cries out• "Help

me 1 ".but Disley, who earlier said, "I only deal with eyes~ old chap.
Why do you come to me?

I>isson's plea.

Why don't you go to someone else?" now ignores

'twho made the speech?" Disley changes the subject and

Disson, rather than admit his weakness, says, "l don't want you to think

I'm not a happy man.

1 am" (p. 73).

Disson, however, reveals even greater feelings of inadequacy as
the disparity between Diana's former life at Sunderly and Disson's
poorer background are contrasted in the discussion about
later emphasized by the visit from Disson's poor parents.

Sunderly~

and

This time

when Dian.a asks him "come to bed," no bedroom scene follows; Disson
refuses, "You can say that 1n front of him?" Disson asks referring
to Willy who is now apparently ever present.

And this time when Diesou

asks for assurances of Diana's love she avoids mentioning "loveu as she
states, in the past tense, the reasons she married him:
I found you admirable for your clatity of mind, your
surety of purpose, your will, the strength your achievements had given you•• (p. 75).
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Wl l ly inte:cjecta to draw Uisson aside for what appears is going to be
a little talk about: Dbson ~s drinking.

But Disson wards off possible

attack by offering WU ly a partnership.

Again, Disson ~a actions are

out of accord with what he certainly must feel about 'Willy.

The final scene, the most intriguing of all. dep.icts Disson blindfolded at his own request.

While half of the scene portrays his point

of view as what he imagines or intuits is happeningi the other half
preseuts a presumably objective view which conveys none of the sinister

implications of Disson's view.

Unfortunately, although the double

point of view is successfully coamunicated in a television or film
version, the Jouble view is blurred in a stage performance where the

ambiguity is less pronounced or even lost altogether.

1n the television

version where Disson
"sees" or
imagines
his guests in conspiratory
.
.
.
'
'

'

~)

postures at the tea party, wtth Willy caressing his wife and secretary

in turn, the objective viewpoint reveals only the most ordinary .activi•
ties that mi&ht occur at any respectable tea party.
When in the end Diana says to the fallen Disson P "It 's me.
1

!t 1 ~~

me, darllng, 11 then after a pau$e adds, "It's your wife, 11 Diana's pk:c

may be the legitimate c,ry of a loving wife and all of Disson's sus ..
P.icions may be imaginary projections of his own feelings which he,

denied in himself but attributed to Willy and Diana.

Hinchliffe sum·

marizes the ambiguity nicely:
The symbolic objects--water closets,

bidets~

ping•pong ball,

and mirror••are aligned with shots of a fetishistic nature
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(leather• black chiffon, high heels) and incorporated in
scenes like the football game with the table lighter (which
at one point lay at Wendy's feet like an apple!) or a game

of chess in order to give the play e brilliant but evasive
patina,

s~ggesttng

that we cannot be entirely sure that

the whole thing ts not completely the delusion of Disson's

guilty, secret, true self. l
What did Dieson'e dominance consist in?

How did be lose it?

Certainly

neither Willy nor Diana can be accused of actively usurping Disson•e
place,

yet in

the c lus difference that exists between them from the

outeet, Willy and Diana have coanand of themselves and others that
Dtsaon lack.a.

Once again Pinter portraye through ambiguity tbe im-

possibiU.ty of knwin& whether dominance ie lo.t. through outside or

internal forcea, or even whether such forces are real or imagined.

nae
inance.

Baeement also dramatizes the more illusiw: qualities of dom-

Although moat critica seem to view the play ea a

fight

between Law and Stott for possession of the room and the girl. there
i• hardly any real etrugale.

Stott simply takes over the room from

the unprotest ing Law who actually seems happy enough to have comP-8ny •
even i f the company, an old friend and his girl, take over his bed.

But as Stott chanae• the room, by removing Law'1 watercolors and then
imprinting his own image on the decorating he also changes Law who

gradually d•velops Stott'• ta1tea, including his liking for Jane, as
well ••some of Stott's strength.
l

Hinchliffe, p. 145.
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She sulH.es the room" (p. 106}.

Someone must '!.eave, because accol"ding

to Law's ideas of rules» "The Council would object, 0 and "so would the
aturch" (p. 104).

Law's attitude toward Jane might seem to indicate

that in this relationship he prefers Stott.

Yet in the very next scene

when Stott momentarily appe:ars to be breathing his last, Law and Jane

suddenly seem to be getting on mysteriously well as they are described
"snuffing each other like aninaals" (p. 107).

Law seems finally to have

developed an animal liking for Jane. but when Stott unexpectedly re•
covers two battles ensue, presumably for the girl and the room.

Stott

takes a few shots at Law with some marbles and lands one on Law's
forehead; the final battle with the broken milk bottles ends when the
bottles smash together hailing the last scene, a repetition of the
first••except that Law and Stott have exchanged positions.

The re-

versal is complete as indicated in forms of address; where in the
opening scene Stott•s dominance is evident when he addresses Law by
his first name, Tim, while Law addtesse• him as Stott (p. 92), in the
end the positions are reversed as Stott welcomes Law as Law who refers
to Stott as Charles (the first time his first name is given) (p. 112).

For the first time in Pinter's work the character who is expelled
from the room, Law, is not the subservient loser but is aomehow dominant.
The cyclical structure of the play suggests that the exchange of roles
will occur again, and perhaps again, which implies an easy
ability of dominant and subservient character.

interchange~

H.ow or why Stott loses

dominance and Law gains it is, however, even more mysterious than the
reasons Disson loses dominance in Tea Partyo

When Law owned the room,
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be dtd not really possess lt since it was so ea13ily

tak1~:A

over by Stott

and the girl, who for wholly mysterious reasons is gradually attracted
to Law (because he resists her?); so long

af;

Law re!C' :I.st<> Jane he

re·~

mains subservient, but when he gives in to his animal desires he be•

comes suddenly assertive and although he apparently loses the room he
wins the girl, only to return to the room to repeat the ritual once

more.

These two plays present an interesting contrast to one another
in that they reflect the illusve and precarious nature of dominance

at different times in life.

Disson who is at an age to reap the bene•

f ite of a long worked for position discovers what money and a position

do not purchase••peace, security and love.

His apparent dominance is

revealed as a front for deep-seated inadequacies and self-deception.

The precise cause of his downfall. however, is as illusive as is the
cause for the role-exchange between Law and Stott.

Jane seems to

function only as an object in the triangle, yet her choice of man
seems to determine who will be dominant.

Pinter here combines

nrtstery successfully with doniinance and subservience to dramatize again
that one's position is a complex combination of choice and accident.

CHAPTER 13

U~IQSQJ\§,

S1LUQi AND

~:

THE MOST SUBTlE

EXPRESSION OF DOMINANCE AND SUBSERVIENCE
Few books today, are forgivable.

Black on canvas,

silence on screen, an empty white sheet of paper, are
perhaps feasible.

l

Landscape (1968) • SiJence (1969), and NishJ; (1969), all 1n obvious senses
0

silence on stage," are not only "forgivable," "feasible" but meaningful

expressions of our times dramatizing also some of the universal subjects

of all literature. the passage of time on youth and age, love, life and
death.

Only in the most subtle senses do these three plays present

Pinter's previous concern with dominance and subservience; more ob•
viously they portray Pinter's concern with ti.me, space and the mystery
of identity.
In Landscal?! Beth and Duff are engulfed by s Hence; they do not

"appear to hear" each other's voices. Duff's patter about trivia in thl:!

present, a few recollections of the past, and Beth's internal monologue
solely about the past.

Their relationship, their identities as husband

and wife seem contained only in their separate illusions which are never
communicated to one another.
1

R. D. Laing, The Politics of ExJ>!rience (New York:

Books, 1967), xi.
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Ballantine
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The subjects of their separate monologues converge at

times~

mast

noticeably at the end when Beth and Duff describe sexual encounters.

But even in their separate recollections of an intimate experience there
is no communion; where Duff recalls

1

'bang1ng the gong, 11 saying "1 would

have had you in front of the dog like a man," then plans, "You'll plead
with me like a woman 11 (p. 29), Beth recalls a time on the beach when
11

&

lay above me" (p. 29), and she end• with "Oh my true love I said"

(p. 30).

In neither case is the love experience clearly fulfilled;

Duff switches from the conditional past to the future tense. suggesting
what he only wishes would or will happen. while Beth recalls a youthful

memory that seems detached from the living woman of the present.
In the fragmenting and telescoping of time the identities of the

characters in •11 the plays is mysterious; is Beth really different from
the young girl which she recalls as herself?

She knows she will be dif-

ferent in the future:
Of course when· 1 •m older I won• t be the same as t am,

I won't be what I am, my skirts, my long legs, I'll be
older, I won't be the same (p. 24).

Nor is it clear that her man, as ehe refers to him, is Duff--he may be
her former employer Sykea • gone, presum•bly dead.

Pintc!r, in a letter

to the director of a German production, maintains that the man in Beth's

memory is Duff, infuaed with recollections of Sykes whom Duff jealously
detests:

lt7

..•

the man or. the beach is Duff.

I think there are

elements of Mr. Sykes 1n her memory of this Duff., which she
might he attributing to DL-ff, but the man remains Duff.

I

think that Duff detes::;:} and is j.:;.alous of Mr. Sykes, although
I do not believe th.at Mr,, Sykes and :Beth were ever lovers.

1

formed these conolusions after I had written the plays }the

same letter also refers to Silenc!/ and after learning about
them through rehersals.

1

Elsewhere in the play the two monologues contrapuntally echo one
another as Beth speaks of stopping off at a hotel for a drink (p. 15),
while immediately following Duff describes stopping off at a pub for a
pint (p. 15).

A dog wanders in and out of both their narratives.

But

even in these tenuous connections, Pinter seems to be dramatizing the
separateness of these two people who have

presum~bly

for so many years but whose lives no longer touch.

lived together
Duff's explicit

statement about what really naatters only further emphasizes their
separateness:
That's what mattP.rs, anyway.

We're together.

That's

what matters (p. 24).

In what sense are Beth and Duff together?
of each of

th~ir

Although the landscapes

narratives take us beyond the walls that are tra•

ditionally associated with Pinter's room settings• Beth and Duff seem
more obviously walled. into the isolation of their separate recollections
of similar or shared experience.

They exist together in silence.

1
.
The entire portion of the letter plus Esslin 's interpolation as

they are presented in The Peopled Wound, p. 187, are given here.

1&8

Dominan,;oe Mtd subservi.ence cs.rt hnve little re le witho<..tt the inter-

action of characters.

VE~ry

It iEi, however,

relatfori to Sykes as his empfoy.::: 11 b

Beth's relation t:o the

1t.m

subtly app;arent in Duff 1 a

his relation to Beth, and in

of h•cr mem<Hj;.

Duff) who first speaks

CJ.uit:e respectfully of Sykes (''Th;1t':J where we 1re luci>:y, in my opinion.
To live in Mr. Sykes' house in pe<1ce. no-or1e to bother us" p. 17), lat~r
reveals his hostility toward the man (''Mind you, he was a gloomy bugger.

/}auss.J

I ~s never sorry for him at any time, for his lonely life"

p. 20), and finally expresses hi"'
At least now

• at

le11~1t

r~lief

th.at Syke.s is now gone:

now, I can walk down to the

pub in peace and up to the pond in peace, with no•one to
nag the shit out of me (p. 24}.

Duff apparently resen.ted his subservunt p<>£ it ion in. the household, but
was Bble to retain some of his dignity outside of the house when he
spoke with authority to the boys at the pub:
This fellow

kn"lW

bugger all about beer.

I'd been trained as a cellerman.
with authodty.

He didn't know

That's why I could speak

(p. 25).

In his rel.ttionship with Beth, Duff ts gentle at times, as when h0

speaks of her among the flowers (p. 16), or when he deecrtbes his confession of infidelity to her (p. 19); but though he describes hi$ desire
to

tak~

'Beth in comnanding, raucous terms, he seems oddly unsure of his

ability to have her "like a un, 11 as he describee hov he ''would" have
liked to behave with her and have her respond to hill; sadly, he does

not

aee11 to have "what matters" to him.
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Beth's relation to her man is a quaintly passive one played to a
gentle courtly but sensuous lover who spends a lot of time himself
passively asleep on the beach.

The man as she describes him seems so

different from the Duff we see that it is easy to suppose Beth is
speaking not of her husband but of a lover. perhaps Sykes.

But

wheth~r

or not the man who occupies her thoughts is really Duff or Sykes or
someone else hardly matters since, as Pinter says, "t think there are
elements of Mr. Sykes in her memory of this Duff;"!!:!..!:! Duff (of her
dreams) is not the real. 1 living here•and•now Duff anyway.

It is not

even necessary to suppose, as Esslin does, that Beth no longer actually
speaks to Duff; the dramatic device of the internal monologue simply
allows Pinter to dramatize what is occasionally common to any conversation••one person'• being on hie own track and shut off from the
other; here it also dramatizes that what is most important to each of
these characters is not each other, not even themselves as they presently
exist, but what each conceives hinulelf to be, generally in the past.
Beth may not have been unfaithful to Duff, as he confesses he
was to her, yet her ongoing infidelity with her imaginary man of her
youth is a far more significant part of her life than Duff's real in•
fidelity is to him.

In a sense then, these characters out of touch

with each other are beyond dominance. and subservience.
S&lence pushes the boundaries of silence even further by means of
a wholly non•realistic setting where three lives touch only briefly,
1enerally to ullderacore parting, and where time is a moveable function
of the minds of Ellen, Rumsey and Bates who willfully go forward or
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back in time to dramatize the failure in their relationships.

Even more

th.An in Landscse.,e, where death is obliquely hinted at in the allusion to
Sykes, and where silence dramatizes a dead relationship between two living
people, the silence of Silence seems a reminder of mortality as Esslin
suggests when he draws a parallel to Beckett's Play:
Even more than Landscape, Silence recalls Beckett's

P-ax

where the device of repeated fragments of speech running
down is used to suggest the way the last moments of aware•
ness of a dying person might remain suspended in a limbo
forever, echoing on and on through eternity, while gradually losing their intensity but unable ever to fade away

completely.

Are the cross•cut thoughts and memories in

Silence also the dying thoughts of the three characters
engulfed in total silence, the silence of death?

1

The. characters in Silence, like almost all of Pinter's characters,

act

u.~selfconsciously,

in their relationships.

generally unaware ·of death or even of the failure

:But the failure

is

apparent even as Rumsey

overinsists that he is content to be alone:
I've lost nothing.
Pleasant alone and watch the folding light.
quiet. My heart never bangs.

My animals are

I read in the evenings.

There

is no-one to tell me what is expected or not expected of me.
There isnothing required of me (p. 35).
l

Esslin, The Psopled Wound, p. 195.
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Being alive requires something; only the heart of the dead "never bangs. '

Rumsey seems only half alive, and his condition seems to have grown out
of a 'Choice, when he spurns Ellen.

When she approaches him he says , "Find

a young man":
ELLEN.
R.UMSEY.

ELI.EN.

RUMSEY.

ELLEN.

There aren't any.
Don't be stupid.

I don't like them.

You're stupid.

I hate them.

Pause.
RUMSEY.

Find one.

(pp. 44·45)

Silence.
RUmsey possibly

qui~

before he was fired, for when he earlier asks Ellen

to cook for him she responds coyly, "Next time I come.

next time may be

n~ver

I will" (p. 41);

since the last time, as Rumsey reminds her, "You

were a little girl" (p. 41).

Even the suggestions of lovemaking between

Ellen and Rumsey, though joyful, seem to occur between disembodied,
ethereal beings who do not touch:
ELLEN.

When I run • • • when I run • • • when I run • • •

over the grass
Floating

• Rumsey.

She floats ••• under me.

• under me (p. 40).

Ellen, as an old

WODlBD,

also says she is content to be alone,

"1 like to get back to my room" (p. 36) ; and though she is described in
the cast list as a "girl in her twenties," she clearly moves forward in
time into her old age where she says:
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BATES,

Do you want to go anywhere else?

ELLEN.

Yes.

BATES.

Where?

ELLEN.

I don't know.

Pause.
BATES.

Do you want me to buy you a drink?

ELI.IN.

No.

£!.uae.
BATES.

Come

ELLEN.

No.

for a

wall~.

Pauu.
BATES.

All right.

I know a place.
ELLEN.

I'll take you on a bus to the town.
My cousin runs it.

No.

Silence.

(pp. 38•39)

The silence ende their brief encounter; but to Bates as an old man, what•

ever wounds he suffered in youth left no msrks••his fondest recollections
are of his walks in the country with a little girl

(El~en?).

Dominance in this play occurs so subtly it seems almost absent; it
occurs primarily at junctures to underscore the failures in the

rela~

tionships; where Rumsey spurns Ellen (p. 45); where Ellen spurns Bates

(p. 39); and when Bates impotently cries out at his noisy young neigh•
bors (p. 35) and perhaps is reminded of his '- wn spent youth.
Ni&ht~

written when Pinter was thirty-nine and his wife forty,

portrays a couple in their fnrt:ies who recall their first meeting; and
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although their recollections of the shared expt'!rience differ ("Ah, y•es,
I remember it well")• the Man and Woman, rather than

struggh~

for domi-

nance as is usual in Pinter's work when a central dispute occurs, argue
briefly then momentarily acquiesce, and finally agree to their disagree•

ment!
At first the Man and Woman are at odds about their

s1~par.ate

recol-

lections:

WOMAN.

We walked down a road into a field, through some

railings.

We walked to a corner of the field and

then we stood by the railings.
MAN.

No.

It was on the bridge that we stopped.

Pause.
WQ.fAN.

w.n.

That was someone else.
R.ubbtsh.

WOMAN.
MAN.

That was another girl.
It was years ago.

You've forgotten.

Pause.
I remember the light on the water (p. 56).
Momentarily they reach accord when they dispassionately rehearse perhaps
the most essential part of their first meeting, the first time they made
love:

MAN.

And then we left the bridge and we walked down

the

cowpath and we came to a rubbish dump.
WOMAN.

And you had me and you told me you had fallen in love

with me, and you said you would take care of me always.

and you tolcl me Iii"/ voice and my eyE's, my thighs 9 my
breasts, were incomparable, and that you would aciore

me always.

MAN.

Yes I did.

WOMAN.
MAN.

And you adore me always.
Yes I do (pp. 60-61).

The dialogue seems to progress beyond the present es it ends with
the Man and Woman agreeing to disagree about past det11Us, but to agree
about present fee lings (but for each other?):

WOMAN.

And then we had children and ve sat and talked and you

remembered women on bridges and towpaths and rubbish dumps.

MAR.

And you remembered your bottom against railings and men
holding your hands and men looking into your eyes.

W'MAN.

MAN.
~.

MAN.

And talking to me softly.
And your soft voice.

Talking to them softly at night.

And they said I will' adore you always.
Saying I will adore you always (p. 61).

Love, conmon to all three piays, is portrayed as railing to connect
the lives of characters whose separeteness ts emphasized by tlu>ir past
attempts to love.

Even those who apparently loved and marry (Beth and

Duff, the Man and Woman) are no closer than those who seem to have lost
their i::hance to love (Ellen, Rumsey and Batf?S).

I.andscllpe ~ Silence and

!!,tght, all autwnn plays, primarily portray characters' past youth and
middle age who have somehow lout the hopeful love of springtime and youth

which. !.s

&"l.~\•erth0 lei':.~ sue:g;est·~d

f:n. each c,f the works, 1.n the lush rain

wet lantle;capes of D\\ff's riarrattve, in Rumsey'• an.cl Bates' talk of the
little girl and the birds, and in the dialogue of youthful passion in
Night.
In view of Pinter's previous concern with dominance and subservience,

the nottceable near absence of that concern in these recent plays poses
an int.::t·esting questicn.

Is the absence of tM struggle for dom1.nance

simply an outgrowth of the technique (since the characters do not touch,
do not couaunicate directly they cannot struggle for dominance) or is
the absence of the Stt"uggle more deeply thematic (the absence of the
struggle to gain dominance reflects an absence of a quality essential
to bef.ng alive, to U.fe itself perhaps)?
The thematic implicatlons of dominant•subservient relations in
Pinter's previous· work are generally that the etrug81e for dominance
arows out of feelings of inadequacy and results generally in destruc-

tion rathec than growth or creation in human relationships.

Conversely,

it might then be supposed, the absence of the struggle for dominance

would Ix! a good thing.

Yet in these recent plsys the ubsence of the

struggle for dominance seems hardly a positive quBlity :i.n these characters Hv('S·

Without the struggle and without the correlative det:Jirc

to attain an artificial or arbitrary position or role these chm:actcrs
actually seem only hslf alive, isolated into a death iu Bfo stnte cf
existence.

It is not at al 1 cert.~dn, however, that Pinter intl'C'ndc·d :~uch

m.litic implicati.ons in Landscape,

~i1e.~

and !'!!&ht (after

all~

the·

under•

standing such implications seems to presuppose an intimate knowledge of
Pinter's previous work).

Still, such implications cannot be dismissed.

These characters who act generally as if they are complete within them•
selves seem to dramatize the

opp~ite

problem Goldberg has with his

identity; while theae characters seem content with their almoat wholly
inner•directed identities (as opposed to the kind of wholly outer•
directed identity of a Goldberg) they are hardly auperior for

identity.

•-=h

an

Some balance between the two would seem best.

Implicit, then perhaps, in Pinter'• d.ramatization of s"'ch wholly

inner-directed identity is a recognition that the healthy man as he exists
in society is necessarily some combination of an inner•and outer•directed

identity.

Thus. Pinter's concern, or seeming lack of concern with domi•

nant•subservient relations in

Lan4!cap~,

Silence and Mi}Jgt may represent

yet another plunge into his exploration and dramatization of civili?.e<l
Western man as lte is, and, perhaps by
could.

implication~

ought to be, i f he

CHAPTER 14
SOME CONCLUSIONS
Wheu Harold Pinter waa c:1sked to :.mbmit a piece for a Beckett

Festi;chirft he presented the following exerpt froa a letter to a friend
written in 1954:
The farther he goes the more good it does me.

I don't want

philosophies, tracts, dogmas, creeds, way outs, truths.
answers,

~pthins

from the bargain basement.

He is the most

courageous, remorseless writer going and the mo:-:e be grinds
my nose in the shit the D>re I am grateful to him.

He's not.

fucking me about, he's not leading me up any garden, he's
not slipping me any wink, he's not flogging me a remedy or

a pnth or a revelation or a basinful of breadcnimbs, he's
not selling me anything I don't want to buy, he doesn't
give a bol loek 11b.eth"~r t b~1 or not, he kasn' t go:.: hb

hand over his heart.

We·ll, I'll buy his goods, hook, line

and sinker, because he leaves no s tone unturned and no maggot
lon~~ ly.

He brings forth a hody of beauty.

His work is

beautiful. 1

1

Harold Pinter, "Beckett,n Beckett at Sixty (London:
:Royars, 1%7), ::>· 86.
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Pillter then added in conclusion:
I can't, now, use any 'words' about his work at a 11, except
to say that be seems to me far and away the finest writer
~

writing.

!.

What Pinter says of Beckett here and elsewhere to cell him "the finest
prose writer living,') seems to me to be true of Pinter himself.

Perhaps a single work by a few coatetnporary playwrights stands out
above any single work of Pinter's.

Albee 'a Who's Afraid of Virginia

Woolf may be better theater in the sense of its theater wit; but Albee's

work seems temporal; Pinter's, more timeless in the use of language and
idiom alone.

Beckett'• Waiting for Codot may be more profound, what•

ever that may mean, than anything Pinter ever wrote.

An<l without

Beckett's novels and Kafka's there possibly would have been no Pinter
the playwright.

This study, however, is a stddy of the whole of Pinter's published
playwriting to date.

And the whole of his work eeems to me better than

anything else we've got

ftow

in the theater.

Harold Hobson was the first

major critic to recognize Pinter's genius; shortly after The Birthday
Party folded after its first brief London run Harold Hobson wrote:
l

Pinter, "Beckett," p. 86.

2Kathleen Tynan, "In Search of Harold Pinter:

Part

It," p. 8.
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Now I am well aware that Mr. rinter 's play received ell:tremely
baa notices last Tuesday morning.

At the moment I write these

lines it is uncertain even whether the play will still be on
the. bill by the time they appear. though it is probable it will
soon be seen elsewhere.

Deliberately I am willing to risk

whatever reputation I have as a judge of plays by saying that
11

The Birthday Pa?;ty'' is not a Fourth, not even a Second. bvt

a First; and tbat Mr. ,Pinte:r • on the evidence of this wqrk.
possesses the most original distu:rbing and arresting talent
.
1
in theatrical London.
Hobson went on to point out that Osborne and Beckett both got poor
notices and qe 4dded:

But that h-.s not prevented

th.o~e

two very different writers.

Mr. Beckett aad, Mr. a.borne from being regarded throughout
the world as the moat important dramatists .who now use the
English tongue. ..The. early Shaw got bad notices:
scandalously bad notices.

Ibsen got

Mr. Pinter is not nerely in good

company, ha is in the llery best.

2

John Rus•ell Taylor too was also an early critic who, in writing
about contemporary British dramatiats concluded of Pinter that

11

in the

long run he is likely to turn out the greate.at of them all":
1

Harold Hobson, ''The Screw Turns Again," The Sunday Times (May 25,

1958). p. 11.
2

,!W.
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At this stage all questions of realism or fantasy, naturalism·
or artifice become irrelevant, and indeed completely meaningless:
whatever we think of his plays, whether we accept or reject them,
they are monumentally and inescapably there, the artifact tri•
umphantly separated from the artist, self-contained and self•
supporting.

Because he bM achieved this, and he alone among

Britiah dramatists of our day, the conclusion seenta inescapable
that even i f others may be more likeable, more approachable,
more sympathetic to om's own personal tastes and convictions,
in the long run he is likely to turn out the greatest of them

all.

l

Arnold P. Hinchliffe, with slightly more reserve, adds similar
pre1se as he

~lso

comments on both Pfnter•s temporal and universal appeal:

Certainly of all .:ontemporary British dramatists only Pinter
manages to be topical, local and mtivereal••to combine the

luropean Absurd with native wit to create • record of conaon
inevitability.

2

Mc>re recently Martf.D Esslin in his conclusion to The Peopled Wound
left no aspect of Pinter'• work uapratsed:

In a wave of young playwright• which is richer in talent
than any generation of British dramatists since the
1

Taylor, p. 315.

2

Hinchliffe, p. 165.
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Restoration, Harold Pinter clearly stands in the front rank,
as a craftsman, a master of dialogue, a technkian of

suspense~

laughter, surprise and emotion, and as an artist, a true poet

of the stage, who has created his own personal world in hie own
personal idiom. •olly consistent, wholly individual, an ex•

preasion of his own anguish, peopled from h!§. wound. which yet,

as great poetry always does. re•echoea in the depths of the
mind• of a multitude of indivtduala and 18 therefore capable
of giving voice to unspoken fears• auf ferings, and yearnf.ngs

shared by all mankind.

l

'l'be praise from Pinter's beat crittca ts overwhelming.
ie n

Thls study

attempt to understiand .md •ppreciate only one smell corner of

Pinter's dralllfl.

It is not concerned primarily with an aesthetic theory

so aucb as the social, peychologteal, ethical and basically human truths

in Pinter's work.

While bia plays are

not

in any negative sense di•

dacttc, they are eertataly so in the higheet sente••in the world view
they pre•ent.

Tolstoy once· ••id that to know one women well ta better th.an to
know f ive•b.undred (preaumalJly IUP4ll'f Utelly).

There le a sense in which

tbia ta true of the worka of a great literary artist.

peare wll ts

to

To know Shakes•

understand man a1 a wt1e •n doea and to know much

about literature and otheT art.

To travel through Pinter's works is to

travel widely, yet Pinter doe• not take you on 4'1ite the same journey;
1
!ssUn, The Peopled Wound, p. 254.
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there

ar~

few allusions to classical or Biblical mythology (though he

has his Diana, Ruth and Barnabas 1 perhaps others).

WhJ!t is

mon~

import,1nt in Pinter is the col"llllOnly expressed recognition on the part

of audience anc! critic that his people seem real, their dfalogue true
to the ear and their actions un.comfortably familiar, though often pushed

to extLemes few cf us have 3Ctually experienced.
'I'he worldview Pinter delivers springs from the very roots of Western
civili~ation's

values; his expression of dominance and subservience ls

a dramatization of man in a society whose values are based not on in•
dividual worth so much as on one's relative position to one's fellow.
And the notion of nobility

~quated

rank seems l•ng dying but not dead.

primarily with position, role or

Still, critics of a more pre•

scriptive school are quick to complain. that Pinter's visi.on lacks

nobility (aobility he shows is hollow).
If art: springs from life as an express ion of life then what Pinter

seems to be dramatizing is man whc if he strives for dOllinance over his
fellow and seeks hi• identity solely from that dominance, he is sure
to destroy the posstbiU.ty of fruitful relations and ultimately himself.

But any good literature f.s;not merely an expression of life, it

returns to U.fe to influence those who participate in and enjoy it.
Ia man primarily as P1nte1:· portrays him?

he avoid self•destruction?

Can man change?

If so, can

Pinter offers no answers in his work.

Yet

he seems to point to you, your inner self rather. than merely to the in•
stitutions that past man and present create.

Even if there are answers

204

they are not simple» and there

~re

no easy affirmations.

Pinter's own

view is not that of an atoc:liorist:
I don't have .;iny expectation of the world growing better or
anything.

The world remains as it f.s.

1

Perhaps the implication is that it will not, according to Pinter, grow
worse.
In contrast to the predominant notions of our youth-obsessed culture
and contrary to Pinter's recent characters who seem to be running down
as life goes on, are Pinter's views of hilaself, his own life:
I feel better year after year, progressively.
my life more as it goes on.

I'm enjoying

2

As Pinter also once said of a discussion about whether or not man will

improve, '"Who the He 11 cares anyway?":
Well its going to end anyway ••• a million year's time
or something • • . all blow up • • • get too near the sun.

I don't think people bear that in mind quite enough.

3

Obviously Pinter's work is more, much more than this discussion of
dominance and subservience reflects.

And like any critical work it can

no more approach. reproduce, analyze then synthesize the experience of
a work of art any more than can a work of art, such as a love poem,
reproduce the experience of life, lovemaking.
1

.

Pinter. PilJter People tape.

2

!bid.

3 lbid.

Pinter's work is full

of much good fun and l.aughter that this study hardly mentions exce 1,t
is

n~flected

in actual quotations from his work.

wii.1t

His plays seem to re-

fleet the best of the comic as well as the serious qualities of contemporary life and art.

The language is far more beautiful u mo r1:•

lyrical even in its naked simplicity than this examination even suggests.
Despite material success and international fame, Pinter's own
attitude toward the quality of his work remains charmingly modest:
I'm a very good example of a writer who can write, but I'm
not as good as all that.

I'm just a writer; and I think

that I've been overblown tremendously because there's a
dearth of really fine writing, and people tend to make too
much of a meal.

you can.

All yota can do is try to write as well as

1

llsewhere he has said:
Each play, was for me, "a different kind of failure."
And that fact, I suppose, sent me on to write the next
2

one.

Perhaps finally relevant to questions about Pinter's future reputation as

a dramatist is the question "Is the theater dead?"

When asked if he

thought it was finished, Pinter responded:
It is not finished while

! am alive. 3

1

Pinter, Paris Reyiew lptttyiew, p. 366.

2

3

Pinter, ..Writing for the Theater, 0 p. 82.
Kathleen Tynan, "In Search of Harold Pinter:

Part II," p. 8.
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